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PRE FACE .

This Grammar is substantially a reprint of the grammati

cal portion of the “ Introduction to Bengali ” , published in

1874, under the editorship of the late Dr. Wenger. Some

alterations have been made, specially in the simplification of

the declension of nouns. A few reading exercises have also

been added . In the revision I have been aided by Babu

Mathura Nath Nath.

G. H. ROUSE .
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BENGÁLÍ GRAMMAR.

BYAKARAN.

THE Bengálí, like all other Grammars, may be divided into

Orthography, Etymology, Syntax, and Prosody ; but, for the

sake of equal distribution and easy reference, we shall com

prehend the whole in ten chapters.

CHAPTER I.

Of Orthography.

This treats of the number, power, division , combination,

and permutation of letters.

SECTION 1. Of the Letters, (Aqár).

The Bengálí Alphabet is derived from the Devanagarí

(Sanscrit) , in some cases by changing the circular into an

angular form , in others by altering the form entirely. It

consists of forty-nine letters ; sixteen of which are called

Vowels, and thirty-three Consonants.

1



2 BENGÁLÍ GRAMMAR.
AG
V
N
V

a

i

~
.

I u

ri

কka

cha

ট& ṭa

তta

§

আ à

ঈ

kha

ছchha

tha

থ tha

ফpha

র ra

ষsha

Vowels, (Swar).

i

ú

# ri

h

Consonants, (Byanjan).

ঘgha

ঝjha

dha

dha

ভbha

st ga

জja

ডda

da

বba

(:

লla

স sa

Iri

এ

૩ 0

ang

lrí

& ai

I va

ha

F
o
r
£ 2
2
5

পpa

য ya

শsha

The following letters need to be carefully distinguished :

ই ¿ and Su, ú and d

ক , ফph ব b and র

it and ↳ ḍh

যy and ষ sh

ঋri andঝjh

kh and th ঘgh and ধ dh

মm and স s

ঔ

0
0

,

au

ah J

gnua

ঞgnia

o na

ন na

x ma
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SECTION 2. Ofthe Pronunciation of the Letters (Uchcháran).

a, the first vowel, is inherent in every consonant which is

not accompanied by another vowel. Its original sound

probably was that of a in tolerable ; but in Bengálí it is

commonly pronounced like o in hot ; as , anal (pro

nounced onol) , fire. It is, however, often pronounced

somewhat like u in hut, especially before certain compound

consonants, e. g., *, qa, PJ, kya, 5 , tya, AJ, bya, ~ , bhya,

TI, lya, T, sya, 7, dma ; &c. as F , drabya, a thing ; * ,

aqar, a letter. At the end of a word, when the last con

sonant is a single one, is not generally pronounced in

prose ; thus , in poetry (as in Sanscrit) anala, in prose

anal. It is always pronounced in verbs, (excepting the

terminations and 7,) in past participles, and in words

ending with a compound consonant ; as, f , karila,

he did ;, krita, done ; , andha , blind .

Though is generally pronounced like o, yet for the sake of

uniformity with the custom in other Indian languages

it is written ɑ.

á, is the above letter lengthened, and has the sound of a

in father ; as, * , ákásh, sky.

i, is pronounced like i in pin or like e in he ; as, fa, ini,

this man.

í, is the preceding vowel lengthened, and has the sound of

i in police ; as,, íshut, a little.

উ u, is pronounced like oo in foot ; as , utha, arise.

ú, like oo in root ; as, fat, únish, nineteen.

ri, is like ri in rich ; as, af , rishi, a sage.

rí, is the preceding lengthened .

lri, is like li in little ; as , DP , li-kár, the letter li.
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lré, is the preceding lengthened, lí. The last three vowels,

retained from the Sanscrit, are practically never used

in Bengálí.

e, is pronounced like the first e in there ; as , q , ek, one.

ai, is like oy in oyster ; as , & , aikya, unity.

o, is like o in note ; as, c , oshṭha, the lip.

au, is like ow in how ; as, 44, aushadh, medicine.

•
ang, called anuswár, is like ng at the end of a word ; as

ZA , sutaráng, consequently.

: ah, called bisarga, indicates that the vowel should, in

pronunciation, be abruptly shortened ; as, :, antah,

within. When it is followed by a consonant the effect

is that the consonant is doubled, thus q , dukkha.দুঃখ,

k, like k in king ; as, , kák, a crow.

kh, like kh in block-head, or brick-house ; there must, how

ever, be no hiátus between the k and h, as in the English

words, but both must be pronounced with one breath ;

as, *† , shákhá, a branch .

st g, like g in give ; as, , gaman, going.

gh, like gh in log-house ; as, ¶, ghás, grass.

eng, like n in trinket ; as,, anka, a mark. and hardly

ever stand alone ; they are used as compounded with

the consonants of their respective classes. Thus is

used in combination with , &c., with 5, &c.

Similarly is used as a first member with t, &c.,

with the class and y with the class .

ch, like ch in church ; as, foe , chintá, thought.

chh, like ch-h in fetch-hence, much-haste ; as,, chháyá, a

shadow.

j, like j in just ; as,, jay (pronounce joy ), victory.

jh, like ge-h in college-hall ; as, c , bojhá, a load .

n, like n in hinge ; as, * , sanchay, collection.



PRONUNCIATION.
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0

tt, like t in take ; as, t , táká, a rupee. To distinguish

this and the next four letters from the five following

ones, a dot is placed below the Roman letter : it is placed

under these in preference to the others, because these

are used much less frequently.

th, like t-h in fat-hen ; as, Ħp , thákur, a god or chief.

d, like d in do ; as, , dál, a branch or bough.

dh, like d-h in bad-hand, old-house ; as, , dhál, a shield .

This letter and the preceding one, with a dot under

them, are pronounced like the French r ; as, 77, baṛa,

great ; ™, múṛha , a fool .

n, like n in can ; as, F , kantak, a thorn.

t, as, a , tárá, a star. In pronouncing this and the next

four letters , to which no English sound corresponds,

the tongue should not touch the gum, but the edge of

the upper teeth. When is without the inherent vowel,

it takes the form .

th, (the preceding letter aspirated) as, , tháka, stay.

d, as,, danta, tooth.

dh, (the preceding aspirated) as, †† , dhánya, unhusked rice.

n, like n in panther ; as, , nadí, a river.

p like p in pin ; as,, pátra, a vessel.

ph, like p-h in up-hill, hap-hazard ; as, & , phal, fruit. It

is often carelessly pronounced likef.

b, like b in book ; as , t , bálak, a boy.

≈ bh, like b-h in cab-horse ; as , ¶ , bhálúk, a bear.

■ m, like m in mind ; as, l , mátá, a mother. When com

bined with ,, or , it is not distinctly pronounced, but

only gives a peculiar nasal sound to these consonants,

which cannot be expressed in print. Examples : T ,আত্মা,

átmá, spirit ; , padma, a lotus ;, bhasma, ashes.

◄ y, j. This is properly the consonant y, but is pronounced
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j in Bengali, except when it is the last letter of a com

pound or has a dot under it : then it is y ; as, 17,

jájak, a priest ; 485 , dantya, dental ; f¶¶, kariyá, doing.

◄r, like r in rod ; as, 71 ), rájá, a king .

al, like I in lane ; as, , lábh, gain.

w, b. This is properly v or w, but is always pronounced

like b in but by the natives of Bengal, except when com

pounded with another letter, and then it is sometimes

pronounced w ; as, tot , bátás, wind ; † , dwár, a •

door.

sh, like sh in shine ; as, * , sháp, a curse.

sh, like si in vision ; as, c , shesh, end.

s, like s in sin ; as, 77, sár, essence.
This is the proper

pronunciation of the letter, but in practice it is pro

nounced much the same as the other two sibilants ; in

fact the difference in the pronunciation of these three

sibilants is barely perceptible. In Eastern Bengal they

are often pronounced like h. In the combinations st, sth,

sn, sri and sr, s should be pronounced as in English.

h, like h in heart ; as, , hasta, a hand.

9, is properly a compound of and , and in Sanscrit,

Máráthi, &c. it is pronounced as such, ksha. It used to

be regarded as the last letter of the alphabet, but

modern grammarians regard it as a combination rather

than a letter. It is pronounced like ka with a deep

guttural sound ; as, , qánta, appeased .
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SECTION 3. Of the Division of the Letters.

The letters are divided into Vowels and Consonants . The

vowels are subdivided into

Hraswa, Short,

Dirgha, Long,

Samán, Similar, ,,

Asamán, Dis

as অ

অা

, অ আ ই ঈ

""

ড
া
ন
া

গ
জ

Kanthya, Gutturals,

তালু

Tálabya, Palatals,

Múrdhanya, Linguals or

Cerebrals,

দनू

Dantya, Dentals,

Oshthya, Labials,

গ
ত

গ
্
য

গ
ত

similar, ,, অ ই আউ ঊঅঊঅ ৯ ঋ ৯ অ

এ ঐ ও ঔ are diphthongs, অং অঃ are anomalous.

The consonants are divided into two kinds, called Bargíya,

classified, and Abargiya, unclassified or miscellaneous. The

first includes the five rows of consonants, with five letters

in each row. Each row is denominated from the first letter

in it ; as , ক-বর্গ (ka-barga) means ক, খ, গ, ঘ, ঙ. So চ-বর্গ &c.

The semivowels and sibilants are reckoned unclassified or

miscellaneous.

ঋ ঋ ৯

The letters, when divided according to their distinct

nature and the organs by which they are pronounced, are

thus arranged :

ܘܘ

ܟ

ܗ

ক খ গখ গ ঘ ঙ

চ ছ জ ঝ ঞ য শ

ট ঠ ড র

থ দ ধ নল

প ফ ব ভ ম

ܘ

2
9

12
2
2

4
3

ব

A

স

The first and third of the above columns contain the

letters called alpa-prán, unaspirated, and the second and

fourth are mahá-prán, aspirated. The fifth column are
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nasals, anunásik ; the sixth, semivowels ; and the seventh,

sibilants. 3ñ

Each sibilant is compounded usually with letters of its

own class only ; thus with ú, &c.; ‹ with t , † &c.; √

with the class.

The first and second columns contain hard letters, among

which also the sibilants are classed ; the remaining letters

are called soft.

Exercise in Reading.

Thereader willbear in mind, thatthe inherent vowel, though

represented by a, must be pronounced, usually, like o in hot.

at, át, eight. * , dash, ten.

, ek, one. , dhan, wealth.

, rin, debt. , pad, a foot.

, kam, less. , path, a path, way, road.

, phal, a fruit, result, pro

[duct.

45, khar, stubble.

, khat, a written obligation. , ban, a forest.

, ghar, a house.

, chhal, a trick.

, jan, a person.

, jal, water.

,jhar, a storm.

, tak, acid.

, thak, a rogue, thug.

, tat, a river's bank.

7 , dal, a sect.

, bal, strength.

, bhay, fear.

, man, the mind.

, rath, a chariot.

, ras, juice.

, sat, real, good.

, gay, decay.

, kara, do (imper.).

, bala, say (ditto).
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1

SECTION 4. Of the Union of Vowels and Consonants,

( Sanyóg ).

Every consonant standing alone is supposed to have the

first vowel q inherent in it, unless ( ) is subscribed, or

another consonant joined with it ; then the g is dropped, as

ovat, an, we, anta. This mark ( ) is called birúin . If another

vowel is united with the consonant, it takes the place of the

7, as , kí.

The vowels when subjoined to consonants are represented

by the following symbols :

is left blank,
ka

94 becomes 1 কা
ká

ki

को ké

ku

as

>
9
9

q

9
7

9
9

o

0
2

9
9 kú

9

q

a

To
forA1n

g
a
s
♡♡

0
9

>

不
和

你
利
不
不
不

*
E
E
E
E

和

kri

krá

r
r
u
n
t
a ១
១
9

9
9
១ )0
9

>

ke

কৈ kai

6Y কো
ko

G কৌ kau

অং क९ kang

কঃ kah

It will be noted that F, C and < precede the letters which6 . है

in pronunciation they follow, and that 6-Y and C partly

precede and partly follow those letters . When the initial

1
0

>>

0
0
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form of a vowel occurs in the middle of a word, the inherent

vowel is also to be pronounced after the preceding consonant.

Thus , kaek, some ; 7, saodágar, (pron . soudágor) ,

merchant ; whereas is ke, and is so.

Exercise in Reading.

, tíka, a comment., ihakál, this world.

af , atishay, exceedingly.

fa , chhilám, I was.

, thik, exactly. [bery.

, ḍákáítí, gang rob

f , hayáchhi, I have be- , ku-parámarsha, bad

come. advice.

, kshin, (pron. kyín), en

feebled.
[hungry.

f ,kshudhit, (pron. kyudhit) ,

, jhurí, a basket.

gf , dukkhit, grieved.

, chítkár, a scream . fa , nirupay, helpless .

, jhánk, a swarm. [zard. , bahu, numerous.

fofo , tiktiki, the house li- f¶¶, bahubidh, manifold.

, pira, an illness .

aff , adhipati, a lord.

, íshat, slightly.

af , kaedi, a prisoner.

, kit, a worm.

SECTION 5. Of the Combination of Consonants, (Jukta-agar).

The ordinary method of combining two consonants is to

write the second underneath the first ; as, for , swa ; F

for , kla. But in most cases one or both of the consonants

are slightly altered, as the following examples* will show :

* These compound consonants may be referred to as they occur, and need

not interrupt the progress of the learner in the first going through the

grammar. Their form differs more or less in every different fount of type.
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1. Nasals combined with other letters.

ngangha

njanjha

nḍa

ক
kka

I tta

দ্ধ ddha

(3) nkankha

( 43) ∞ ncha & nchha( ঞ) ঞ্চ

(9) & nta Intha
ন্ট nța

Inna I nwa

ন্দ( ) Inta Intha ndandhannanwa

(*) mpa πmphamba mbhamnamma

2. Sibilants combined with other letters .

স) স্ক ska

ম্প spa

**) * shcha

(ষ) ঙ্ক shka

ম্ফ shpha

3. Some double letters .

4. Miscellaneous.

A skha

ম্ফ spha

ছshchha

ਲੋ shta

অ

5 dwapta

chcha

tta

mma

ktagdhajna*

দ্ম amattmat

Zsta

স্ম sma

শ্ন shna

ষ্ঠ shtha

চ্ছ

2 ttha

bba

chchha

A

ব্দ bda

দ্ভ dbh
a হ্ম hma

bja ত্ব twa

ঙ্ম ngma

stha

न sna

সন্ধ bdha

হা hjaহ্য

G

ষ্ণ shna

57 ija

M dda

J bbha

hna
ल

ন্ম nma

ttwahwa

* Pronounced somewhat like a nasal gya.

+ This m is not pronounced , but instead of it a peculiar nasal twang (as

if one wanted to sneeze) is given to the preceding consonant.
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SECTION 6. Anomalous Combinations of Letters.

The letter , when second in combination, is muti

lated to the form J ; as, J kya.* (Ya-phalá.) better .

The letter , preceding another consonant, assumes

the form (´) ; as, harsha, F¶ karma .† (Reph.) .

The letter , following another consonant, assumes

the form ( ) ; as, ♬ sra. (Ra-phalá.)
+

Some consonants, when combined with this form of

7, assume a peculiar shape ; as,

m/conu

☎ kra, a tra, a ttra, & ntra, ♫ ndra, z stra.

The vowel combined with 7, is thus expressed :

রুru.

The vowel combined with , is thus expressed :

rú.

So bhru,

Sometimes the vowel

shru, ♬ bhrú,

has this form (, ) ; as,

shrú, ♫ dru, ♫drú.

❤gu, * shu, ← ntu, ♬ stu.

Remark also hu, andhri, and e (for ) t.

DATAS

( ) over a letter signifies that it is nasal . The

nunciation is something like n in the French an .

pro

* This y is not pronounced clearly, the sound approximates to the simple

doubling of the preceding letter. See p. 15.

+ Unaspirated consonants, and , 5, 7, are generally doubled by reph.
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The following forms need to be carefully distin

guished :

ng and i

ntuT nt and S

ন্ম nm , ম্ম mm and sm

tt and o

দ্ধ ddh andndh

pt and
pu

ন্ব

स्रु

shu, nd and gu

nw and ambম্ব

st and su
22

th, tth and kh

ত্ম tm and অ a

hm and

M

kr and

ndr

trand ge

cf , dekhi, I see.

C72 , deba-púja, idolatry.

fa , dainik, daily.

Cы , pencha, an owl.

, paitrik, ancestral.

C , phená, foam .

afe, bairakti, vexation.

, maumáchhí, a bee.

CAR, moha, infatuation .

75, driṛha, firm.

5, mridu, soft.

Je , mrita-bat, deadlike.

f , laukik, mundane.

ntr and

ঈশর

is a contraction for the name of God. It is also

used to indicate that the person mentioned is dead.

Exercise in Reading.

ksh

kru

, saurabh, fragrance.

, hriday, the heart.

, áchchhanna, covered.

, uchcha, high, loud.

e , uttam, excellent.

Tea,, uttar, further.

Set , uttólan, lifting.

, utthán, rising up.

, uddesh, reference.

, uddhar, deliverance.

, uddhrita, delivered .

Sa , ullás, exultation.

, úrddhwa, elevated.
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*,, karkash, gruff.

, karna, the ear.

Pe, karttá, a master.

, karmma, a work.

fe, kirtti, celebrity.

, sarbba-shuddha, all

counted .

, garbbha, womb.

, upárjjan, earning .

, paṭṭa, silken stuff .

, haṭṭa, or , hát, a market.

, sammata, agreed.

, darpa, pride.

, múrchchhá, fainting fit.

fa, nirjhar, a waterfall .

ts, arthát, that is to say.

euttamarna, a creditor.

, kárjja, work.

, grám, a village.

at , ghrán, smelling, scent.

fa , daridra, poor.

eto , bhrátá, a brother.

, shraban, (pron. srabana),

hearing. [clever.

daksha (pron.

, bráhman, Brahmin.

T4 , tanmadhyé, in that.

, sammán, honour.

"

, akasmát, suddenly.

, datta, given.

, ojan, weight.

A , ekatra, together.

dokyo),, shúdra, a Sudra.

, hrás, diminution .

, sustha , healthy.

f , stuti, praise.

, stabdha, stiffened .

, kramasha, step by step.

, kruddha, angry.

, bakra, crooked .

a, krúr, cruel.

, kríta, bought.

fo, bikrita, sold .

, bajra, a thunderbolt.

, trás, terror.

fare, tringshat, thirty.

qb, truți, a flaw.

, druta, rapid.

fa , bidrúp, mockery.

ate, prápta, gained .

, puttra, a son.

, bhrú, the eyebrow.

, bhrukuti, frowning.

, shruta, (pron. sruta) ,

heard.

, shushrúshá, (pron. shus

rúshá), attendance on the

sick.

, ankur, a sprout.

, prabanchak,a deceiver.

, ghánțá, a bell.

, anta, the end.

f , kintu, but.

, kampa, tremour.
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PRONUNCIATION OF Y PRECEDED BY A CONSONANT.

This letter requires particular attention, because the pro

nunciation of it is not easily learnt. The following

rules may be of use :—

In the syllable

like 4.

1. It is pronounced like j after 5, 7, or 7, as 77, sahja,

endurable ; ¶, sáhájja, assistance ; † , kárjja, work.

2. After all other consonants it ought to be pronounced

like y, but it is almost invariably slurred over, and

simply serves to double and slightly modify the preced

ing consonant, in a way which cannot be shown in print.

3. When succeeded by the vowel , it causes that vowel

to be pronounced like or like the first a in the Eng

lish affable. Thus , (pron. almost as if English

bapp-ar) affair, business.

even the inherent vowel sounds almost

PRECEDED BY ANOTHER CONSONANT.PRONUNCIATION OF

1. In the combination the letter is invariably pronounced

like b ; as, f**), kimbá, or ; faña, bilamba, delay.

2. In the combination the letter is pronounced like A,

whenever represents the final letter of one word, and

the initial letter of another word.

udbandhan, (i. e., e, up, and

stringing up, hanging.

Example : ,

tying, stringing)

3. In all other cases the letter in stands for w.

commonly slurred over, so as to be next to inaudible.

It is
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Exercise in Reading.

f , (pron. almost as bekti), | ef , pankti, a row, a line.

afe , pandit, a pundit.

, mantra, a spell.

, mrinmay, earthen.

tandra, slumber.

CS , jyotsná, moonlight.

f , sanchita, collected.

, sangrihíta, gathered.

, sambhram, reverence.

, skandha, the shoulder.

, skhalan, stumbling.

person.

Fe, bidyut, lightning.

, dhyán, meditation.

, nyáyya (pron. nyájja),,

just.

24, khádya drabya, food.

, pron. súrjja, the sun.

, tajjanya, therefore.

, mudránkit, sealed .

, lampat, licentious .

, sankhyá, a number.

t , bánchhá, a desire.

, stambha, a pillar.

, pushpa, a flower. [ness.

¿ , (pron. sthairjja) , firm

, sparddhá, ambitious ef

f ,bismrita, oblivious. [fort.

, snán, bathing.

*f* , brishchik, a scorpion,

centipede.

, kantha, the throat.

, grantha, a book, treatise .

, lampha, a leap.

, idrish; of this kind.

GT, jangal, a jungle.

, anda, an egg.

EF, guru, teacher.

, shunda , elephant's trunk.

G1, janghá, the thigh.

, jhanjhá, a tornado .

, andha, blind.

7 , baddha, bound.

, árambha, a beginning.

fa , nimna, low.

, bángmay, verbal.

71, lambá, long in extent.

, anweshan, seeking.

, bandhu, a friend.

, brishți, rain.

, prashna, a question .

faa, nishthur, cruel. [ing.

af , barddhishnu, increas

, netra- dway, the two

eyes. [gate.

afa, bahirdwár, the outer

C , swechhá, self-will.

, shwashrú, (pron. shasrú) a

mother-in-law.

[ing.

, uchhwás, sighing, gasp

, pakwa, cooked.

4
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SECTION 7. Of the Permutation of Letters, (Sandhi.)*

The changing of the letters and to 4 ; of and to

; of and to , is called gun (pron. goon).N

The changing of the letters to ; , and a to & ;

and to ; and and to , is called briddhi.

RULES.

1. When two similar vowels come together, they coalesce

and form a long one ; as , অনির্ব্বাণ + অনল = অনিৰ্ব্বাণানল,

unquenchable fire ; ক্ষুধা + আকুল = ক্ষুধাকুল, distressed with

hunger ; ভানু + উদয় =
ভাদয়,, rising of the sun, &c.

2. When and are followed by a dissimilar vowel,

they produce the change called gun ; when followed by a

diphthong, that called briddhi ; as পরম + ঈশ্বর = পরমেশ্বর ,

the great God ; মহা + ঐশ্বৰ্য্য = মহৈশ্বৰ্য্য, great glory ; চন্দ্ৰ + উদয়

= চন্দ্রোদয়, rising of the moon ; মহা + ঋষি মহর্ষি, a great

, little energy.

=

sage ; অল্প + ওজন =

3. All final vowels and diphthongs, except and 1,

when they come in contact with dissimilar vowels, undergo

the following changes : and are changed to ; and

to ব্; ঋ and ঋ to র্; এ to অয় ;্ ঐ to আয়ু; ও to অব ;্ ঔ to আব ;ু

as , প্রতি + উত্তর = প্রত্যুত্তর , a reply ; পিতৃ + আলয়= পিত্ৰালয ,়

father's house ; নৈ + অক = নায়ক, leader ; শ্রো + অন == শ্রবণ ,

hearing ; পৌ + অক = পাবক, fire.

4. When ( ) anuswár is followed by any letter of the

first five classes, it is changed to the nasal of the class which

follows ; as, সং + কল্প = সঙ্কল্প , design ; সং + চয় = সঞ্চয়

collection; সং + তাপ = সত্তাপ, sorrow, woe ; সং + ভব = সম্ভব,

birth, contingence, probability.

2

* This section may be entirely omitted by the learner on going through

the grammar the first time, and studied afterwards, in connexion with the

chapter on compound words. As it strictly belongs to orthography, order

requires its insertion in this place. It is, in fact, a fragment of Sanscrit

grammar.
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A final ম্ is changed in like manner ; as, শম্+ কর == শঙ্কর,

doing good.

If a vowel follows ( : ) anuswár, the latter becomes ч; as,

কিং + অধিক কিমধিক, what more?=

5. When ( : ) bisarga is followed by a hard consonant,

that is, by either of the first two letters of the five classes,

ক খ, চ ছ, ট ঠ, ত থ, প ফ, or by a sibilant, it usually becomes a

sibilant ; as , ভাঃ + কর = ভাস্কর, the sun ; নিঃ + চিত্ত =নিশ্চিন্ত,

thoughtless; নিঃ + পত্তি, = নিষ্পত্তি, completion . When ক খ,

প ফ, or a sibilant follows, there are two forms ; as , তেজঃ +

পুঞ্জ = তেজঃপুঞ্জ or তেজম্পুঞ্জ, glorious ; মনঃ + শান্তি = মনঃশান্তি

or মনশ্শান্তি, peace of mind.

6. When bisarga ( : ) is followed by any letter not in

cluded in the preceding rule, it is subject to the following

modifications. Preceded by (a rare case in Bengálí) , it is

dropped . Preceded by , and followed by a soft consonant

or by , it is changed into e ; but if followed by another

vowel, it is dropped ; as, তেজঃ + ময় = তেজোময়, glorious ; বয়ঃ

+ অধিক = বয়োধিক, older; অন্তঃ + এর = অতএব, therefore.

Preceded by another vowel than or , it is changed into

র ; as, বহিঃ + গত বহির্গত, gone out; বহিঃ + আগত = বহিরাগত,

come out.

=

7. ত or দ followed by the চ class or শ, is changed to

the class ; when followed by the class, into the class ;

and when followed by ল, into ল; as, শরৎ + চন্দ্র = শরচ্চন্দ্র, the

autumnal moon ; সৎ + ছাত্র = সচ্ছাত্র, a good pupil ; জগৎ + জন

= জগজ্জন , people of the world ; উং + ডীন = উড্ডীন , flying ;

তৎ + লিপি তলিপি, that writing.
=

ceeds

If শ or হ followed by a vowel , semivowel, or nasal , suc

or , is changed to , and to the aspirate

of the letter that precedes ; as, তৎ + শাস্ত্র = তচ্ছাস্ত্র, that

shástra ; তৎ + হেতূ = তদ্ধেত ,ু for that cause.
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=

8. When the letters , 5, t, , and , are followed by a

vowel, semivowel, nasal,,,, 7, 7, or their aspirates, they

become respectively গ, জ, ড, দ, and ব; as, দিক্ + অধিপতি

দিগধিপতি, lord of the region ; ষট্ + ঋতু = ষড়তু, the six

seasons ; তৎ + উৎপন্ন = তদুৎপন্ন , sprung from it ; তৎ + গতি

=of , that state.

When a nasal follows any of the above letters, they are

usually changed into nasals of their own class to agree with

it ; as, বাক্ + ময় = বাঙ্ময় , wordy ; তৎ + নিমিত্তে = ofaface,

on that account. When two words are compounded, there

are two forms ; as তৎ + মনুষ্য = তদ্মনুষ্য, or তন্মনুষ্য, that man.

9. After ,, or , the dental (provided it be not

part of a Bengálí inflection) is generally changed into the

cerebral , unless a palatal, cerebral or dental consonant in

tervene ; as প্র + নাদ = প্ৰণাদ, shout of applause ; ব্রাহ্মণ, (not

ব্রাহ্মন) , a Brahman ; লক্ষণ, sign ; butসৃজন, creation.

10. Where two words coalesce, 5, 7, and , standing

between two vowels, the first of which is short, are doubled ;

as, বৃক্ষ + ছায়া = বৃক্ষচ্ছায়া , shade of a tree.

11. preceded by any vowel except ,, by a semi

vowel, or any consonant of the first or class, is changed to

; and followed by the б class or *, becomes ; followed

by the class, it becomes ; as, f + f = faf , proনিষিদ্ধ,

hibited ; মনস্ + চারু = মনশ্চারু, a good mind ; ধনুস্ + টঙ্কার =

, twang of a bow.

If is followed by any letter of the fourth or class, it

changes that letter to its corresponding one in the third or

ট class ; as ; ষষ্ + থ = , the sixth.

Of the preceding eleven rules, the first three are called by

the Pandits ach-sandhi, or permutation of vowels ; the second

three bi-sandhi, or permutation of bisarga and anuswár ;

and the last five, has- (or hal-) sandhi, or permutation of

consonants.
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CHAPTER II.

Of Nouns, (Bisheshya).

To nouns belong gender, number and case.

The genders are two, masculine (pung-linga) , and feminine

(stri-linga) ; the neuter (klíba-linga) is practically not used

in Bengali.

The numbers are two, the singular (ek-bachan), and the

plural (bahu-bachan) .

The cases are eight : the nominative (kartá), the objective

or accusative (karma) , the instrumental (karan) , the dative

(sampradán), the ablative (apádán) , the possessive or genitive

(sambandha), the locative (adhikaran), and the vocative

(sambodhan) . The dative case is scarcely ever used in good

prose, its place is usually supplied by the objective.

23-3700

SECTION 1. Of Declension, (Bibhakti). Infleetin

(35) lase

The declension of nouns in Bengali is very simple. It is

as follows :

Nom.

Dat.

& Ob.

Inst.

Abl.

Loc.

Singular.

, a woman.

} নারীকে, awoman.

, by a woman.

Plural.

, women.

নারীদিগকে, women.

নারীদের (or নারীদিগের)

, by women.

নারী হইতে, from a woman. নারীদের (or নারীদিগের

, fromwomen.

নারীদিগেতে, in women., in a woman.
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Pos.

Singular.

, of a woman.

Nom.

Voc. O woman. O women.

The old form of the dative, which is still used in poetry,

is নারীরে .

Abl.

All names of animate objects ending in any vowel except

are similarly declined, except in the vocative. Nouns

ending in , derived from a root ending in 7 may optionally

shorten the vowel in all cases except the nominative. Thus

স্বামী (from স্বামিন্ ) , Gen. স্বামির, &c. But the vowel is usually

Loc.

Pos.

retained long.

When the noun ends in , is used as a helping vowel

where necessary. Thus

X Singular.

, a boy.

&0b. } বালককে, a boy .

Inst.

Plural.

নারীদের (or নারীদিগের) , of

women.

বালক দ্বারা, by a boy.

Plural.

বালকেরা , boys.

বালকদিগকে, boys.

বালকদের (or বালকদিগের)

, by boys.

বালকদের (or বালকদিগের)

, fromboys.

, from a boy.

বালকে, or বালকেতে, in a boy. বালকদিগেতে, in boys.

, of a boy. বালকদের (or বালকদিগের)

of boys.

হেবালকেরা, O boys.
Voc.

হেবালক, O boy.

Names of inanimate objects are declined only in the

singular, and their accusative and vocative are the same as

the nominative. Thus

N. D. O. V. , effort.

I. , by effort.
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Abl.

L.

P..

Nom.

The vocative frequently takes the same form as the

nominative, but in words derived from the Sanscrit, it is

more correct to adopt the Sanscrit form of the case. Thus :

Where the nominative has a long vowel, the vocative gener

ally has the corresponding short one ; as,

ofstat

, from effort.

যত্নে, or যত্নেতে, in effort.

9 , of effort.

সখি

বন্ধু

বধূ

Feminine nouns in make the vocative in 4, as

কন্যা হেকন্যে

Nouns, the root of which is , retain that in the voca

tives ; as,

Voc.

হে ভগিনি

হেবধু

31671 হে রাজন

Masculine and feminine nouns in or change the first

into and the second to e, as,

Nouns whose roots end in

পিতা ( from পিতৃ

হেসখে

হেবন্ধো

change it into : , as

হেপিতঃ

SECTION 2. Of Gender.

For the most part, nouns ending with a short vowel are

masculine, and those ending with a long vowel feminine.

In the case of animate nouns, the feminine is formed from

the masculine by changing its final termination to or ;

as, তনয়, a son , তনয়া , a daughter ; পুত্র, a son , পুত্রী, adaughter.

So কাক, m . কাকী, f . a crow ; হরিণ , m . হরিণী, f . a deer ; গর্দভ,
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m. গদভী , f. —or corruptly গাধা, m. গাধী, f. an ass ; হাঁসা, m .

drake, a , f. a duck.

1:
Nouns of agency ending in form the feminine by adding

অ' and inserting ই ; as , কারক, m . কারিকা , f. a doer ; পালক, m .

পালিকা, f . a nourisher ; লেখক, m . লেখিকা, f. a writer ; গায়ক m .

f , f. a singer.

These, together with those ending in , when alone, are

nouns of agency ; when joined to another word, adjectives.

Nouns ending originally with ri form their feminines by

changing their finals according to the rules of permutation

and adding ✈ ; as, ý, a doer ; e , m. pa), f.; «19, « 10 ,

m. a nourisher;, f. a nurse. Nouns ending with in

have in the feminine iní ; as পক্ষি , a bird , পক্ষী, m . পক্ষিণী,

f.; fa, an elephant;, m. fel, f.

Nouns ending in fo sometimes change the toy ; and

those ending with and change those vowels to 7 ; as,

af , a lord or master, , a lady or mistress ; F, a teacher,

, a teacher's wife.

Words ending with 7 form the masculine by and the

feminine by বতী ; as, ভগবৎ,, m. ভগবান্, a god ; f . ভগবতী ,

goddess, Durgá.

The following words form the feminine by আনী–আচাৰ্য্য,

a spiritual teacher;, an honourable man ; , Indra ;

উপাধ্যায়, an instructor ; ভব, মৃড়, রুদ্র, শিব, Shiva ; ব্রহ্মা , Brah

má ; মাতুল, an uncle; বরুণ, Neptune; শূদ্র, a Shudra ; সূর্য্য , the

sun; ক্ষত্রিয় , a Qatriya ; as আচাৰ্য্যাণী, ইন্দ্রাণী, ভবানী, &c.

der

The following nouns are irregular in the feminine gen

• নর , a man, নারী, a woman ; পুরুষ, & man, স্ত্রী, a woman ;

fa , a father, , a mother ; (or vulgarly † , m. π , f.) ;

ভ্রাতা, a brother, ভগিনী, a sister, (or vulgarly ভাই, m . বন, or

বুন, f.) ; যুবা , a young man, যুবতী, & young woman ; রাজা, &

king, রাজ্ঞী, or commonly রাণী, a queen ; শুরু, m . শারী, f . a

parrot.

a
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SECTION 3. Of Number.

Names of animate beings form their plurals by adding 1,

for the nominative, andfis ( ), region, mass, for the oblique

cases, as shewn in the declensions ; or by adding st , a num

ber, or fe, a tribe or family, or , a band, or 7 , a class,

or some other noun of like meaning ; and declining these

additions in the singular number only ; as, f , a scholar,

f , scholars, 77, of scholars &c.

The terminations and are not elegantly added to

any nouns except those which are pure Sanscrit. Nouns

whose root ends in ri, retain this in combination with q

or বর্গ ; thus পিতৃগণ , fathers, ভ্রাতৃবর্গ, brothers.

When and are used elliptically for all men,

many men, they form the plural by 4, as, 7 að pen pfba,

all said this word ; a RG , many know that. Either

in imitation of this, or of an Urdu idiom, a is sometimes

used for the nominative plural, and occasionally even for

the nominative singular, especially when vagueness or reci

procity is implied ; as, লোকে বলে, people say ; বাঘে তাহাকে

tigers have (or a tiger has) devoured him ;

*f , husband and wife quarrelled.

Names of inanimate things have no plural form ; but

when plurality of idea needs to be fully expressed, they

add or prefix some word to convey that idea, such as,

সকল, all ; যাবতীয়, the whole, every , all ; মণ্ডল, a circle ; সমুদায়,

the whole ; as,, the houses;,every thing ;

আকাশমণ্ডল, the heavens ; সমুদয় জগৎ or জগৎসমুদায়, the whole

world. These words should in that case, as a rule, follow the

noun. Thus , books, but , all the books.

Or the plural may be expressed by the adding of e ) or efa.

When numerical adjectives are added to nouns, the nouns
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are declined in the singular number only ; as,, ten

persons ; দশ জনের দ্বারা , by ten persons ; বারো মাস, twelve

months ; বারো মাসে, in twelve months ; অনেক লোক, many

people. This rule is sometimes violated ; yet Bengálís think,

that since the numeral fully expresses the number, there can

be no need of the noun being put in the plural.

There is no proper article, definite or indefinite, in

Bengali. For the indefinite article is usually employed ,

generally with , f, or some other particle added . The

definite article is for the most part understood when

does not precede the noun, and sometimes it is expressed by

‹ , &, or some similar pronoun, or by or some other affix.

Thus এক রাজা ছিলেন, there was a king ; রাজা কহিলেন, the king

said.

Many enclitic particles are used in Bengali, but it is very

difficult to frame rules for their use ; nothing but practice

will enable a person to employ them correctly. Fortunately

they are not, as a rule, necessary to enable the speaker to be

understood, they simply make the sentence more natural

and idiomatic than it would be without them. The follow

ing general rules may be noted :

t , and are joined to almost all nouns. t implies

rather disregard ; for affection or approval.

and are joined to the names of objects which

are flat or nearly so, and to such words as boat, ship, car

riage, house, &c. Thus , a plank ; fa, the

ship.

গাছ, (lit. tree) গাছি or গাছ৷ are generally joined to the

names of objects whose principal direction is length : as,

গাছ ছড়ি, a stick ; এক গাছ দড়া, a piece of rope.

গুল, গুলা, গুলি or গুলিন, express the idea of plurality, as

এ গুলি, these, এই বালকগুলি, these boys.
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markNote that ,,, &c. when appended to

the indefinite article, and when appended to the noun mark

the definite article. Thus একটা বালক, a boy, বালকটী, the boy .

, implies " about," thus , about a seer

of oil.

খানিক is prefixed to signify a little ; and টুকি, গুচ্চার,are

added to signify some ; as, খানিক দুধ , a little milk ; জলটুকি,

little water ; চাউল গুচ্চার, some rice.

a

is an emphatic particle. Thus , God (and

none other) is to be worshipped.

SECTION 4. Of Case.

*The nominative case is the same as the word found in the

dictionary ; as, a, faol.

The inflection of the objective case is generally omitted in

all nouns signifying inanimate things. When an inanimate

object is personified, the inflection is used ; and when an

animate one is of an inferior order, it is sometimes omitted,

as also in some other cases for which it is difficult to give

any rule.

Instead of the instrumental case may be expressed

by , by (an agent), , by (an instrument), or *,

by (lit. premising) ; as, age 7 , the world

was made by God ; আমি লেখনী করণক লিখি, I write by or

with a pen ; তাঁহার অনুগ্রহদ্বারা আমরা সুখী হই, by his favour

we are happy ; বিনতিপূর্ব্বক প্রার্থনা করি, I request with humility.

দ্বারা , may optionally take the possessive case ; as , তদ্ দ্বারা or

e , by him or it. In like manner participles often

supply the place of the instrumental case : thus, to signify

means, f , doing, and f , giving or through, are used ;

and to signify by or through, f and , being or getting
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af ? by what means,(into) , are used ; as,

or how, shall I do it ? আমি আপন হস্ত দিয়া লিখি, I write by or

with my own hand ; পথ ত্যাগ করিয়া নগর দিয়া , (or হইয়া ) গেলেন,

leaving the road, he went through the city ; as fal

C , he went through the river.

In conversation generally, and not infrequently in writing

also, the locative is used for the instrumental. Thus সে

তাহাকে লাঠিতে মারিয়াছিল, he beat him with a stick ; আমি তাহা

স্বকর্ণে শুনিয়াছিলাম, I heard it with my own ears.

The dative is usually made by , like the objective ; as,

দাসকে (or দাসেরে) বেতন দিলেন, he gave the servant his wages.

The form with is scarcely ever used except in poetry.

Some regard the termination as a postposition, and

use it with the possessive case ; as , লোকদের হইতে নিন্দিত হইল,

he was reproached by the people.

The ablative case is sometimes supplied by means of other

words, such as কাছে, ঠাঁই, থেকে, নিকটে, স্থানে, &c. all meaning

near ; as, আপন প্রভুর কাছেতাহা পাইলাম, I obtained it from my

master. Or it may be প্রভুর কাছহইতে, or প্রভুর স্থানে, or স্থান

হইতে, or প্রভুর নিকটে, or নিকটহইতে.

The possessive case is supplied by , form, when the

language is not natural but figurative ; as, the

cords of death ; পরিত্রাণরূপ পাত্র, the cup of salvation ; শোকরূপ

f , the fire of distress. This affix must not be con

founded with its cognate , original form, nature. The

former may always be explained by having the form of; as,

শোকরূপ অগ্নি, fire having the form of grief ; the latter, স্বরূপ ,

may always be explained by having the nature of; as, f¶

স্বরূপ শোক, grief having the nature of fire ; তাহার পরামর্শ

f , his advice is poison, lit. , has the nature of poison.

By some, every noun in the oblique cases of the plural is

regarded as a compound of two distinct nouns, and the first
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put in the possessive case governed by the following ; as,

প্রভুরদিগকে, lords ; ie , প্রভুর, of lords, দিগকে, the mass ; but

this is a clumsy way of expression, particularly in the sixth

case, where it makes two possessives come together : it is

better to regard the two words as blended into one, and the

last only declined, after the manner of all compound words ;

as, প্রভুদিগকে, প্রভুদের, &c.

The locative case is often supplied by a postposition gov

erning the noun in the possessive case, or simply compounded

with it ; as, নগরের মধ্যে or নগরমধ্যে, in the city.

The vocative case may be used either with or without an

interjection ; the former being preferable, when the voice

has to be raised ; as , প্রভো or হে প্রভো , O Lord.

The vocative prefix implies usually contempt or anger,

though it sometimes implies affection.

When two or more nouns are simply connected by and,

the termination which indicates the case is usually appended

to the last only ; as, রাজগণ, অধ্যক্ষবর্গ ও সামান্য লোকদের সাক্ষাতে,

in the presence of kings and princes and of common people.
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SECTION 1. Of the Gender of Adjectives.

Adjectives vary in gender, but not in declension, num

ber, or case : if, however, an adjective is used as a noun,

it is then treated as one in all the above particulars ; as ,

fa , a wise man ; f , a learned man. Sing. N. ft .

O. বিদ্বানকে &c . Plu. বিদ্বানেরা , &c.

The form of the adjective frequently differs for the femi

nine by a change of termination. But it is only adjectives

of Sanscrit origin which are thus inflected ; all others are

the same in all genders.

The terminations used for the feminine gender are , and

; as, te , m. e , f. good ; g , m. , f. beautiful.

The termination is employed to form the feminine of

most adjectives, and of all past participles ; as, , m.

অধমা , f . low ; ক্লশ, m. ক্লশ] , f . lean ; দীর্ঘ, m. দীর্ঘা, flong ; নবীন , m .

নবীনা, f. new, young ; বিজ্ঞ , m . বিজ্ঞা , f . wise ; প্রিয়, m . প্রিয়া , f .

beloved ; e, m . vel , f. given ; ete , m. atel, f. obtained ;

fa, m. f , f. accomplished.

Words ending in , as noticed under the nouns, make

the feminine by ইকা ; as, পাচক, in . পাচিকা, f. cooking.

The termination is used in compounds which relate to

the body ; as , কৃশাঙ্গ, m . কৃশাঙ্গী, f . thin ; মৃগনয়ন, m. মৃগনয়নী, f .

deer-eyed ; fty, m. fact , f. red-lipped ; *, m.fatdı,

, f. having a fine head of hair.

Words ending in form the masculine by , and the

feminine by ত্রী; as , কর্ত ,ৃ m. কৰ্ত্তা , f. কর্ত্রী, doing ; ছেড ,় m . ছেত্তা,

f. ছেত্রী, cutting ; দাত ,ৃ m . দাতা, £ . দাত্রী, giving ; ধাত ,ু m . ধাতা,

f. ‹ , cherishing ; eg, m. ₹31, f..pa , murdering.
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and
Adjectives ending with , make the masculine by ,

the feminine by ইনী; as , কারিন, m. কারী, f . কারিণী, doing ;

দর্শিন্, m. দর্শী, f . দর্শিনী, seeing; ধারি , m . ধারী, £. ধারিণী, hold

ing ; নাশিন্, m . নাশী, f. নাশিনী, destroying ; স্থায়িন, m . স্থায়ী, f

স্থায়িনী, standing ; সুখি , m . সুখী, f . সুখিনী, happy .

Adjectives ending in v and make the masculine by

মান্ and বান্, and the feminine by মতী and বতী ; as, বুদ্ধিমৎ, m.

বুদ্ধিমান্ , f . বুদ্ধিমতী, intelligent ; জ্ঞানবৎ , m . জ্ঞানবান্, f. জ্ঞানবতী,

wise. In like manner as, makes m. , f. , great.

A few adjectives are used in their original Sanscrit neuter

form with inanimate objects . Thus , a great king,

but মহৎ কৰ্ম্ম, a great work.

The ordinal adjectives (except the first three) form their

feminines in ; thus, & , first, & ; so of f , second

and , third ; but 5 , fourth, bg , and so forth.

SECTION 2. Of the Comparison of Adjectives.

In the case of pure Sanscrit adjectives the comparative

degree may be formed by , and the superlative by ; as,

জ্ঞানী, wise ; জ্ঞানিতর , wiser ; জ্ঞানিতম, wisest ; প্রিয়, beloved,

fee , more beloved, fe , most beloved. So f , wise,

বিজ্ঞতর, বিজ্ঞতম .

The above forms and , however, are not generally used

for the comparative and superlative degrees : the compara

tive is most commonly expressed by the positive with a noun

in the ablative case ; and the superlative by the positive

with an additional word prefixed ; as বলবান্, strong ; আমা

হইতে বলবান্ , stronger than I ; সৰ্ব্বাপেক্ষা or অতি or অত্যন্ত or যার

997, strongest of all, very or exceedingly strong.

When the object of comparison is not mentioned, the com
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parative may be expressed by আরও or আরো, as, ছোট, small ,

আরও ছোট, smaller .

There are a few adjectives in Bengálí that are only used

in the comparative and superlative ; as,

কনিষ্ঠ, the younger or youngest.

জ্যেষ্ঠ, the elder or eldest (son) .

শ্রেয়ঃ , more excellent ; শ্রেষ্ঠ, most excellent .

SECTION 3. ofNumerical Adjectives.

FIRST, CARDINALS.

1 এক

2 দুই or দ্বি

ও ভিন or ত্রি

4 চার, চারি, or চতুর্

5 পাঁচ or পঞ্চ

6 ছয় or ষট্

7 সাত or সপ্ত

৪ আট or অষ্ট

9 নয় or নব

10 দশ

11 এগার or একাদশ

12 বার or দ্বাদশ

13 তের or ত্রয়োদশ

14 চৌদ্দ or চতুর্দ্দশ

15 পনর or পঞ্চদশ

16 ষোল or ষোড়শ

17 সতর or শপ্তদশ

18 আঠার or অষ্টাদশ

19 ঊনিশ or ঊনবিংশতি

20 বিশ or বিংশতি

21 একুশ or একবিংশতি

22 বাইশ or দ্বাবিংশতি

23 তেইশ or ত্রয়োবিংশতি

24 চব্বিশ or চতুর্বিংশতি

25 পঁচিশ or পঞ্চবিংশতি

26 ছাব্বিশ or ষড়বিংশতি

27 সাতাইশ or সপ্তবিংশতি

28 আটাইশ or অষ্টাবিংশতি

29 ঊনত্রিশ or ঊনত্রিংশৎ

30 ত্রিশ or ত্রিংশৎ

31 একত্রিশ or একত্রিংশৎ

32 বত্রিশ or দ্বাত্রিংশৎ

33 তেত্রিশ or ত্রয়স্ত্রিংশৎ

34 চৌত্রিশ or চতুস্ত্রিংশৎ

35 পঁয়ত্রিশ or পঞ্চত্রিংশৎ

36 ছত্রিশ or ষটত্রিংশৎ

37 সাঁইত্রিশ or সপ্তত্রিংশৎ

38 আটত্রিশ or অষ্টত্রিংশৎ

39 ঊনচল্লিশ or ঊনচত্বারিংশৎ

40 চল্লিশ or চত্বারিংশৎ

41 একচল্লিশ or একচত্বারিংশৎ

42 বিয়াল্লিশ or দ্বাচত্বারিংশৎ
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43 তেতাল্লিশ or ত্রিচত্বারিংশৎ

44 চুয়াল্লিশ or চতুশ্চত্বারিংশৎ

45 পঁয়তাল্লিশ or পঞ্চচত্বারিংশৎ

46 ছেচল্লিশ or ষট্চত্বারিংশৎ

47 সাতচল্লিশ or সপ্তচত্বারিংশৎ

48 আটচল্লিশ or অষ্টচত্বারিংশৎ

49 ঊনপঞ্চাশ or ঊনপঞ্চাশৎ

50 পঞ্চাশ or পঞ্চাশৎ

51 একান্ন or একপঞ্চাশৎ

52 বাওয়ান্ন or দ্বিপঞ্চাশৎ

53 তিপ্পান্ন or ত্রিপঞ্চাশৎ

54 চুয়ান্ন or চতুঃপঞ্চাশৎ

55 পঞ্চান্ন or পঞ্চপঞ্চাশৎ

56 ছাপান্ন or ষটপঞ্চাশৎ

57 সাতান্ন or সপ্তপঞ্চাশৎ

58 আটান্ন or অষ্টপঞ্চাশৎ

59 ঊনষাইট or ঊনষষ্টি

60 ষাইট or ষষ্টি

61 একষট্টি or একষষ্টি

62 বাষট্টি or দ্বাষষ্টি

63 তেষট্টি or ত্রিষষ্টি

64 চৌষট্টি or চতুঃষষ্টি

65 পঁয়ষট্টি or পঞ্চষষ্টি

66 ছেষট্টি or ষট্যষ্টি

67 সাতষট্টি or সপ্তষষ্টি

68 আটষট্টি or অষ্টষষ্টি

69 ঊনসত্তর or ঊনসপ্ততি

70 সত্তর or সপ্ততি

71 একাত্তর or একসপ্ততি

72 বায়াত্তর or দ্বিসপ্ততি

73 তেয়াত্তর or ত্রিসপ্ততি

74 চুয়াত্তর or চতুঃসপ্ততি

75 পঁচাত্তর or পঞ্চসপ্ততি

76 ছেয়াত্তর or ষসপ্ততি

77 সাতাত্তর or সপ্তসপ্ততি

78 আটাত্তর or অষ্টসপ্ততি

79 ঊনাশী or ঊনাশীতি

৪০ আশী or অশীতি

81 একাশী or একাশীতি

82 বিরাশী or দ্ব্যশীতি

৪3 তিরাশী or ত্র্যশীতি

84 চুরাশী or চতুরশীতি

85 পঁঞ্চাশী or পঞ্চাশীতি

86 ছেয়াশী or ষড়শীতি

87 সাতাশী or সপ্তাশীতি

৪৪ আটাশী or অষ্টাশি

or অষ্টাশীতি

89 ঊননব্বই or ঊননবতি

90 নব্বই or নবতি

91 একনব্বই or একনবতি

92 বিরনব্বই or দ্বিনবতি

93 তিরনব্বই or ত্রিনবতি

94 চুরনব্বই or চতুর্নবতি

95 পঁচানব্বই or পঞ্চনবতি

96 ছেয়ানব্বই or যগ্নবতি

97 সাতানব্বই or সপ্তনবতি

98 আটানব্বই or অষ্টনবতি

99 নিরনব্বই or ঊনশত

100 শত

1000 সহস্র

10,000 অধুত

100,000 লক্ষ, a lac.

1,000,000 নিযুত

কোটি, ten millions.
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SECOND, ORDINALS.

প্রথম, first ; দ্বিতীয় , second ; তৃতীয়, third ; চতুর্থ, fourth ; পঞ্চম,

fifth ; 7 , sixth ; 7 , seventh ; w , eighth ; 47, ninth ;

7 , tenth.

From eleventh to eighteenth they are the same as the

cardinals. From nineteen they are formed by affixing , or by

dropping তি, as , ঊনবিংশতিতম or ঊনবিংশ, nineteenth,বিংশতিতম,

or বিংশ, twentieth ; then একবিংশতিতম, দ্বাবিংশতিতম, &c. ; ত্রিংশত্তম

or ত্রিংশ, thirtieth ; চত্বারিংশত্তম, or চত্বারিংশ, fortieth ; পঞ্চাশত্তম,

fiftieth ; ষষ্টিতম , sixtieth ; সপ্ততিতম, seventieth ; অশীতিতম,

eightieth ; নবতিতম, ninetieth ; শততম, hundredth ; সহস্রতম,

thousandth, &c.

The ordinals are in colloquial language expressed by the

possessive case of the cardinals. Thus for , the third

Psalm ; † , the fifth chapter.

Fractional numbers are expressed thus : 7 , (with a

quarter added) and T , (with a half added) increase the

number to which they are prefixed ; and c takes one

quarter from it ; as, সওয়া তিন, three and a quarter ; সাড়ে তিন,

three and a half ; c , three and three quarters, or a

quarter less than four. is used for ; as, for all,
আনা তিন আনা,

three sixteenths.

The other fractional numbers are, c , a quarter ;

or অৰ্দ্ধ, half ; অর্দ্ধেক, one half ; তিন পোয়া , three quarters ; দেড়,

one and a half ; and tyre, two and a half.

Quantity is expressed by adding , to the cardinals ; as,

fo , three times as much ; 5 , four times as much.

Times, by adding ata ; as, three times, Distribu

q , by twos ; fotives, by doubling the number ; as,

fo , by threes. A doubtful number,

may also be prefixed , as, তিন এক, or গোটা ভিন, গোটা তিনেক

by adding 4 , ( 1

3
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about three. Fold, by ; as, fy, twofold ; fan, threefold ;

, manifold.

It is also important to notice the word , which is a

noun, meaning four, and is construed in that meaning like

the English word " a dozen." In like manner af , twenty,

is often used like a noun ; as, for f , threescore or sixty.

Numbers are expressed by the following signs :

0 3 3 0 8 y 9 b D

For arithmetical purposes these figures are used in the

same way as the Arabic figures in Europe, as > , 1873.

When the figure is placed after a word, it shews

that that word is to be pronounced twice running ; as, 2,

hái, hái, alas ! alas!, je je, those which.



CHAPTER IV.

OfPronouns (Sarba-nám).

Pronouns are of four kinds , the personal, the relative, the

interrogative, and the adjective pronouns.

SECTION 1. Of the Personal Pronouns.

The personal pronouns are of two kinds, the honorific, and

the inferior or vulgar.

Singular.

N. atfi, I.

D. )

0.

I.

}atalca, me.

, by me.

A. , from me.

P. , of me.

L. আমায়, আমাতে, in me.

HONORIFIC PRONOUNS.

First person, tfa, I.

Singular.

N. , thou.

D.

B: }তোমাকে, thee
0.

Plural.

Second person, fï, thou.

35

আমরা, we .

আমাদিগকে, us .

আমাদিগের (or দের) দ্বারা, by us.

আমাদিগ্ (or দের) হইতে, from us .

আমাদিগের or আমাদের, of us.

আমাদিগেতে, in us.

Plural.

তোমরা, you.

তোমাদিগকে, you.

I. coat , by thee.

A. CONTRE , from thee.

P. of thee.

L. CO , COO, in thee.

cottfacstatal, by you. [you.

তোমাদিগ (or দের) হইতে, from

cotatfnesa or contra, of you.

comatfacato, in you.
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Third person, fofa, he, she.

Singular.

N. তিনি, he.

D. }তাহাকে, him.0 .

Plural.

Stay, they.

তাঁহাদিগকে, them.

I. tatata , by him.

A. , from him .

P. of him.

L. , in him.

Singular.

N. আপনি, self.

D. } আপনাকে, self
.0.

, all, may be used ;For the plural of these pronouns,

as, আমা সকলের কারণ, for us all ; তোমা সকলের কারণ , for you all.

There may also be two forms ; as, তাহাদের সকলের কারণ or সেই

* A PAI, for them all .

আপনি, self.

I. atatata , by self.

A. আপনাহইতে from self .

P. , of self.

L. , in self.

তাঁহাদিগের দ্বারা , by them.

তাঁহাদিগ্ (or দের ) হইতে, from

them.

তাঁহাদিগের orতাঁহাদের, of them .

তাঁহাদিগেতে, in them.

Plural.

আপনারা, selves .

আপনাদিগকে, selves,

আপনাদিগের দ্বারা, by selves .

আপনাদিগ্ (or দের) হইতে, from

selves.

আপনাদিগের or দের, of selves ,

আপনাদিগেতে in selves .

tafa connected with a personal pronoun, is ofthe same

person as that pronoun ; as , আমি আপনি, I myself ; তুমি

আপনি, thou thyself ; তিনি আপনি, he himself. In this sense

স্বয়ং is also sometimes used, as, তিনি স্বয়ং আসিতেছেন , he is

himself coming. In addressing a person respectfully, fa

is used instead of gf , but construed as a pronoun of the
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third person ; as, atafa on es fara, you, Sir, will reply

to him. When it is used in this way, its possessive is atta

or . This form of speech is becoming more and

more common, and should generally be used except in ad

dressing the lower classes .

INFERIOR OR VULGAR Pronouns.

The first and second of these pronouns are used to express

contempt, anger, or familiarity. It will be well for the

student never to use them ; yet as they are frequently used

in common conversation , it is necessary to notice them, to

enable the student to understand what he will frequently

hear. The third often answers a useful purpose in distin

guishing between the Creator and the creature, the king and

the subject, the master and the servant, the animate and the

inanimate.

Singular.

First person,, I, and Second person,, thou.

, and are modified into and co , and then declined

in the usual way. Thus মোকে, মোদ্বারা, মোহইতে, মোর, মোতে,

CATAI, CATFESTE, CITTA ; and COMTE, COIR , CORÈLO, Coal, &c.

Third person. ‹ , he, she.

N. , he.

D.

8. }তাহাকে,

I.

A.

O , him.

tatata , by him.

RICO, from him.

Plural.

, they.

তাহাদিগকে, them.

, by them. [them.

তাহাদিগ্ (or দের) হইতে, from

তাহাদিগের (or দের) , of them .

তাহাদিগেতে, in them.

P. , of him.

L. তাহায় or তাহাতে, in him.

When this pronoun represents an inanimate thing, it is

thus declined :
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Singular and Plural.

Sometimes the syllable

তাতে, &c .

0 .

N. (C ) , it, they.

D.

D:}
O , it, them.

I.
তাহাদ্বারা or তদ্বারা , by it or them ; thereby.

A. , from it or them.

P. , of it or them.

L. তাহায় or তাহাতে, in it or them.

SECTION 2. Of the Relative Pronouns.

The relative pronouns are : fifa, who, and , that or

which ; and they have for their correlatives the personal

pronouns fof and as before given.

fifa, who.

Singular.

N. fifa, who.

Diet , whom.

D
.

I. যাঁহাদ্বারা , by whom

A. , from whom.

"

P. , of whom.

L. , in whom.

is omitted throughout ; as,,

Plural.

বাঁহারা, who.

যাঁহাদিগকে, whom

যাঁহাদের দ্বারা, by whom

যাঁহাদিগ, (or দের) হইতে, from

whom.

যাঁহাদের (or দিগের,) of whom.

tfs , in whom.

, who, that, or which, is declined exactly the same as

the above, with the omission of the nasal mark above the

যা ; as, N. যে; 0. যাহাকে; I. যাহাদ্বারা , &c .

This has also a neuter form, as, Singular and Plural,

N. যাহা, O. যাহা , I. যাহাতে, &c. Here also the syllable হা may

be omitted, the forms being ,, &c.
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The relative pronouns, as well as the interrogative and

demonstrative, may be divided into two classes , viz. , those

that are used as nouns and are declined, and those that are

used as adjectives and are not declined. The latter are

always followed by a noun, the former never are. Among

the relative pronouns is also used as an adjective, which.

For the plural such adjective pronouns may be repeated ;

as, যে যে কৰ্ম্মআমি করি, সে সে কর্ম্ম প্রমাণ দেয় , the works which I

do give evidence.

SECTION 3. Of the Interrogative Pronouns.

? who ?

Singular.

N. , who ?

D.} , whom ?

I. কাঁহাদ্বারা , by whom?

A. 1 , from whom?

P. , of whom ?

L. , in whom ?

N. f , what ?

D.

0. }ff, what?

Plural.

কাহারা, who ?

কাঁহাদিগকে, whom?

কাহাদের দ্বারা , by whom ?

কাঁহাদিগ্ (or দের) হইতে, from

whom ?

কাঁহাদের (or দিগের) , of whom ?

কাহাদিগেতে, in whom ?

This is also used without the nasal mark, for an inferior.

is often droppedIn common conversation the syllable

throughout the oblique of the singular.

f ? what?

Singular and Plural.

I. fatal, by what ? how?

A. f , from what?

P. কিসের, of what ?

L. f , in what ?
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? which ? is not declined ; it is the corresponding

adjective pronoun ; as , কোন্ স্থানে যাইতেছ ? to which place

are you going ?

f is also used, apparently, as an adjective pronoun, in

the sense of " what sort of ?" or " what in the shape of ?" as

কি কৰ্ম্ম? what in the shape of work?

f is often simply an interrogative particle, which cannot

be translated ; as , আমি প্রতিজ্ঞা করিলে কি তাহা পালন করিব না ?

having promised, shall I not do it ?

SECTION 4. Of the Adjective Pronouns.

The adjective pronouns are of three kinds, possessive, de

monstrative, and indefinite.

The Possessive.

The place of a regular possessive pronoun is usually sup

plied by the possessive case of the personal pronouns ; as,

Plural.
Singular.

tata, my, mine.

CO , thy, thine.

, our, ours ,

CO , your, yours .

, his, her, hers. [own. , their, theirs . [own.

1 , (my, thy, his, her) , (our, your, their)

In elegant writing the Sanscrit possessive C, FC, WTS,

যুগ্মৎ, are used ; as, মপুত্র, my son ; ত্বদ্গৃহ, thy house ; অস্মদ্দেশ,

our country ; , your house.

Instead of the above possessive cases, 7, (my, thy, his ,

her, our, your, their,) own, is used when reference is made

to the next preceding agent in the nominative case ; as,

আমি তাহা আপন ভ্রাতাকে দিলাম, I gave it to my brother ; তিনি

ORI QI2a Gio fa , he gave it to his brother. Here, if the

possessive of the personal pronoun were used, it might give

another sense ; as , তিনি তাহার ভ্রাতাকে দিলেন, might mean that
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he gave it not to his own brother, but to the brother of

another person . So তাঁহারা তাহা আপন ভ্রাতৃগণকে দিলেন ,they gave

it to their brethren ; this implies that all had the same

brothers. When is repeated, it is distributive ; as ,

তাঁহারা আপন আপন ভ্রাতাকে দিলেন, they gave it each to his

brother. Instead of আপন আপন, স্ব স্ব may be used.

In the singular is only used to form compound words.

So also is আত্ম , as , স্বহস্ত , one's own hand, আত্মহত্যা , self

murder, suicide .

my, mine, and 4, thy, thine, are poetical. or fস্বীয় নিজ

is used for , when the idea implied in the English own

is to be expressed. is sometimes, in elegant language,

used for “ my ,” ত্বদীয় for “ thy,” তদীয় for “ his , ” অম্মদীয়

for “ our," for " your," and in the place of

আপনকার.

The Demonstrative.

The demonstratives are : f , this person (near, and sup

posed to hear what is said) ; fa, that person (in sight, but

not supposed to hear) ; fofa, that person (absent) ; 4 , this

inferior person or thing (near) ; or , that inferior person

or thing (in sight) ; , that person (absent) ; , that thing.

fofa and have already been considered as personal pro

nouns.

f , 4, this person.

Singular.

N. , (4) this.

D
.

8. } ইহাকে, this .

Neuter , this thing.

Plural.

, these.

I. , by this.

A. , from this.

P. , of this.

L. , in this.

ইহাদিগকে, these.

11, by these. [these.

ইহাদিগ্ (or দের) হইতে, from

ইহাদিগের or ইহাদের , of these.

, in these.

In declining and , the (* ) is omitted.
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fa, e, &, that person, neuter , that thing, are declined

in the same manner, only taking instead of ; as, Sing.

N. f , that ; O. , that ; I. by that. Plu . N.

উহারা, those ; O. উহাদিগ্কে, those ; I. উহাদের দ্বারা, by those, &c.

9, § and ‹ are frequently used as adjectives, and then

they are not declined ; as N. fe ; .fe , this per

son ; & , that book ; , in that letter. The emphatic

ই is often added to এ and সে; as , এই ব্যক্তি, this man ; সেই

, that book.

The Indefinite.

, both ;The simple indefinite pronouns are : 4 , one ;

, other ; any one, some one ; fg, anything, some

thing ; সকল, all ; প্রত্যেক, each ; অমুক, such a one ; সৰ্ব্ব, all ;

eft, each, every ; , any, some ; , many;, as

many as, as much as ;, so many, so much ; ? how

many? how much ? 4 , so many, so much. Of thesethe

first eight are inflected in the singular number ; the last

eight are uninflected .

The compound pronouns of the indefinite kind are :

many, (literally, not only one);, another ;

some one ; কোন কেহ, any one ; আর কোন, some other; আর

কেহ, some one else ; আর কিছু , some more, any more ; আর

সকল, all others ; যে কেহ, whoever, whosoever ; যে সকল, who

ever, whatever;, whichever ; f , whatever.

These, with the exception of , may be inflected in the

singular number, but only in the last member.

is declined exactly like , only the nasal (* ) is omit

ted ; as, O. , &c. But the possessive of shouldকেহ

always be pronounced কাহারো, even when it is written কাহার,

, some, any, must be carefully distinguished from

, which ? The former has two syllables, the latter only

one.
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SECTION 1. General properties of Verbs.

The form in which the Bengálí verb is always found in

the dictionary is that of a verbal noun ; as, , a doing,

rendered in English to do ; 7, a moving ; (77, a seeing ;

fa , a writing.

To verbs belong conjugation, voice, mood, tense, person,

gerunds, and participles.

There is but one conjugation of transitive verbs , (sakar

mak) , and they are nearly all regular. The same may be

said of all intransitives (akarmak).

The voices are two, the active (kartri-báchya) and the

passive (karma-báchya).

The moods are three, the indicative, the imperative, and

the infinitive. The potential and subjunctive are supplied

by the addition of other words.

The tenses are eight ; the present (bartamán) , the present

definite (shuddha-bartamán) , the imperfect (adyatana) , the

imperfect definite (nishchita -bhút) , the perfect (shuddha

bhút), the pluperfect (chira-bhút) , the aorist (nitya-prabritta

bhút), and the future (bhabishyat) .

The persons of verbs are three, corresponding with the

personal pronouns , I , thou, he, &c.

The singular and plural are the same in Bengálí verbs,

and it is the nominative case before them which alone de

termines whether they are singular or plural ; as, tf f«,

I do ; আমরা করি, we do ; তুমি কর, thou doest ; তোমরা কর, you

do ; তিনি করেন, he does ; তাঁহারা করেন, they do .
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The gerund most frequently employed is that like the

Latin gerund in di (of doing) ; and the participles most

commonly used are the indefinite active and the perfect

passive besides these there are several other forms of

gerunds and participles used occasionally, which will be

noticed in the last section of this chapter.

SECTION 2. Of Auxiliary Verbs .

When one verb is employed to assist in the conjugation

of another, it is called an auxiliary : the words used in this

manner are, f , I am ; e , to become ; e , to go ; and

, to do. The first is defective, and has only the present

and past tenses ; as ,

Present Tense.

1. আমি orআমরা আছি, I am or we are.

2. তুমি or তোমরা আছ, thou art or you are.

3. তিনি or তাঁহারা আছেন, he is or they are.

Imperfect Tense.

1. আমি or আমরা ছিলাম, I was or we were .

2. তুমি or তোমরা ছিলে (or ছিলা ) , thou wast or you were

3. তিনি or তাঁহারা ছিলেন, he was or they were.

In poetry the complete form fat , &c. is often used.

The auxiliaries e , to become, and , to go, are used

in the conjugation of the passive voice ; and the auxiliary

, to do, in the conjugation of compound verbs.

SECTION 3. Of the Regular Verb, Active Voice.

C , to see.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

1. আমি or আমরা দেখি, I or we see.

2. তুমি or তোমরা দেখ, thou seest or you see .

3. তিনি or তাঁহারা দেখেন , he sees or they see.
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Present Definite.

1. আমি or আমরা দেখিতেছি, I am or we are seeing.

2. তুমি or তোমরা দেখিতেছ, thou art or ye are seeing.

3. তিনি or তাঁহারা দেখিতেছেন, he is or they are seeing.

Imperfect Tense.

1. f , I or we saw.*

2. cafea, (or ( f ) , thou sawest or ye saw.

3. f , he or they saw.

1.

2.

3.

Imperfect Definite.

1. mfarofgan, I was or we were seeing .

ferofera, (or ) , thou wast or ye were seeing.দেখিতেছিলে,2 .

3. cfarofaraa, he was or they were seeing .

Perfect Tense.

2.

1. ff , I have seent or we have seen.

f , thou hast seen or ye have seen.

f , he has seen or they have seen.

Pluperfect Tense.

3.

ff , I or we had seen.‡

দেখিয়াছিলে, (or ), thou hast or ye had seen.

ff , he or they had seen.

Aorist or Conditional.

fata, I or we used to see , or would have seen.

2. দেখিতে, (or ), thou usedst or ye used to see, or

←i
s
i

1.

---

1.

would have seen.

3. f , he or they used to see, or would have seen.

Future Tense.

, I or we shall see.

2.

S.

fata, (or ) , thou wilt or ye will see.দেখিবে,

far , he or they will see.

* As one act of a series ,

Or, saw some time ago, as an isolated fact

Or, saw long since,
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The use of the Conditional may be seen in the following

sentence, যদি দেখিতাম, তবে বিশ্বাস করিতাম, if I had seen, I

should have believed . In translating this into English, the

idiom of the latter language sometimes requires or allows the

use of a different tense, if I saw, I should believe. But

when the condition is not intended to be denied point blank,

e. g. if there remains the slightest chance of seeing, the

Bengali tense must be changed.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

আমি or আমরা দেখি, let me or us see.

তুমি or তোমরা দেখ , or (poetical) দেখহ, see thou or ye (at once)

তুমি or তোমরা দেখিও, see thou or ye (as a contingent rule).

তিনি or তাঁহারা দেখুন, let him on them see.

The imperative of the verb , to come, is frequently

used before the first person plural of the imperative mood ;

as, ( f , (come) let us see.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

cfa , to see.

Gerund.

Participles.

( fa , (whilst) seeing .

দেখিয়া , দেখিলে, having seen.

, of seeing.

দেখিয়া , is sometimes contracted to দেখি or দেখে or দেখা|

The termination of the second person in অ , as , করিলা,

fo, &c., is antiquated ; it is practically not used now

except in poetry and in the present Bengálí Bible.

In common conversation the tenses which insert of , &c.

are generally contracted by dropping the , with the vowel

preceding it ; thus, dekhitechhi is pronounced dekhchhi ;

karitechhi sounds karchhi ; and jáitechhi, jáchhi. So jáchha,

jáchhen. But this contraction is avoided, when persons wish

to speak the language carefully or elegantly.
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In like manner conjugate the following verbs :
:

, to rise.

, to speak.

, to cry.

, to keep awake.

জিজ্ঞাসন, to ask.

তুলন,, to lift up.

SECTION 4. Of the Inferior form ofthe Active Voice.

If a person speaks with abject humility of himself, or with

marked contempt to another, he employs the first or second

person of this form ; but they are not used in good composi

tion, except to introduce the familiar language of poor or

ill-bred persons. The first person is very often used in

poetry, and the second person is frequently used in address

ing children, or intimate friends or relatives.

The third person, however, is constantly used in all good

composition for expressing common facts or events, and will

on that ground in future be embodied in the honorific form

of conjugation.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

1. মুই or মোরা দেখি, I or we see.

2. তুই or তোরা দেখি , thou seest or ye see.

3. সে or তাহারা দেখে, he sees or they see .

Present Definite.

1. মুই or মোরা দেখিতেছি, I or we are seeing .

2. তুই or তোরা দেখিতেছিস ,্ thou art or ye are seeing.

3. সে or তাহারা দেখিতেছে, he or they are seeing.

Imperfect Tense.

1. f , I or we saw.

2. fafa, thou sawest or ye saw.

.
3. দেখিল , দেখিলেক,* he or they saw.

* See note next page.
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Imperfect Definite.

1. facof , I or we were seeing.

2. fofofa , thou wert or you were seeing.

3. ff , he or they were seeing.

Perfect.

1. cff , I or we have seen.

2. thou hast or ye have seen.

f , he has or they have seen.3.

Pluperfect.

1. cafeaf , I or we had seen.

2. fff , thou hadst or ye had seen.

3. cftf , he or they had seen.

1.

2.

3.

Aorist, or Conditional.

fact , I or we used to see or should see.

ff , thou or ye used to see, or would see.

cf , he or they used to see, or would see.

Future.

1. f , I or we shall or will see.

2. cff , thou or ye shall or will see.

3. fata or 4, he or they shall or will see.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. মুই or মোরা দেখি, let me or us see.

2. তুই or তোরা দেখ্ or দেখিস্, see thou or ye.

3. সে or তাহারা দেখুক, let him or them see.

The remainder is the same as in the honorific form.

* Some writers are very partial to this form fata , especially

when the nominative is a neuter noun or pronoun,
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Imperfect.

SECTION 5. Of the Compound Verb, Active Voice.

Instead of using the regular active verbs , the genius of

the book language delights rather to use nouns or participles

with the auxiliary verb , to do.* Thus, in the case of

the verb to see, three forms are common, দেখন , দৃষ্টি করণ, and

দর্শন করণ, to see. So নষ্ট করণ, to destroy ; সহ্য করণ, to endure ;

সৃজন, সৃষ্টি করণ, and সৃষ্ট করণ , to create.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

1. আমি or আমরা দৃষ্টি করি, I or we see.

2. তুমি or তোমরা দৃষ্টি কর, thou or ye see.

3. তিনি or তাঁহারা দৃষ্টি করেন , he or they see.

Third person inferior, সে or তাহারা দৃষ্টি করে.

Present Definite.

1. আমি or আমরা দৃষ্টি করিতেছি, I or we are seeing.

2. তুমি or তোমরা দৃষ্টি করিতেছ, thou or ye are seeing.

3. তিনি or তাঁহারা দৃষ্টি করিতেছেন, he or they are seeing.

Inferior, সে or তাহারা দৃষ্টি করিতেছে,

1. দৃষ্টি করিলাম .

2. দৃষ্টি করিলে ( -লা)-

3. দৃষ্টি করিলেন.

Inferior, করিল, করিলেক ,

Perfect.

1. দৃষ্টি করিয়াছি,

2. দৃষ্টি করিয়াছ,

1 .

2 .

3 .

Imperfect Definite.

দৃষ্টি করিতেছিলাম

দৃষ্টি করিতেছিলে ( — লা) -

দৃষ্টি করিতেছিলেন

Inferior, করিতেছিল

Pluperfect.

দৃষ্টি করিয়াছিলাম1 .

2. দৃষ্টি করিয়াছিলে (— লা ) .
-

3. দৃষ্টি করিয়াছেন.

Inferior, করিয়াছে

3. দৃষ্টি করিয়াছিলেন.

Inferior, করিয়াছিল

* By taking the last part only , করি, কর, করেন , &c., it may be seen how

this verb is conjugated.

4
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Aorist and Conditional.

1. দৃষ্টি করিতাম.

2. দৃষ্টি করিতে ( -তা).

3. দৃষ্টি করিতেন.

Inferior , করিত.

1.

2.

8.
3.

দৃষ্টি করিব.

দৃষ্টি করিবে (–বা),

দৃষ্টি করিবেন.

Future.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

দৃষ্টিকরিতে.

1. আমি or আমরা দৃষ্টি করি.

2. তুমি or তোমরা দৃষ্টি কর, করহ, or করিও

৪. তিনি or তাঁহারা দৃষ্টি করুন.

Inferior, করিবে, বেক,্

Inferior, সে or তাহারা দৃষ্টি করুক.

আইস আমরা দৃষ্টি করি, come, let us see, &c.

অপেক্ষা করণ, to wait for.

আনন্দ করণ , to rejoice.

ইচ্ছা করণ, to desire.

উদ্ধার করণ , to deliver.

চিন্তা করণ, to think .

ছল করণ, to deceive.

জয় করণ, to conquer.

ত্রাণ করণ, to save.

নৃত্য করণ, to dance.

Participles.

Gerund.

দৃষ্টি করিবার

দৃষ্টি করিতে দৃষ্টি করত. দৃষ্টি করিয়া , or দৃষ্টি করিলে.

Instead of , the verbal noun , might have been used

throughout.

In like manner conjugate the following verbs :

বর্ণন করণ; to describe.

বাসনা করণ, to like.

ভজনা করণ, to worship.

লোপ করণ, to blot out.

শাসন করণ, to chastise.

সান্ত্বনা করণ, to comfort.

সঙ্কোচ করণ, to contract.

হাস্য করণ, to laugh.

হিংসা করণ, to injure.
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SECTION 6. Of the Regular Verb, Passive Voice.

The passive is formed in two different ways, the one with

the Bengálí participle and the auxiliary verb e , to go, the

subject being put in the objective case ; and the other with

the Sanscrit participle and the auxiliary verb 7, to become

or be
; as, e , to be seen ; 7 , to be seen. Neither

of these forms, however, is much used, except in the third

person singular and plural ; but the auxiliaries , and

, are of extensive use.

Besides these two regular forms, an irregular form taken

from the Hindustání is sometimes used in conversation ; as,

বাঘে মানুষ খাইয়াছে, the man was devoured by a tiger, or a

tiger devoured the man.

Plur. 1.

Present.

Sing. 1. আমাকে দেখা যায়, I am seen.f

2. তোমাকে দেখা যায় , thou art seen.

৪. { তাঁহাকে দেখা যায ,় he is seen.
তাহা দেখা যায়, it is seen.

আমাদিগকে দেখা যায়, we are seen.

2. তোমাদিগকে দেখা যায়, ye are seen.

3. তাহাদিগকে দেখা যায়, they are seen.

Present Definite.

Sing. 1 .

2. তোমাকে

3. তাঁহাকে

তাহা

First Form.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

·C , I am being seen, etc.

* Instead of যাওন, হওন is often used , as আমাকে দেখা হয় &c .

† Literally, the (act of) seeing me goes on (or takes place) .
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Plur. 1. আমাদিগকে

2. তােমাদিগকে দেখা যাইতেছে , we are being seen etc.

3. তাহাদিগকে

Imperfect Tense.

eta top 67814 65777 , etc. I was seen, etc.

Imperfect Definite (very rare).

aptartos Chaly to cof59 , etc. , I was being seen, etc.

Perfect.

TYTTC Chary states, etc. I have been seen, etc.

Pluperfect.

atute 67211 frutf50 , etc. I had been seen, etc.>

Aorist and Conditional.

আমাকে দেখা যাইত, etc. I used to be seen, or I should have

been seen, etc.

Future.

আমাকে দেখা যাইবে, etc. I shall be seen, etc.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

দেখা যাইতে, to be seen .

Second Form :

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

1. আমি or আমরা দৃষ্ট হই, I or we are seen.

2. তুমি or তােমরা দৃষ্ট হও, thou on ye are seen.

3. তিনি or তাহারা দৃষ্ট হন , he or they are seen.

Inferior, সে or তাহারা দৃষ্ট হয় ,
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Present Definite. Imperfect Tense.

1. দৃষ্ট হইতেছি, 1. দৃষ্ট হইলাম,.

2. দৃষ্ট হইতেছ . 2. দৃষ্ট হইলে ( লা ),
. লা

3. দৃষ্ট হইতেছেন , 3. দৃষ্ট হইলেন ,

Inferior, হইতেছে , Inferior, হইল ,

Imperfect Definite. Perfect Tense.

1. দৃষ্ট হইতেছিলাম, .1. দৃষ্ট হইয়াছি,

2. দৃষ্ট হইতেছিলে (-লা ), .2. দৃষ্ট হইয়াছ

3. দৃষ্ট হইতেছিলেন , 3. দৃষ্ট হইয়াছেন ,

Inferior, হইতেছিল , Inferior, হইয়াছে,

Pluperfect. Aorist and Conditional.

1. দৃষ্ট হইয়াছিলাম, 1. দৃষ্ট হইতাম.

2. দৃষ্ট হইয়াছিলে ( -লা ), 2. দৃষ্ট হইতে ( - ).

3. দৃষ্ট হইয়াছিলেন, 3. দৃষ্ট হইতেন ,

Inferior, হইয়াছিল, Inferior, হইত,

Future. IMPERATIVE Mood.

1. দৃষ্ট হইব . 1. দৃষ্ট হই,

2. দৃষ্ট হইবে (- ) 2. দৃষ্ট হও,

3. দৃষ্ট হইবেন , 3. দৃষ্ট হউন..

Inferior, হইবে or হইবেক , Inferior, হউক ,

আইস আমি or আমরা দৃষ্ট হই , come, let me or us be seen.

INFINITIVE MOOD. Gerund .

দৃষ্ট হইতে, দৃষ্ট হইবার,

ন০

Participles.

দৃষ্ট , seen. দৃষ্ট হইতে , (whilst) being seen. দৃষ্ট হও , being seen.

দৃষ্ট হইয়া ,

} .
having been or being seen.

দৃষ্ট হইলে,
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SECTION 7. Ofthe Causal Verb.

The causal verb is formed from the simple one by insert

ing before the last letter of the verb ; as, (727, to see,

, to make or cause to see, to show. When a vowel

precedes the final of the original verb it is dropped, and

(pronounced wá) inserted in its place ; as, (787, to give ;

দেওয়ান, to cause to give ; পাওন, to get , পাওয়ান, to cause to gets

to impart to.

The conjugation is exactly the same as that of the simple

verb except that the vowel is inserted before each suffix ;

thus দেখি, becomes দেখাই, &c . *

C , to cause to see or to show.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

1. আমি orআমরা দেখাই, I or we show.

2. তুমি or তোমরা দেখাও, thou or ye show.

৪. তিনি or তাঁহারা দেখান, he or they show.

Inferior, সে or তাহারা দেখায়.

Present Definite.

1 . of , I or we are showing.

2. 7 , thou or ye are showing.

3. · , he or they are showing.

Inferior, দেখাইতেছে.

Imperfect Tense.

1. দেখাইলাম.

2. দেখাইলে ( -লা).

•

1 .

2 .

3.

Imperfect Definite.

দেখাইতেছিলাম

দেখাইতেছিলে ( -লা ).

দেখাইতেছিলেন

Inferior, দেখাইতেছিল।

• 3. দেখাইলেন.

Inferior, দেখাইল

* It is important to notice these forms, as they occur in all verbs ending

int , whether they be causals or not.
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Perfect Tense.

1. দেখাইয়াছি

2. দেখাইয়াছ,

3. দেখাইয়াছেন

Inferior, দেখাইয়াছে,

Aorist.

1. দেখাইতাম.

2. দেখাইতে ( -তা).

3. দেখাইতেন.

Inferior, দেখাইত,

1 .

2.

3.

1 .

2.

3.

Pluperfect.

দেখাইয়াছিলাম

দেখাইয়াছিলে ( -লা ) .

দেখাইয়াছিলেন

Inferior, দেখাইয়াছিল

Future.

দেখাইব.

দেখাইবে ( -বা ).

·

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Participles.

দেখাইবেন.

Inferior, দেখাইবে

3. দেখাউন্1. দেখাই

2. দেখাও, দেখাইও Inferior, দেখাউক

আইস আমি or আমরা দেখাই, come let me or us show.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

দেখাইতে

Gerund.

দেখাইবার

দেখাইতে, (whilst) showing.

দেখাইয়া , দেখাইলে, having shown or made to see.

The form used for the passive is দেখান, shown ; as, তাঁহাকে

or তাহা দেখান যায়, he or it is shown.

Sometimes the Sanscrit form of the perfect passive parti

ciple is used, but not very frequently ; as, তাহা দর্শিত হয়, it is

shown, made to be seen or to appear.

It will be seen from the conjugation of the passive voice

that the verbs and are somewhat irregular . The

verb , to come, is also irregular in some tenses, as will

be seen from the following :
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Present.

1. আমি or আমরা আসি I or we come.

2. তুমি or তোমরা আইস, thou or ye come.

3. তিনি or তাঁহারা আইসেন, he or they come.

Inferior, সে or তাহারাআইসে or আসে.

1. আসিতেছি.

2. আসিতেছ

3. আসিতেছেন.

Present Definite.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Inferior, আসিতেছে.

Imperfect Definite.

1. আসিতেছিলাম.

2. আসিতেছিলে ( -লা).

3. আসিতেছিলেন

Inferior, আসিতেছিল

Fluperfect.

1. আসিয়াছিলাম

2. আসিয়াছিলে ( -লা ).

3. আসিয়াছিলেন.

Future.

Inferior, আসিয়াছিল

1. আসিব

2. আসিবে ( বা)

3. আসিবেন.

Inferior, আসিবে-

INFINITIVE MOOD.

আসিতে.

•

Imperfect.

1. আইলাম or আসিলাম.

2.

3.

1 .

Perfect.

আসিয়াছি, (এসেছি) .

আসিয়াছ, ( এসেছ ).

আসিয়াছেন ( এসেছেন )

Inferior,আসিয়াছে, এসেছে) .

Aorist.

2 .

3 .

1 .

2.

আইলে ( -লা ),

আইলেন.

Inferior, আইল

3 .

আসিতাম.

আসিতে (-তা).

আদিতেন.

Inferior, আসিত

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. atf .

2.

3 .

আইস, এস, আসিও.

আইসুন, আসুন

Inferior, আইসুক, আসুক.

Gerund.

আসিবার,
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Participles.

আসিয়া , আইলে or আসিলে, having come.

The first of these contracted, আসি or আসে, এসে.

SECTION 8. Remarks on the Verbs, Moods, Tenses,

Gerunds and Participles.

All verbs are conjugated after the pattern of , to see,

which is remarkable for its simplicity and regularity.

A few remarks on certain verbs that are peculiar in their

use or construction may save the learner some perplexity.

As there are two verbs, and pe , signifying to be, it

is generally difficult to learners to know for a certainty

which should be used, or whether they may not be used

promiscuously. The distinction between the two words.

is much the same as between the German sein and werden.

The former has exclusive reference to the subject indicated

by the nominative, and describes its existence, presence, or

state at a particular time or place ; while the latter (which

properly means to become) usually describes what the sub

ject is to others, and is used in the sense of to turn out,

to become, being generally accompanied by an adjective,

participle, &c. ; তিনি এই স্থানে আছেন, he is here ; তিনি সেই

স্থানে ছিলেন, he was there ; তিনি ভাল আছেন, he is well ;

but মনুষ্য বিদ্যাভ্যাসদ্বারা জ্ঞানবান হয় , man becomes wise by

study. When there are two nominatives, is usually

omitted. Thus, fofa tata, he is wise, is better Bengálí

than তিনি জ্ঞানবান আছেন . But when an adverb is added ,

আছেন may be used ; as, এখনও তিনি জ্ঞানবান আছেন,he still

stew

is wise.

, indeed, only used in the present tense, is a verb of

certainty or concession ; as , বটি, বট, বটেন, inferior বটে; thus
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to

আমি ভাল বটি, I am really well; সে এ স্থানে ছিল বটে, কিন্তু

, he was here indeed (it is true), but is not now ;

তিনি জ্ঞানবান বটেন, he really is wise , বটি, বটে, and বটেন, as

personal verbs, are chiefly used, when in English yes or

really may be called in aid, to express the sense fully ; as,

cafa gfa ? alfa ; is that you ? Yes, it is I. On the

other hand , as an impersonal verb, is almost invariably

the right word to use (like an adverb) , when the sense of it

may be fully expressed in English by the word indeed ; as,

I have had good news. Indeed ? fofa aতিনি জ্ঞানবান বটে

(not ), fr , he is indeed wise, but very feeble. j

, not, is used in the present tense as a verb of nega

tion ; thus, নহি or নই or নও, নহেন or নন্, inferior নহে, নয় ; as,

আমি নিষ্পাপ নহি, I am not sinless ; আমি সে নহি, I am not

the person ; fe , he is not beloved.

The negation is generally made by ; and when the

vowel is added to it, it gives the idea of past time to the

present tense ; as, তিনি তাহা অস্বীকার করিলেন না, he did not

deny it ; আমি এমন কথা কখনো শুনি নাই, I never heard such a

word. In common conversation , but not in writing, face is

used for নাই ; as, আমি করি নিকো , I did not do it .

, when not preceded by another verb, always stands

for আছেনা; as, আমার কাছে কিছুই খাদ্য সামগ্ৰী নাই, I have no

victuals by me ; lit. there is not anything eatable with me.

This word , may be distinguished from and , by

remembering that , properly means does not exist, or is

not found or obtained ; whilst simply means is

4

or

not. 1

The necessity of an act is expressed by the accusative (or,棗

less correctly, the possessive) before the infinitive, followed

by the verb to be, in the third person singular ; as,—
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Present.

আমাকে (or আমার যাইতে হয় , it is necessary for me to go.

তোমাকে যাইতে হয়, it is necessary for you to go.

তাঁহাকে যাইতে হয়, it is necessary for him to go.

Past.

আমাকে যাইতে হইল, it was necessary for me to go.

তোমাকে যাইতে হইল, it was necessary for you togo.

তাঁহাকে যাইতে হইল, it was necessary for him to go.

Future.

আমাকে যাইতে হইবে, it will be necessary for me togo.

তোমাকে যাইতে হইবে, it will be necessary for you to go,

ŠIRITE AIRCO BR , it will be necessary for him to go.

The necessity here implied is one that arises from circum

stances, rather than from compulsion or a sense of decided

moral obligation.

A

*

, ~ ~2~

The same idea with certain modifications may be ex

pressed by the possessive case and verbal noun with

that should be done ; or fe, morally obligatory ; or ent

, required by circumstances ; * , required by necessity ;

as, আমার যাওয়া কৰ্ত্তব্য, it is necessary for me to go ; তোমার

যাওয়া উচিত, it is proper for you to go ; তাহার যাওয়া প্রয়োজনীয়;

or যাইবার প্রয়োজন আছে, it is necessary for him, or he has

occasion, to go. Infinitives and nouns are negatived by

নাই; as, আমাকে যাইতে নাই, I should not go ; আমার যাইবার

enga at , I need not go. The adjectives require 7 , as,

আমার যাওয়া কৰ্ত্তব্য নয় , it is not right for me to go.

For the different kinds of compound verbs, which are all

conjugated like the simple ones, see the closing section of

the eighth chapter.
[

The moods are used much in the same manner as in

English.

(cad

afain
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THE MOODS.

The indicative simply declares a fact, or asks a question ;

as, আমি দেখি, I see ; তুমি দেখ না ? do you not see? In the

latter case কি may be added ; as , তুমি কি দেখ না ?

The imperative mood is confined in its application chiefly

to the second and third persons ; the first is rarely used,

except when preceded by 1 , come. When it is used, it

expresses a desire or doubt, as , যদি আপনকার অনুমতি হয়, তবে

আমি এই শিশুকে ঘরে লইয়া যাই; if you permit it, I wish to take

this infant home.

The infinitive mood is used to express the sense of the

verb in a general way ; as, তিনি এই কর্ম্ম করিতে প্রস্তুত হইলেন, he

was ready to do this thing. Sometimes it expresses an ob

ject or intention ; as, তিনি তাহাকে এই কর্ম্ম করিতে পাঠাইলেন, he

sent him to do this thing.

The potential mood present and imperfect is expressed by

the infinitive with the verb পারণ, to be able ; as, আমি দেখিতে

পারি, I am able to see, or can see ; তুমি দেখিতে পারিলে, you

were able to see, or could see ; fofa cfaco atfacaq, he will

be able to see.
The potential perfect and pluperfect is

expressed by the particle and the verb , to remain,

in the future ; as, তিনি কি এ কথা শুনিয়াছেন ? শুনিয়া থাকিবেন,

has he heard this account ? he may have heard it ;

দিনে তাহার পীড়ার উপশম হইয়া থাকিবে, after so long a time

his disease must have abated ; অনুমান করি আমার কথা তুমি

বুঝিয়া থাকিবে, I fancy you must have understood me.

The subjunctive differs nothing from the indicative, but is

simply preceded by the word af , if, and is usually followed

* ‹ and fe differ a little. ‹ is a simple command ; fe is a com

mand applicable in future, or dependent upon contingent circumstances. A

prohibition must be expressed by the second form, fe , do not see.

, has the very opposite meaning, viz., please to look, literally, you do not

look, (what hinders you ?)
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by তবে, then or তাহা হইলে, that being the case ; as, যদি আমি

দেখি, তবে, or আমি যদি দেখি, তবে, if I see or should see, then ;

gfa afn cnfano, oca , if you had seen, then. It would appear,দেখিতে, তবে,

however, that in certain constructions the imperative is used

for the snbjunctive ; especially when in English the sen

tence begins with whoever, whatever, wherever, etc.; as, যে

কেহ হউক, whoever it may be ; যত দূর হউক, however far it may

be. So also, if ff ? what I am to do ?

The tenses used for the subjunctive are, the present

followed by with the future and the aorist followed by

তবে with the aorist ; as, সে যদি পাপ করে, তবে তাহার দণ্ড হইবে,

if he sin , he will be punished ; আমি যদি তোমাকে কহিতাম, তবে

gf f f 1, if I had told you, you would not have be

lieved. f with the aorist invariably implies that the sup

position is the reverse of the fact. Thus, by saying f -

O , if I went (or had gone) , the speaker shows at once that

he does not (or did not) go . Whenever the supposition is

one that may be realized, must be followed by the pre

sent ; as, fff, if I say or should say. When “ if,” in

English, is followed by the perfect tense, it is in Bengálí

expressed by the participle with the present of , to

remain ; as, যদি আমি কহিয়া থাকি, if I have said . যদি আমি

ff, may also be used in admitting (as a fact, or as a

logical supposition) that I have said.

THE TENSES.

The tenses, like the moods, are for the most part simple in

their application.

The present tense is used for general statements, and has no

definite reference to any particular time ; as তিনি পাঠ করেন,

he reads ; তাহারা শ্রম করে, they labour; পক্ষিরা উড়ে, birds fly

In familiar converse and vivid description it is sometimes
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used in a past sense ; as, আপনি যে পত্র লিখেন, তাহার ভাব বুঝি

, I did not understand the meaning of the letter you

wrote ; কল্য আমি ভোজন করি, এমন সময়ে পীড়িত হইলাম, I became

sick just at the time I was dining yesterday. It is some

times used in the sense of the future ; as, তুমি কি বাটী যাইবে ?

আমি যাই,fat , I go, i . e . will go.

The present definite is used to express a present act or

event which is not yet completed ; alfa fafof , I am (now

writing ; foffa , he is (now) reading. This is as

much as if the speaker had added : I have not yet done

writing or reading.

The imperfect tense is used to express time past, when

referring to an event or act which is spoken of as being only

one in a series or narrative. By using this tense the speaker

indicates either that he will immediately tell what came

next, or that he supposes his hearer to know what followed.

It is therefore used in narratives ; as , তিনি তাহাকে এই কথা

জিজ্ঞাসা করিলেন, he asked him this question ; সে তাহাকে এই

উত্তর দিল, he gave him this answer.

It is also frequently used to denote an event which has

just happened, and sometimes even one which is expected

to happen the next moment ; and then it corresponds with

the perfect, the present, and sometimes even with the future

in English. Examples : ff , I have (just)

taken my food ; fa , it is (just) time to go ;

এখন আমি তোমার কথার অভিপ্রায় বুঝিলাম, now I understand

you; আমিচলিলাম, I am off, or on the point of going ; ঐ ব্যক্তি

f , that man will be tumbling into the water.

The imperfect definite represents the action or event as

remaining unfinished at a certain time past ; as , তিনি আমাকে

আঘাত করিতেছিলেন , ইতিমধ্যে তুমি উপস্থিত হইলে, you came up

just at the time he was striking me.
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The perfect represents an action as belonging to the past

but without having been since neutralized ; as, f

সেই কথা কহিয়াছি, I have told him that affair ; তাহা তোমরা

শুনিয়াছ,f , that you have heard. The perfect here is used like

the perfect in English ; but sometimes it denotes an event

which took place some time ago ; as, such

a report has spread abroad, or has become (common) ;

তুমি ভোজন করিয়াছ? have you dined ? ভোজন করিয়াছি, I

have, that is , some time ago. This differs from the

imperfect, তুমি খাইলে ? have you dined ? খাইলাম, I have,

just now.

The perfect and pluperfect are compounded of the in

definite participle and the auxiliary verb ; as করিয়া + আছি

= করিয়াছি; করিয়া + ছিলাম করিয়াছিলাম.

The pluperfect represents the action as prior to some

other point of time, usually indicated or implied ; as, fefতিনি

দূরদেশহইতে আসিয়াছিলেন, কিন্তু লোকে তাঁহাকে গ্রাহ্য করিতে প্রস্তুত

, he had come from a far country, but the people were

not prepared to receive him.

=

The pluperfect is sometimes used when no point of time

is specified ; in these cases it shows, either that the event

took place in ancient times, or that it has now lost its im

portance ; as, প্রাচীনেরা এই কথা কহিয়াছিলেন, this was the say

ing of the ancients ; তাহার বড় দুঃখ হইয়াছিল, he had great

trouble.

As the difference between the imperfect, perfect, and

pluperfect presents not a few difficulties, the following re

marks may not be unacceptable to the learner:
---

1. They may differ as measures of the distance of time,

the imperfect stating what happened just now, or a little

ago ; the perfect that which happened some time ago ; the

pluperfect that which happened long ago.
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2. They differ as to the objects to which they direct

attention. The imperfect directs attention not so much to

the act or event itself, as to its attendant circumstances,

such as time, place, manner, rapidity, recency, or to that

which followed next. The perfect directs attention to the

fact itself, as being either historically true or still impor

tant. The pluperfect directs attention to the circumstance

that the fact is of an old date, or no longer of any great

interest or importance.

3. They differ also in this, that in connected narratives

the imperfect is the leading tense. The perfect occurs

chiefly in conversations and argumentative discourses .

It may not be uninteresting to adduce a few examples :

তিনি নৌকাতে আইলেন, he came by boat. This is either the

latest news, or a fragment of a narrative ; or else attention

is directed to the mode of conveyance : he came by boat,

not by land.

তিনি নৌকাতে আসিয়াছেন, he came by boat. Here attention

is directed to the fact of his having come, as one that ad

mits of no doubt, or that is still important to the hearer.

তিনি নৌকাতে আসিয়াছিলেন, he came by boat. This implies

either that his having come is an old story, or no longer

of any great importance, or else that he subsequently

exchanged the boat for some other conveyance or place of

abode.

কল্য আমি সে স্থানে গেলাম, I went there yesterday. Here

attention is directed to the place or the time, but not mainly

to the act itself.

কল্য আমি সে স্থানে গিয়াছি, I did go there yesterday. Yes

terday being so near the present time, this phrase would not

be used, except to call attention to the fact that I went, as

being either important or unquestionably true.
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কল্য আমি সে স্থানে গিয়াছিলাম, I went there yesterday . This

at once implies that my going there yesterday was only

introductory to, or has since been almost neutralized by,

some other event of greater importance or interest.

তিনি তাহাকে এই কথা জিজ্ঞাসা করিলেন, he asked him this ques

tion. Here the tense shows that a narrative is being given.

sa pf , it is time to go. This indicates , that

a little earlier might have been too early, and that a little

later might be too late ; would not imply either.

আমি এই পত্রalfa 3 29 faf , I write this letter. Here the writer

fancies himself talking to his correspondent when opening

the letter, and saying to him, I wrote this letter.

এখন আমি তোমার কথার অভিপ্রায় বুঝিলাম, now I understand

you. The exact idea is, now I have caught the meaning of

your words.

আমি চলিলাম,af fat , I am going. Here the speaker fancies him

self walking off already, and turning round to tell the

hearer, I am off.

ঐ ব্যক্তি জলে পড়িল, that man will be tumbling into the

water. Here the speaker is so excited that he anticipates

what he expects to see the next minute.

আমি তাহাকে সেই কথা কহিয়াছি, I told him that affair. Here

the speaker supposes that his telling may be of some im

portance to the hearer, or else that the fact should not be

doubted. So তাহা তোমরা শুনিয়াছ

GT , such a report has spread abroad . Here

the report is important to the hearer, or else its having

spread has been doubted.

প্রাচীনেরা এই কথা কহিয়াছিলেন , the ancients said this. Here

the tense indicates that it was very long ago.

· তাহার বড় দুঃখ হইয়াছিল , he had great trouble. This is a

mere incidental remark, and implies that the hearer knows

that the trouble has since ceased, or lost its importance.

5
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Although it is hoped that these illustrations will facilitate

the apprehension of the difference between these tenses,

yet practice will be found to be the best guide.

We only add one important remark more ; viz. , that the

consequences of an event stated in the pluperfect are sup

posed to be completely past ; and those of an event in the

perfect are supposed to have continued ever since ; those of

an event in the imperfect are supposed to follow it imme

diately, and therefore not to continue long ; they may be past,

or present, or future .

As an illustration of the three ways of expressing the

present tense, we subjoin the following examples : f

<facaq otal alfa grat , I understand what you say ; literally,

I have understood what you just said . আপনি যাহা বলেন তাহা

alfa atfa, I knowwhat you say, i. e. , what you are apt to say,

or in the habit of saying . আপনি যাহা বলিতেছেন তাহা আমি

ff, I understand what you say, i . e. , my compre

hension keeps pace with your words.

The aorist is employed to represent the frequency of any

action, i. e. , to signify what has been the usual course, custom

or habit of the agent ; as তিনি বাল্যকালে ভালরূপে বিদ্যাভ্যাস

fate , he was accustomed to pay great attention to study

in his youth ; তিনি সেই সময়ে প্রতি দিন আমার নিকটে আসিতেন,

at that time he used to come to me daily.

It is also used like the French conditional mood, in which

case it always admits of being translated by the subjunctive

mood and pluperfect tense ; as, আমি যাইতাম, কিন্তু অবকাশ

, I would have gone, but had not time.

The future tense represents what is yet to come ; it may

be used definitely as to future time, and admits of no

distinction for shall and will ; as . তিনি এই স্থানে আসিবেন, he

will come hither;,the sun will rise to

morrow ; আমরা প্রস্তুত হইব, we shall be ready.
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In respectful language the future is used for the im

perative ; as, মহাশয় অনুগ্রহ করিয়া আমাকেএক খানি পুস্তক দিবেন, be

kind enough, sir, to give me a book.

The gerunds are formed from verbal nouns, দেখিবা, দেখা ,

or , a seeing : these may be used in the possessive or

instrumental or locative case ; as দেখিবার, দেখার, দেখনের, of

seeing ; দেখিবাতে, দেখাতে, দেখনেতে, by or in seeing. দেখাতে

most commonly means, in consequence of having seen, or

because of (his) having seen.

The first form of the verbal noun ( c ) is never used

in its simple state as a nominative ; but the possessive case

of it, as given in the paradigms of the verbs, is the one

most commonly employed as a gerund. The gerund being

treated as a noun in the possessive case, is sometimes fol

lowed by another noun, and sometimes by a post-position ;

as , বীজ রোপিবার কাল, the time of sowing the seed ; দেখিবার

কারণ, or জন্যে, or নিমিত্তে, for the sake of seeing .

The participles in the Bengálí language allude generally

either to present or past time.

=

=

The infinitive mood is used as a participle- not only inthe

formation of two tenses of the verb ; as, caro + atfg:

দেখিতেছি, I am seeing ; দেখিতে + ছিলাম দেখিতেছিলাম , I was

seeing-but also to express time absolutely ; as, fra enfato

কর্ম কর, work while it is day. আমি থাকিতে ভয় কি? what

fear while I live ?

To express the continuance or repetition ofan act, the above

form is repeated ; as, সে যাইতে যাইতে শেষে গৃহে উপস্থিত হইল,

he continuing his journey at last arrived at home : f

করিতেকরিতে বৃদ্ধ হইল, he continuing to have cares grew old,

i. e., grew old by anxiety.

The present participle in , as , doing, is probably a

corruption of the Sanscrit present participle ending in ;
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জীব্ জীবৎ ,as, to live ; e, living. By whom it was introduced

is uncertain, but it is not found in the earliest writings in

Bengálí. The number of verbs from which it is formed is

very limited. It is used with much the same meaning as the

participle in , except that it generally implies more or

less of continuance or repetition. , doing, is at once

the most common and the most anomalous instance of it.

A few of the Sanscrit present participles, active , middle,

and passive, are used in Bengálí ; as, active voice,,

living ; & ¶s, awaking ; ч , being, good : middle voice , ,

increasing ; * , lying down : passive voice, f , being

done ; being taken ; , being spoken. In a few

instances too the present participle of the frequentative or

intensitive form of the verb is used ; as, t , burn

ing fiercely, red (with anger) ; (7 , shining brightly,

glaring,

The adjectival participles formed by ,, and , are

employed to express the necessity, capability, or fitness , of

the thing ; as, অনুমেয়, that must be inferred ; করণীয়, that is

capable of being done ; 7 , that is deserving of being

punished;, that ought to be done;,that should

be spoken.

The indefinite participle in serves to connect a subor

dinate member of a sentence with the next following verb

having the same agent, and so supersedes the use of copula

tive conjunctions ; as, তাঁহাকে দেখিয়া চরণে পড়িয়া উচ্চৈঃস্বরে কহিল,

seeing him and falling at his feet, he cried with a loud voice ;

পরে কোন উপায় না পাইয়া অতিকাতর হইয়া রোদনকরিতেকরিতেফিরিয়া

¶ q * fan , afterwards, having obtained no redress , and

being sadly distressed , he returned, weeping as he went, and

entered into his house.

It is denominated indefinite, because it may be followed
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by, and in point of time agree with a verb in the present,

past, or future tense ; as, fa , he goes and sees ;

সে গিয়া দেখিল , he went and saw ; সে গিয়া দেখিবে, he will go

and see.

When the finite verb has a negative, the idea expressed

by the participle is negatived also ; thus, তিনি কলিকাতায় গিয়া

ব্যবসায় করিবেন না means that he will not go to Calcutta and

carry on business ; it does not mean that he will go to

Calcutta but will not carry on business ; this might be ex

pressed by substituting for f in the above sentence fate,

or যাইবেন বটে কিন্ত .ু

It is sometimes connected with the infinitive mood, and

stands in the place of an infinitive ; as , রাজা তাহাকে ধরিয়া

alfaco atool fac , the king ordered (them) to seize and bring

him : so that ধরিয়া আনিতে is equivalent to ধরিতে ও আনিতে.

This is not an anomalous but the regular use of the par

ticiple, for it always agrees with the verb that follows next :

hence, as, ধরিয়া আনিলেন is equivalent to ধরিলেন ও আনিলেন,

so ধরিয়া আনিতে is equivalent to ধরিতে ও আনিতে.

Exactly in the same way it is often combined with the

participle in , to prevent its too frequent repetition. In

such cases the participle in is used in the former parts

of the sentence and that in লে at the close ; as, আমি সে স্থানে

গিয়া তাহাকে সংবাদ দিয়া আইলে পর সে গমন করিল , after I had gone

thither, given him the information, and returned, he de

parted.

Some participles of this kind are used adverbially ; as,

বলিয়া on the plea (or ground) that ; কেমন করিয়া , how? হইয়া,

through. When so used, afas need not be construed like a

participle. Thus তিনি রাজা বলিয়া সম্ভ্রান্ত, he is honourable on

the ground of being a king . কেমন করিয়া যাইব ? how shall I

go? f , go through Calcutta.
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The indefinite or adverbial participle in may have the

same agent as the verb that follows, or a different one. The

latter is most commonly the case ; as , তিনি আইলে আমি যাইব

when he comes I will go. In the former case, it is usually

put before the nominative case, and almost always indicates

a_contingency ; as, বিদায় পাইলে আমি আসিব, in case I get

leave, I will come : but if fins að af means, I will

take leave and come . আহার করিলে ( পর ) আমি যাইব, I will go,

after I have eaten : but fa art of means, I will

eat and go. Where if and when are used in English, this

participle in is commonly used in Bengálí ; as, fofa

বাঞ্ছা সিদ্ধ করিলে আমি কৃতার্থ হইব , if he grants me my desire,

I shall be satisfied ; সে আপন হস্ত বিস্তার করিলে তাহা সুস্থ হইল,

when he stretched out his hand, it was made well.

Hence or , afterwards, may very often be supplied ;

as, ধন গেলে ( পর ) মনুষ্যদের দুঃখ হয় , when property is lost, men

are in trouble.

It is sometimes, particularly in conversation, used to ex

press option or choice ; as দেখিলে দেখিতে পারে, he can see if he

chooses ; or, if he would look, he might see ; or, very likely he

sees.

If the conjunction even, is added to this participle, it

gives the idea of although, and is equivalent to having f ,

though, at the beginning of the sentence, followed by af ,

yet, in the latter part ; as, সে ভোজন করিলেও তৃপ্ত হয় না| or

যদ্যপি সে ভোজন করে , তথাপি তৃপ্ত হয় না, though he eat, he is not

satisfied .

The perfect passive or intransitive participle is derived

entirely from the Sanscrit, and is used as in that language,

or as the past or passive participles of verbs in English and

other languages ; as, সে পতিত হইয়া উঠিতে পারে না, he being

fallen is not able to rise ; সে পরাস্ত হইয়া পলায়ন করিল , he having
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been defeated fled. It is often used instead of a noun with

the verb to do ; as , চোর তাহাকে হত করিল, or, চোর তাহাকে হত্যা

, the thief killed him.

This perfect participle, derived from the Sanscrit, being

used so extensively in the Bengálí, it is necessary in this place

to explain how it is formed.*

If the Sanscrit root ends with a vowel, is simply added

to it for the past participle ; as, T , T , renowned;,

taken; ,, afraid ; *, . heard ; F, F , done.

Ifthe root ends with a consonant, is generally inserted and

ত added, as গঠ, গঠিত, formed ; গণ, গণিত counted ; চল্ চলিত ,

moved ; জন, জনিত produced ; দৃপ ,্ দর্পিত, inflated with pride ;

ধ্বন, ধ্বনিত, sounded ; আনন্দ, আনন্দিত, delighted ; পৎ, পতিত,

fallen ; ফল্, ফলিত, filled with fruit ; বৃধ, বৰ্দ্ধিত , increased ;

সেব ,ু সেবিত, served.

In many cases, however, the is united immediately with

the root, and for this rules are given in Sanscrit grammars ;

but as the enumeration of them here would be tedious, we

shall give a list of the participles thus formed that are used

in Bengálí.

Roots. Past participles.

, eaten, food.

আপ্আপ্ত, প্রাপ্ত , obtained .

ব্যাপ্ত,
te, diffused

.

HF , ploughed
.

ape, drawn
.

, scattered.

, confined.

, gone, past.

-

ক

Roots. Past participles.

ক্রম্ পরাক্রান্ত,

, angry.

ক্লম্ ক্লান্ত, weary.

ffre, distressed .

excelling in

[power.

, made patient.

f , wasted.ক্ষি

ff , thrown.

ক্ষুদ ক্ষুধ, pounded.

The following remarks, to be fully appreciated, require some knowledge

of Sanscrit, and may therefore be passed over by the learner, till he feels

himself a little more advanced in Bengálí.
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Roots.

-

, agitated .

, dug, a pit.

fa fa, distressed .

fa , id. (pres .)

গম্ গত, gone.

Past participles.

,, become hung- , burnt.

[ry.e, given.

, come.

, hid, kept safe.

, hidden.
গুহ্ গূঢ ,়

এস্ গ্রস্ত,

গৈ গীত, sung.

ঘ্ৰা ভ্ৰাত,
, smelt.

tato, smelt.

, seized.

, pounded, powder.

ছিদ ছিন্ন , cut .

জন জাত, born.

E

Roots. Past participles.

জীৰ্ণ,, grown old, digested.

, bowed down.

te, received.

fat fe, atfe, instructed.

Safe, taught.

, impoverished..

, enlightened .

* 72, seen.

দীর্ণ, বিদীর্ণ, torn.

1f , had, held ; good.

,, shaken off.

8, become arrogant.

95 , cooked, ripe.

2, corrupted.

, milked.

K

, exalted.

নশ্ নষ্ট, বিনষ্ট, destroyed.

fa fre, ground.

ত , তপ্ত, উত্তপ্ত , heated.

তুষ তুষ্ট, সন্তুষ্ট, pleased.

, satisfied.

, passed over.

, incarnate.

, forsaken, left.

ত্রৈ ত্রাত, saved.

ত্বর্ পূর্ণ, ত্বরিত, hastened.

'দশ দৃষ্ট, সন্দষ্ট, bitten .

73, tamed, gentle.

ধু

,, done, effected..

, produced.

, drunk (as water.)

, coloured , blood..

, nourished .

, purified .

পূর্ পূর্ণ, filled .

, grown fat.

e , asked .

TT , blown, expanded.

বন্ধবন্ধ,, bo
und.

বুধ বুদ্ধ,

, hanged.

known.

, worshipped.

, broken.

for fog, divided, broken.
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Past participles.Roots.

ভুজ্ ভুক্ত, enjoyed.

ভুজ্ভুগ্ন, bent.

ভ্রংশ ভ্রষ্ট, fallen, degraded.

ভ্রম্ ভ্রান্ত , gone astray.

ভ্ৰজ ভৃষ্ট, fried .

মদ্ মত্ত, drunk, mad.

মন মত, minded, mode.

মসৃজ মগ্ন, immersed.

মা মিত, পরিমিত, measured.

মুচ মুক্ত, liberated .

মুহ্ মুগ্ধ, infatuate
d
.

ম্নৈ ম্লান, withered.

যজ্ ইষ্ট, worshipped.

যম যত, সংযত, restrained .

যুজ্ যুক্ত, joined.

ষুধ যুদ্ধ, fought.

রম্ রত, devoted to .

রিচ্ রিক্ত, separated, empty.

রুজ রুগ্ন, broken .

রুধু রুদ্ধ, obstructed.

রুয্ রুষ্ট, ungry .

রুহ্ রূঢ় , আরূঢ় , mounted.

লগ্ লগ্ন, come in contact.

লভ্ লব্ধ, gained.

লিপ্ লিপ্ত , smeared.

লিহ্ লীঢ়, licked .

नौ লীন, absorbed.

লুপ্ লুপ্ত , effaced.

লুভ্ লুব্ধ, coveted.

বচ্ উক্ত, spoken.

বপ্প, উপ্ত , sown, woven.

Roots.

বম্

বহ্ ঊঢ ,় borne.

বা বাত, blown , wind.

নির্ব্বাণ, extinguished.

বিজ্ বিগ্ন, উদ্বিগ্ন , agitated.

বিষ্ট, entered.বিশ্

উপবিষ্ট, seated .

―

ব্যধ বিদ্ধ, pierced.

শক্ শক্ত, enabled.

শপ্ শপ্ত , অভিশপ্ত , cursed.

শম্ শান্ত, quieted.

শম্ শস্ত, প্রশস্ত, praised.

শিষ শিষ্ট, possessed of

――――

Past participles.

বান্ত , বমিত, vomited .

―

শুধু শুদ্ধ, purified.

শুশুষ্ক, dried, dry.

শ্রম্ শ্রান্ত , wearied.

শিশ্রিত, availing one's self .

আশ্রিত, taking refuge in.

শ্লিষ শ্লিষ্ট, আশ্লিষ্ট, embraced.

শ্বস বিশ্বস্ত, trusted in.

আশ্বস্ত, encouraged.

ষঞ্জ_সক্ত , আসক্ত, attached to .

ষিচ্ সিক্ত, sprinkled.

অভিশিক্ত, anointed.

ষিধ সিদ্ধ , completed.

স্থা স্থিত, placed.

-

বিশিষ্ট, distinguished by.

স্বপ সুপ্ত , slept , asleep.

স্বজ্ সৃষ্ট, created.

R
O
V

উৎসৃষ্ট, offered up.

ত্ত্ব বিস্তীর্ণ, spread.j
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Roots. Past participles.

, tied , fixed, plain.

, touched .স্পৃশ্

স্কায় , swollen.

ন্মি . স্মিত, smiled.

হन्
, killed .

Roots. Past participles.

, smitten.

হা হীন, left .

, rejoiced.

হ্বে হত, আহুত, called .

•



CHAPTER VI.

Of Indeclinable Words, (Abyaya).

a

SECTION 1.-Of Adverbs.

Adverbs are principally of three kinds, of time, of place,

and of quality.

OF TIME.

অদ্য, to-day.

ইতোমধ্যে, in the meantime.

75

প্রত্যূষে, ভোরে, early in the

morning.

পরশু, পরশ্ব the day before

yesterday, or the day after

to-morrow.

এখন, এবে, now. [row.

কাল, কল্য, yesterday, to-mor

কখন্, when ? কখন, কখনে] , ever.

যখন, যবে, when .

তখন, তবে, then . [time.

কদাচ, কদাচিৎ , কোন কালে, at any

যাবৎ, as long as, whilst.

তাবৎ , so long .

তরণ্ড, তরশ্ব , three days ago, or

three days hence.

পুনর্ব্বার, পুনরায়, পুনরপি, আবার,

again.

তৎকালে, at that time.

পূর্ব্বে, অগ্রে, আগে, before (in

time or place).

রাত্রে, at night .দিন ২ or দিনে ২, daily.

নিত্য, constantly.

পশ্চাৎ , after.

[ing.

সকালে, প্রভাতে, in the morn

বৈকালে, in the afternoon.

পরে , তৎপরে, তার পর, উত্তরে , সায়ংকালে, in the evening.

সদা, সদাকাল, always.
afterwards.

The words ক্ষণে, দা, and বার , may be added to other words

to form adverbs of time ; as, এক্ষণে, now ; সেই ক্ষণে, then ; একদা,

once ; সৰ্ব্বদা , always ; একবার, once ; দুইবার , twice ; তিনবার,

thrice.
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এখানে, এথায়, here.

ওখানে, ওথায় , there (in sight)

সেখানে, সেখায়, there .

কোথা, কোথায়, where?

কোথাহইতে, whence?

যথায়, যেথায়, where.

, thence.

bf , on all sides,

foot , within.

OF PLACE.

অতি, অতিশয়, অত্যন্ত, very .

, unexpectedly.

, thus, in this way.

, without .

পিছে, পশ্চাতে, behind.

, before.

উচ্চে, উপরে, above.

, down, below.

The word is also used to form adverbs of place ; as,

এ স্থানে, here ; ও স্থানে, there (in sight) ; সে স্থানে, there ; যে

, in what place, wherever ; in what place ?

affix has the

Ja, in or to an

যেমন, as.

, So, in the same way.

কেমন, how?

f , a little.

fa, much.

, by degrees.

, successively.

7 , afar off.

সম্মুখে,
4, in front.

সাক্ষাতে,

, in any place, anywhere. The

same meaning ; as, , everywhere ;

other place.

A number of adverbs of time and place admit of a pos

sessive case, and also of an ablative case ; as, , of to

day ; এখানকার, of this place ; দূরহইতে, দূর থেকে from afar.

OF QUALITY.

, in the presence of.

, well.

বিলক্ষণ , famous
ly

.

, almost.

, slowly, badly.

? why ?

হেন, so.

Enca, tate, providentially.

, mutually.

, successively, one after

another.
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, in vain.

, apart.

fa , falsely.

70, truly.

The words , t , and

of quality ; as Q , thus ;

বলবৎরূপে, powerfully ; যত্নতঃ ,

is an emphatic particle ; as ,

শীঘ্র, ত্বরিত, দ্রুত , সত্বর , অবিলম্বে,

ঝটিতি, আশু, quickly.

সুতরাং,
consequently,

course.

of

:,, are added to form adverbs

, in any way or manner ;

diligently ; সৰ্ব্বথা, in all respects.

, in that very place ;

or

, in that very manner.

Adverbs formed from adjectives especially append

to them ; as , beautiful, , beautifully, lit. in

a beautiful manner.

SECTION 2. Of Prepositions.

Prepositions are of two kinds, separable and inseparable.

From the position which they occupy, the latter may be

called Prepositions, and the former Postpositions.

Prepositions (Upasarga).

অতি, beyond, excess ; as, অতিক্রম, transgression ; অতিরিক্ত or

, superabounding, excessive .

অধি, over, possession ; as, অধিকার, possession ; অধিপ, অধিষ্ঠাতা,

a king or ruler ; f , come at, known, acquired.

অনু, after, sequence ; as, অনুচর, a follower ; অনুকারী, an imi-

tator ; অনুতাপ, repentance ; অনুমতি, permission .

%, within, centricity ; as, : , the heart;, the

7, a relative.heart-searcher ;

, away, privation ; as, 4, crime, sin ; 7, detrac

7, disgrace.tion, accusation ;

af , to, addition ; as, f , moreover ; fa , a covering ;

af , covered with armour.
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e , deteriorated, bad ; 0 ,

af , towards, tendency to ; as, f , approach to ; aford,

facing ; af , self-esteem, pride.

, down, degradation ; as,

incarnation;, disrespect.

, unto, extent, limit ; as, , a receiver;, attrac

ting;, unto or as far as the sea.

te, up, elevation ; as , tafe, production ; e , excellent ;

afe, improvement, elevation ;

, near, secondary state ; as,

by-way; f , a paramour.

q , hard, difficult, deterioration ; as, , wicked ; 7:4,

trouble ; , hardly passable ; * , hard to be done.

fa, down, entireness ; as, fat , a fall, death ; f , entire

prohibition ; fa , ceased ; fa , entirely engaged in .

fa:, out, freedom; as, fat , without form ; fa:, gone

out ; নির্দোষ, faultless ; নিশ্চিত্ত , thoughtless.

, back, re-action ; as,, opposing, power ;

defeat;, return ; f, advice, caution.

f, round, completeness ; as, fa , quite full ; fa , cir

cumference ; fa , tired out, completely wearied .

, forth, progression ; as, t , display ; e , march ;

, majesty ; & , affection, acquaintance.

প্রতি, re-, reiteration ; as , প্রতিধ্বনি, echo ; প্রত্যুত্তর, reply ; প্রতিমা

a reflection or image ; for , retribution.

, zeal.

, an island;, a

fa, be-, in-, un-, mis-, specialty, vicissitude ; as, fs, sale ;

, misfortune ; f , undone, altered ; fa , inver

sion.

, with, conjunction ; as,, association ; & , union ;

, offspring ; fe, wealth.

, well, ease ; as,

ed, cheap;

af , well disposed;, easily obtain

fe , fame, good report;,good news.
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Postpositions.

Postpositions are formed from nouns, adjectives, or inde

clinable words, by putting them for the most part in the

locative case. Unless compounded with the word with which

they are connected, they govern the possessive case . The

following are a few of them:

, before.

, according to.

, within.

Taf, for the sake of.

, above.

কারণ, জন্যে,pl3q, qcas, faface, æg, for or

because of.

কাছে, নিকটে, সমীপে, near to , বাহিরে, without.

ft , all round.

, under, at the bottom.

7 , far from.

11, through, by means of.

, below.

fe, for, instead of.

fa , for, in retaliation

[of.

, after.

fa , behind.

elfo, to.

[at. ,, in, in the midst.

, respecting, concerning.

সঙ্গে, সহিত, with.

,, before, in the

presence of.

Some adjectives are compounded with the noun or pro

noun, and supply the place of postposition ; as,, ¶¶F,

by ; পূর্ব্বক, by means of ; পর্যন্ত, until ; নিমিত্তক, প্রযুক্ত , হেতুক, on

account of ; as , তোমাকর্তৃক, or করণক, by you ; অনুগ্রহপূর্ব্বক , by

means of favour ; এ হেতুক, on this account ; তাহার আগমন

'পৰ্য্যন্ত, till his coming; তৎপ্রযুক্ত, on that account . বিনা or ভিন্ন,

without, except, beside, is used in the same way ; as,

or আমা বিনা or আমাভিন্ন , without or apart from me.

When the postposition is compounded with the noun or

pronoun, the compound may be regarded as an adverb ; as ,

এতদর্থে, এজন্যে , on this account.
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SECTION 3. Of Conjunctions.

Conjunctions are of two kinds, Copulative and Disjunctive.

Copulative.

এবং, ও,,, and.

afe, moreover.

, rather.

o , therefore.

যদি, if

, then, consequently.

CO, at all events.

for all that.
তব,ু

অপর, পরে, further.

অনন্তর , তদনত্তর, thereupon.

আরও, পুনশ্চ, again.

fts, namely, even.

, as for example.

, also.আর,

, thereby, consequently.

, in order that.

কেননা, যেহেতুক, because.

যেমন, as.

তেমন, so.

, so that.

and
তবু

are confined chiefly to conversation ; as,

কি? what then ? আমি যাই তো or আমি তো যাই, then I will go

(and see what that will do) ; fa cate col cnfa atè , I did not

see a single person, though.

Disjunctive.

কিন্ত ,ু but

কি, বা, কিম্বা, কিবা, অথবা, either, or.

যদ্যপি, যদ্যপিস্যাৎ, although.

তথাপি, yet.

, 41, (for ,,) if not, then ; otherwise.

SECTION 4. Of Interjections.

The interjections most commonly used before the vocative

case are , হে, গো, ভো, রে, লো , টে, টি, হারে, and হেরে, O ! The

first three are applied mostly to superiors, to equals,

to an inferior woman, to a young woman, to a child,

and the last two to common people.
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When the person addressed is at a distance, \, C, or a, is

prefixed to the above interjections ; as, a fac:, 0

heavenly Father!, mother ! When the person is

present, the interjection is often put after the noun ; as,

O father ! Besides the above, there are other in

terjections used to express different emotions of mind, as, of

distress , বাপরে, O father ! ত্রাহি ত্রাহি, save, save ! হায় হায় , alas ,

alas !-of pain,,, Oh !-of pity, or , alas ! -of

surprise or encouragement, t: t:, surprising ! well done !

In common conversation the interjections are used after

verbs, or in connection with them ; as, f TOT A CON ?

or কেন গো বল না? why don't you speak ? কর হে, act ; বল রে,

speak. for f is added to verbs to call attention ; as,

দেখ দেখি, see !

6
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CHAPTER VII.

Of Derivative Words.

Derivative words are principally of three kinds, Nouns,

Adjectives, and Verbs. They are divided into two classes ,

viz. , words derived from verbal roots, (kridanta,) and words

derived from nouns, &c. (taddhita) .

SECTION 1.-Of Nouns.

Derivative nouns may be classed under the heads of Pa

tronymics, Gentiles, Amplificatives, Diminutives , Abstracts,

Verbals, Denominatives, and Miscellaneous.

Of Patronymics, (Apatya-báchak) .

Patronymics, or such nouns as mark the descent of a

person, are formed from the original word by lengthening

the first syllable of it by vriddhi ; as, c ,, a de

scendant of Gotama ; f*7, * , a descendant of Shiva.

In addition to lengthening the first syllable, some words

take a termination like ga, è, qy, or , and sometimes

change their final letters ; as,,, a descendant of

Dakhsya ; দশরথ, দাশরথি, a descendant of Dasharatha ; অত্রি,

আত্রেয় , a descendant of Atri ; রাজা , রাজেয় , a descendant of

a king.

Of Gentiles, (Játi-báchak).

Gentiles, or such nouns as denominate a people from the

country or city in which they live, are formed in the same

manner as the preceding ; as , fafa, fa, a man of

Mithila ; তুদি, তৌদেয়, a man of Tudi.
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a

The most common terminations of gentiles are and

ঈয় ; as, মগধ, মাগধী, ( ধিন্), a man of Magadha ; বঙ্গ , বঙ্গীয ,়

man of Bengal. Instead of these the words and

may be added ; as, বঙ্গদেশী, or বঙ্গদেশীয় .

Of Amplificatives or Collectives, (Sangha-báchak).

Amplificatives, which convey the idea of increase or mul

titude, are sometimes formed by lengthening the first

syllable of the word by vriddhi and occasionally adding 4 ,

or য় ; as , লোক, লৌক, many people ; ক্ষেত্র, ক্ষৈত্র many fields ;

পুরুষ, পৌরুষেয়, many men ; কেশ, কৈশ, much hair.

The most common way of forming them, however, is by

simply adding ইনী, তাঁ, or য়া ; as পদ্ম , পদ্মিনী, a collection of

lotuses ; জন , জনতা, a multitude of persons ; তৃণ, তৃণ্যা , much

grass.

OfDiminutives, (Una-báchak).

Diminutives, which are expressive of something small or

contemptible, are formed by adding to the word the termi

nation ,,,,, or ; as , a tree, 44, a small

tree ; কবি, a poet, কবিকল্প, a poetaster ; অশ্ব, a horse, অশ্বতর,

অশ্বতরী, a mule ; ভিষক, a doctor, ভিষকপাশ, a miserable doctor;

, a hut, , a poor or miserable hut.

Of Abstracts, (Bháb-báchak).

Abstracts, which are equivalent to English words ending

in ness, hood, ship, &c. , are generally formed by the adding

of তা, ত্ব, ইমা, or য় ; as, দীর্ঘ, long, দীর্ঘতা , length ; ভদ্র, good ,

ভদ্রতা , goodness ; মনুষ্য, a man , মনুষ্যত্ব, manhood ; প্রভু, a lord ,

প্রভুত্ব, lordship ; শুক্ল, white, শুক্লিমা ( মন্ ) whiteness ; দূত, a

messenger,, a message.

Sometimes they are formed by lengthening the first syl

lable of the word and changing the last ; and at others by
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lengthening it and adding ; as, , great, ( , great

ness, glory ; মৃদু , mild , মাদব, mildness ; স্থির , steady , স্থৈর্য্য,

stedfastness ;, sweet, , sweetness ;, beautiful,

, beauty.

Some abstracts end in tf, as, tf , wickedness.

Of Verbals, (Kriya-báchak) .

Verbals are such words as are formed from verbal roots,

and signify either the simple act of the original verb, or that

by which the act may be effected. The affixes of these

words are numerous ; as,

Roots.

, to shine.

, to cross.

Cats, to see.

fan, to pierce.

, to hold.

, to surroun
d .

75, to speak.

ক,,to speak.

, to be angry.

, to be splendid .

to move.
চর,্

, to be drunk.

to breathe.

, to bear.

47, to sound.

74, to bind.বধ,ূ

, to break down.

Terminations.

অক

অঙ্গ

অন

অনা

ম

অল

অসা

QTY

আল

ই

24

G
S
A
V

B
Y

ইরা

ইল

উ

উস্

উ

1
5
1

1
5
2

গ

Words.

, gold.

, a wave.

, the eye.

, pain.

, virtue, justice.

, an orb, circle.

77, murmuring.

, a word.

, man of low caste.

fe, lightning.

f , conduct.

afa , wine.

অনিল, air .

, the arm.

ধনুদ্ or ধনু, a bow.

, a wife.

st, a sword.

, to tame.
দম ,্

* , to hear.

el, to know.
তি

7 , a rod, punishment.

ta, the ear.

ff , a relation.
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Roots.

to understand.

, to produce.

to cry.

বুঝ,

কণ,

7 , to sleep.

, to request.

, to shine.

, to screen.

fán, to cut.

, to do.

, to produce.

fo , to beg.

,to rejoice.

, to receive.

, to bind.

PP, to bark.
কুক,

, to kill.

গম্to go.

Terminations.

ন

না

Of Denominatives.

Denominatives, or nouns of agency, are formed from

verbal roots by various terminations like the preceding ; as,

Z

মা ( মন্ ) বৰ্ম্মা , armour.

f , a hole.র

অক

Words.

f , understanding.

, an animal.

, the throat.

অন

ইন্

7 , a sleep, a dream.

, a petition .

, the sun.

উর

ঊক

তা

, an agent.

, a father.

fo , a beggar.

, a son.

গ্রাহিন্, (হী ) a receiver.

, a friend.

PP , a dog.

ভল্লুক , ভালক, a bear.

a

, a traveller.

Two nouns, or a noun and verbal adjective, are often used

to form nouns of agency ; as, ভূপতি, ভূপাল , ভূধর , ভূভুজ , ভূমিপ,

a king.

OfMiscellaneous Derivatives.

There are many nouns which cannot be classed under any

of the preceding denominations, and which are therefore

called miscellaneous ; as , fer , earth ; undying,

everliving,, the immortal place, heaven, &c.
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SECTION 2. Of Adjectives.

Derivative adjectives are of two kinds, those formed from

verbs, like the English participles ending in ing ; and those

formed from nouns, like adjectives ending in able, ible, ate,

ent, ous, y, ly, ful, some, &c.

The following are the principal affixes used in their for

mation:

Roots.

z, to go.

, to live.

, to fear.

77 , to pity.
দয ,়

, to bear.

, to be soft.

, to break.

t , to awake.

to be bold.

, to eat.

, to bow.নম,্

Adjectivesformed from Verbs.

Words.

, moving ; a way.

, living.

, terrifying.

Terminations.

অক

অন্ত

আনক

আলু

ইষ্ণ

উ

G
V
G
V

উর

উক

8
8

2

মর

I
V
.র

জীবন্ত,

, pitying.

f * , bearing.

, being mild.

, breaking, brittle.

জাগরূক,, wake
ful.

, daring.

অদ্মর,, ravening.

, yielding, humble.

, to perish.

, to get.

, to stand.

fa, to conquer.

Nouns.

লাক্ষ lac dye.

, knowledge.

2
8
e
d
A

বর

पू

The largest class of this sort is that ending in ( ) ; as,

স্থায়ী ( ইন্), standing ; কারী ( ইন )্, doing ; প্রত্যয়ী ( ইন্ ), believing.

, perishing .

fa , coveting.

, standing, stationary.

for, conquering.

Adjectives formedfrom Nouns.

Terminations.

ইক

ইন

Words.

f , dyed with lac.

জ্ঞানী (ইন )্ , wise .

"
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Nouns.

অন্ত, end .

পিচ্ছা, foam.

কুল, a race .

নরক, hell.

বাত, wind.

কৰ্ম্ম, work .

ভী, fear.

পাপ, sin .

বুদ্ধি, wisdom.

দন্ত, a tooth.

মধ ,ু honey.

শীত, coldness.

ভী, fear .

কেশ, hair.

জ্ঞান, knowledge.

তেজস ,্ brightness.

লোম, hair.

কৰ্ম্ম, work .

Terminations.

ইম

ইল

ਲੋਕ

ঈয়

উল

ঠ

ম

ময়

ম

W
w
w.

য়

র

দন্ত্য, dental.

sweet.
মধুর,

শীতল, cold .

লুক,রুক, ভীলুক, ভীরুক, timid .

কেশব, hairy.

জ্ঞানবৎ , wise .

তেজস্বী (ইন্), bright,glorious.

লোমশ, hairy.শ

শীল, শালী ( ইন) কৰ্ম্মশীল , কৰ্ম্মশালী , diligent.

ল

Words.

অন্তিম, last .

পিচ্ছিল, slippery.

কুলীন, honourable.

নরকীয় , hellish.

ব

বৎ

বিন্

বাতুল, crazy .

কৰ্ম্মঠ, diligent.

ভীম, terrific.

পাপময় , sinful.

বুদ্ধিমৎ, wise.

This class of adjectives, like the preceding, abounds with

words ending with ঈ ( ইন্) ; as , ধন, wealth , ধনী, rich ; জ্ঞান ,

wisdom, জ্ঞানী, wise ; দুঃখ, trouble, দুঃখী, troubled, afflicted.

Some of these adjectives are formed by simply lengthen

ing the first syllable of the word ; some by lengthening it

and adding a termination ; and others by both forms ; as,

সমুদ্র, the sea, সামুদ্র , or সামুদ্রিক, maritime, marine.

SECTION 3. of Verbs.

The principal verbs in the Bengálí are derived from

Sanscrit roots.
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If the root ends with a consonant, the verb is formed from

it by adding , and sometimes lengthening the vowel ; as,

sts , to count,গ

, to worship.

b , to move, go.

, to take up.

লিখু লিখন or লেখন, to write .

The roots ending with change it to ; as, F, FI , to

do ; ,, to take hold ; ,, to die ; a,, to take by

force, steal.

Sanscrit roots ending with a double consonant, the first

of which is a nasal, usually change it to in Bengali, and

lengthen the preceding vowel ; as,,, to mark ; & ,

কাঁদন, to weep ; বণ্ট, বাঁটন to share out ; বন্ধ, বাঁধন , to bind.

The following may be regarded as irregular in their for

mation, though with one exception regular in their conjuga

tion after they are formed:

tea, to obtain.

, to speak.

f , to buy.

f , to sell.

, to sing.

জাগৃ জাগন, to awake.

দা

63

উড়ী উড়ন, to fly.

&P

, to know.

, to vomit.

, to happen.

, to burn.

, to flow.

, to laugh.

* , to see.

ধু

at

, to wash.

নওন, লওন, to take.

, to be.

En , to measure.

আ-য়া আইসন, to come.

রক্ষ , to keep.

শিক্ষ শিখন , to learn.

শী

FD
U

, to stand.

205দেওন, to give . দি, দেও

or দাও, দেন , দেয় ; দিলাম; স্থা

দিয়াছি; দিতাম; দিব

C , to run.

, to lie down,

, to hear.

তিষ্ঠন or থাকন, to be

situated.
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There are four principal divisions of compound words ;

Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs, and Adverbs. They are divided

by native writers into six classes, three of which belong to

nouns, two to adjectives, and one to adverbs.

SECTION 1. Of Compound Nouns.

There are in Bengálí two kinds of compound nouns. The

first is formed by stringing together two or more nouns,

omitting the conjunctions, and inflecting only the final one.

In Sanscrit this is divided into two sorts, called itarétar and

samáhára ; as, পিতামাতা , father and mother ; গুরুশিষ্য, master

and scholar ; মাংসরক্ত, flesh and blood ; পাণিপাদ, hand and

foot ; eff , the time of the spring, dewy, and cold

seasons ; F , form, taste, smell , and touch.

হেমন্তশিশিরবশন্ত,

The second kind is formed by prefixing to the final noun

words of almost every description.

1st. By prefixing another noun, which thereby receives

the force of an adjective or a noun in the possessive case ;

as, সুবর্ণসূত্র , a gold chain ; ধৰ্ম্মপুস্তক, the holy book ; রাজকুমার,

the king's son ; e , the preceptor's house ; ---

- & -C , the beauty of shoots, fruits, flowers, clus

ters, and buds.

In compounds of this kind, words ending with retain

their original form ; as, fr , father's religion ;

mother's affection. So পিতৃগণ, ভ্রাতৃগণ

.r

LA

5

•

5
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2nd. By prefixing an adjective to the noun ; as, R ,

a good man;, an old woman;, the Supreme

Being;, a tiger-like man. If decomposed, the first

word would, in Bengálí, be the same, the second

the third পরম আত্মা , and the fourth ব্যাঘ্রবৎ পুরুষ

Words of this kind, compounded with e, change the final

of that word to আ ; as, মহারাজ, a great king ; মহাবল, great

strength. Some nouns, like the preceding ending with 7,

drop it ; as, , RG. GR , a day, is irregular when

compounded ; as,, a fine day;, seven days ;

পূৰ্ব্বাহ, the forenoon ; মধ্যাহ্ন , midday ; অপরাহ্ন, the afternoon ;

, the whole day.

R
P
A
R
E
D

☆

If the adjective prefixed be a numeral, the compound is

reckoned by the Natives as a distinct class (dwigu) ; as,

ত্রিভুবন , the three worlds ; চতুর্যুগ, the four ages.

3rd. By prefixing a pronoun in its contracted or original

form ; as , মদ্দশা my condition ; ত্বদ্বাক্য , thy word ; তৎকৰ্ম্ম, that

or his or their work ; 2 , this man ; , whose head ;,

কিংরাজ? what king ? অস্মভাষা , our language ; যুষ্মদ্দেশ, your

country.

+

4th. By affixing to the noun a verbal adjective ; as,

fab , a Ráqas [lit. night-walker] ;, a potter ;

কর্ম্মকার, a workman, blacksmith ; দণ্ডধর or দণ্ডধারী, a chief

justice, a king ; I , the sun .

5th . By prefixing a preposition or adverb to the noun ;

as , ম] or মান, measure, honour ; অনুমান , conjecture ; অপমান,

disgrace ; অভিমান, self-esteem , pride ; নিৰ্ম্মাণ , creating ; পরি

, a measure ; e , a proof or witness ; for, an image ;

সম্মান, honour ; কুক্রিয়া , or দুষ্ক্রিয়া , a bad action ; সুক্রিয়া , a good

action;, a vile man;, a little laughter, smile.

* These are properly adjectives used as nouns .

༨
༡
༩
༩
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6th. By doubling the word, lengthening the last syllable

of the first word, and adding to that of the second ; as,

কেশাকেশি, pulling each other's hair ; হানাহানি, a mutual smit

ing ; গালাগালি, mutual abuse ; মারামারি, mutual fighting.

To express the idea of et cetera, or all ofthe same kind, a

word which has no meaning of its own is added by way of

an echo ; as , জল টল, water or any liquid ; বাসন কুসন, plates

&c. any kind of dishes and platters ; * , shástras, &c.

SECTION 2. Of Compound Adjectives .

The compound adjectives, like the substantives , are of

two kinds. The first kind admits various combinations ; and

the second is formed by the union of a noun with a verbal

adjective or past participle. Among the various combina

tions of which the first class admits, the following are the

principal.

1st. By uniting two adjectives together ; as, fa ,

very pious ; মহাজাতীয়, of an excellent race ; সৰ্ব্বশুক্ল , all white ;

চরাচর, ( চর, অচর), চলাচল, (চল, অচল ), movable and immovable.

2nd. By uniting two substantives ; as, , having a

face like a camel ; c , white-bodied ; f , clothedগৌরাঙ্গ,

with the horizon, naked ; 1 , deer-eyed ; tf , holding

a spear in the hand ; f , having shoulders like a lion .

This kind and the next are called Bahubrihi.

3rd. By uniting an adjective with a substantive, and

shortening the final ; as, 2, having a black body ;

পীতাম্বর, wearing yellow clothes ; সুন্দরভার্য্য , having a beautiful

wife;, having many necklaces. The first component

may be a participle instead of an adjective ; as, fotofa ,জিতেন্দ্রিয,়

having the senses subdued;, having his anger

excited ; হতবুদ্ধি or f , having lost his senses, bewildered ;
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হৃষ্টচিত্ত, having his heart delighted ; হৃতসর্ব্বম্ব , having his all

fe, having only mud (left) as its remaintaken away ;

der.

If a numeral is used with the substantive, the word often

signifies having the value of ; as, f , equal to two men ;

* , worth five cows.

4th. By uniting a substantive with an adjective ; as,

প্রমাণকুশল, expert in proofs ; বাক্পট ,ু skilled in words, elo-

quent ; সৌদামিনীচঞ্চল, fickle as lightning ; ছায়াচঞ্চল, fickle as a

shadow; f , shining with the flame.

Sometimes is added to the nouns before the adjective ;

as,, unsteady as water.

5th. By prefixing to the noun an indeclinable word ; as,

অজ্ঞান, ignorant ; অনর্থ, unmeaning ; নির্বোধ, foolish ; সুগন্ধি ,

sweet smelling;, high-nosed ; ff, near the side ;

, compassionate.

6th. By doubling the word and changing the final ; as ,

টলটলী, tossed on the water ; ঝন্ঝনী, sounding like the falling

rain ; চট্পটিয়া , ever moving ; চমকিয়া, glittering.

Compound adjectives of the second class (tatpurusha)

admit also of combinations of several kinds ; as,

1st. Those with a verbal adjective at the end of them ;

as, qan , joy-giving;, ( q), road-travelling ;

সুখভোগী, happiness enjoying ; প্রেমকারী, love-doing ; হিতৈষী,

well-wishing ; pleasure- seeking ; 7 , pleasure

producing ; 2 , command-following ; fa , long

continuing ; & , village-inhabiting ; f peak-in

habiting ; মিত্রোপকারক, friend-assisting ; বাক্যবাদী, word-speak

ing ; far-seeing ; f , corn-selling ;

world-supporting;, arms-bearing.

The verbal adjectives sometimes assume a very brief form ;

as,, going ;, produced ; or 7, giving, yielding ; 7,
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destroying ; , drinking ;, nourishing, supporting ; √,

leading ; ,,, doing ; or fe, knowing, versed in.

Examples;, walking on the breast (a snake) ; 9 ,

produced in water;, yielding fruit ; , destroy

ing sickness ; 7, destroying a benefit, ungrateful ; **,

drinking wine;, supporting the earth, (a king) ; pápe,

a doer of work ; শাস্ত্রজ্ঞ or শাস্ত্রবিৎ , versed in the shástras.

2nd. Those with a past participle at the end of them ;

as, হস্তকৃত, done by the hand ; হস্তগত , come to hand ; সমাচার-

, acquainted with the news;,mounted on a horse ;

আপদগ্রস্ত, involved in calamity ; দেবদত্ত, given by God ; ঈশ্বর

ত্যক্ত, forsaken by God ; আনন্দযুত or আনন্দযুক্ত , possessed by

joy ; আহ্লাদান্বিত or আহ্লাদবিশিষ্ট, possessed of delight ; পাপা

ভীষ্ট, inclined to sin ; পাপাবিষ্ট, possessed by sin ; প্রশংসাযোগ্য,

worthy of praise ; ধনপ্রাপ্ত , possessed of wealth ; জলস্থিত,

situated in water ; দৈবাহত, smitten by fate ; ধৰ্ম্মহীন or ধৰ্ম্মবিহীন

orf , destitute of religion.

When , become, and , made, are used to indicate a

change that has been undergone, the final vowel before

them becomes ; as, , become subject to ; fairo,

made holy.

3d. By the union or combination of the preceding kinds ;

as, নবীন পল্লব-ফল- পুষ্প স্তবক-মঞ্জরী শোভা-বিশিষ্ট-বনরাজি, a forest

beautified with new shoots, fruits, flowers, clusters and

buds. Here , is like the first, and cffe, like the

second of the preceding compounds. Compounds of this

length, however, though exceedingly common in Sanscrit,

are not of frequent occurrence in Bengálí, and should never

be used.
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SECTION 3. Of Compound Verbs.

There are several kinds of compound verbs, formed prin

cipally by combining a noun or participle with a verb.

When thus formed, the compound is conjugated as a simple

verb. The following are some of the principal compounds:

1st. Nominals, which are formed by uniting any noun or

past participle with an auxiliary verb ; as, to buy ;

বিক্রয় করণ, to sell ; গমন করণ , to go ; আগমন করণ, to come ;

বিচার করণ , to judge, consider; দণ্ড দেওন, to punish ; নত করণ,

to humble;,to bear.

Double compounds of this sort are formed by the union of

two or more nouns with a verb ; as, a ta pa , to eat

and drink ; ভরণ পোষণ করণ, to nourish and cherish ; গমন

আগমন করণ or গতায়াত করণ, to come and go.

2nd. Transformatives, which are formed by a participle

with the verb , and signify the becoming of what is

expressed by the participle ; as, e , to be flying ;

উঠিয়া যাওন, to be rising ; হইয়া যাওন, to become.

When the change effected , though gradual, turns out to

be conspicuous, the participle is followed by the verb ,

as, সেই ক্ষুদ্র 7707 বৃহৎ বৃক্ষ হইয়া উঠি
ল, that smal

l
seed even

tual
ly

became a large tree.

When the change effected proves to be miserable, 7, is

used : as, রাজপুরী জীর্ণ হইয়া পড়িল, the royal palace eventually

became decayed.

3rd. Intensitives , which are formed by the participle with

the verb , to throw, and signify the thoroughness of the

act ; as , খাইয়া ফেলন, to devour ; তুলিয়া ফেলন , to remove ;

মারিয়া ফেলন, to destroy.

4th. Frequentatives, which are formed by a participle

with the verb , to remain, and signify the habit of do

ing what is expressed by the participle ; as, to
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be in the habit of doing ; cf , to be in the habit of

running ; F , to be in the habit of reflecting.

5th. Connectives, which are formed by a participle with

another verb, and signify two distinct acts, though closely

connected together ; as, ধরিয়া লওন, to seize and bring ; বলিয়া

, to send and tell, (i . e . to send word) ; afmi atè ,

to seize and come. Sometimes only one act is signified by

the two words ; as, বলিয়া দেওন, to call ; লইয়া যাওন, to take

away.

6th. To these may be added the peculiar compound of

the participle with আইসন ; as, তিনি যত্ন করিয়া আসিতেছেন, he

has been exerting himself all along.

Besides the above there are several other kinds which are

by some denominated compounds, and considered to be

formed of the present participle ending with and the

following verb.

Among these are reckoned the following Acquisitives ; as ,

দেখিতে পাওন , to obtain to see , to see ; যাইতে পাওন, to have

leave to go. Desideratives ; as, fab , to wish to do ;

cafe , to wish to see. Inceptives ; as, fats , toকরিতেলাগন,

begin to do ; fact , to begin to see. Potentials ; as,

, to be able to do. Continuatives ; as, fafan

, to go on writing. Permissives ; as, (767, to allow

to go; fe , to allow to come. But all these we

regard, not as compounds, but as simple verbs, the one in

the infinitive mood governed by the other.

The use of 6 and 7 with the past participle also

deserves to be noticed. 77, means to do something

to please or oblige another ; as, আমার কলম কাটিয়া দেও, cut

my pen for me. 77, on the contrary, implies doing for

one's self ; as , আপনার জন্যে কলম কাটিয়া লও, cut a pen for

yourself.
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SECTION 4. Of Compound Adverbs.

Compound adverbs (Abyayí-bháb) are formed by prefixing

some indeclinable word to a noun ; as, যাবৎ-জীবন or যাবজ্জীবন ,

as long as life lasts ; যাবৎ সূৰ্য্য চন্দ্র, as long as the sun and

moon endure ; * , to the extent of one's power.

Compounds with ,,, &c. as their final member,

may be considered as adverbs ; as, f , in an excellent

way or form, i. e. , excellently ; , like as before.
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The Syntax of the Bengálí language is extremely simple

both in its concord and government. By the natives the

word which qualifies another, be it adjective or adverb, is

called Visheshan ; while the word or words qualified , whether

nouns or verbs, are called Visheshya. The government of

the verb, or its influence in regulating the different cases of

the noun, is called Kárak.

The following rules, it is believed, will be found sufficient

for all common purposes in parsing Bengálí . They are for

the most part the same as in Sanscrit.

I.-CONCORD AND GOVERNMENT OF NOUNS.

When two nouns refer to the same person or thing, they

are put in the same case ; when they refer to a different

person or thing, the one that is the originator, possessor, or

material of the other, is put in the possessive case ; as ,

তাহার ভ্রাতা গোপাল আমাকে কহিল, his brother Gopal told me ;

তিনি আপন ভ্রাতাকে শত্রু জ্ঞান করেন, he counts his brother an

enemy ; দাসীর পুত্র, the son of a slave girl ; পিতার প্রতিজ্ঞা , the

father's promise ; the master's order. It is,

however, important to bear in mind the remarks regarding

and , given at p. 27.রূপ

II.-CASES OF nouns.

When a noun expresses time or place, or the sphere of

action, it is put in the locative case ; as, ff enoxa

7
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আইলেন ও সন্ধ্যাকালে গেলেন, he came in the morning and

went in the evening ; তুমি কোন্ স্থানে যাইতেছ ? to what place

are you going ? আমি গৃহে যাইতেছি, I am going to my house ;

তিনি তাঁহার বিষয়ে এই সাক্ষ্য দিলেন, he gave this testimony con

cerning him ; এই বিবাদে তোমাদের কিবক্তব্য? what have you to

say in reference to this dispute ?

When, however, duration of time is intended, the noun

is put in the objective case ; as, মন্ত্রী সেখানে গিয়া এক বৎসর

থাকিলেন, the minister going thither stayed one year ; অনাহারে

for fra fp , he remained three days without food .

It should be observed here that whenever, in English, the

word situated has to be supplied, it must in Bengálí be ex

pressed by some word like f ,; as, a city on a hill, পৰ্ব্বতে

স্থিত নগর or পর্ব্বতস্থ নগর .

The words , need, necessity, and 7, difference,

are used with the instrumental ; as , তাহার উপকারেতে তোমার

কিছু প্রয়োজন নাই, you have no need of his assistance ; তাহাতে

ও অন্য পশুতে ভেদ কি? between him and any other animals

what difference is there ?

III. CONCORD OF ADJECTIVES.-

Adjectives, and words used like adjectives, as adjective

pronouns, &c., often agree in gender with the nouns or

pronouns which they qualify ; as, , a good man ;

1 , an infatuated woman ;
, a handsome woman ;

, a great house.

When the adjective is united with the substantive in a

compound word, the feminine termination is omitted ; as,

, a fifth wife. In Bengálí such adjectives are most

commonly, in writing, separated from the noun, so as ap

parently to violate the preceding rule, which is thus fre

quently disregarded .

very

)
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When to the feminine noun another word, signifying

plurality, is added, the adjective agrees with the latter, and

not with the feminine ; as, বামাগণ ব্যাকুল হইয়া পলায়ন করিল,

the women being afraid, fled. Here agrees with st ,

and not with , which would have required .

Inanimate nouns with a feminine termination (which are

often personified) have the adjective occasionally in the

feminine, even when they are not so personified ; as, f

লোকেGIE, the earth is full of people. Some writers

go so far as to make the adjective feminine, when it qualifies

any noun that is feminine in the Sanscrit ; as, a fel

alface af , this soil is full of sand. This is sheer affec

tation. It is more in accordance with the genius of the lan

guage not to alter the termination of the adjective, unless

it agree with a noun animate of the feminine gender, and

even in this case the adjective very frequently remains un

altered.

IV.—COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

We need not add much to what has been said on p. 30.

To express the comparative degree, may be used,

and in common talkচেয়ে [চাহিয়া ] instead ofহইতে; as, চন্দ্র অপেক্ষা

সূৰ্য্য তেজস্বী, the sun is brighterthan the moon ; ইহা উহার চেয়ে বড,়

this is larger than that. The adjective , good, in the former

part of the sentence, and g, not good, in the latter part,

are sometimes used to express the comparative degree ; as ,

গুণবান্ এক পুত্র ভাল, কিন্তু শত ২ মূর্খ পুত্র ভাল নহে, one good son is

better than hundreds of foolish or bad ones. To sentences

of this kind , rather, is frequently prefixed ; as,

বাস ভাল, তথাপি অবিবেচক রাজার পুরে বাস ভাল নহে, it is better to

dwell in a forest than in the city of a foolish king.
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V.-GOVERNMENT OF ADJECTIVES. OXFORD

Adjectives, &c. describing some mental habit or quality,

require the locative case to express the sphere in which the

habits or qualities appear ; most other adjectives require the

possessive ; as , বেদেতে বিদ্বান , learned in the Vedas ; কৰ্ম্মেতে

নিপুণ, clever at his work ; সকল লোকের হিতে রত, devoted to the

good of all ; সে তোমার বশীভূত থাকিবে, he will remain subject

to you ; ধৰ্ম্মহীন মনুষ্যেরা পশুদের সমান, men destitute of virtue

are like brutes ; এই কর্ম্ম তাহার উপযুক্ত নহে, this work does not

become him, (is not suitable or proper for him) ; fofa -

সারিক কর্ম্মে অতি নিপুণ , ধর্ম্মেতেও বিজ্ঞ, কিন্তু ক্রীড়াতে অতি অপটু,

he is very clever at worldly business and well acquainted

with religion , but very unskilful at play.

Adjectives meaning full, take the instrumental, being for

the most part originally passive participles ; as, & W19 GTO

, that vessel is full of water.

VI.-PRONOUNS.

The personal pronouns, I, thou, he, she, one (i. e. , people) ,

&c . in the nominative case, are frequently omitted in Bengálí.

The relative pronoun in Bengálí usually precedes its cor

relative, and agrees with it in gender, number, and rank ; as,

যিনি ঈশ্বরে বিশ্বাস করেন , তিনি সুখী হইবেন, he who trusts in God

will be happy ; যাহা তুমি ইচ্ছা কর তাহা আমি দিব, I will give

you what you wish ; যাহারা আমার নিকটে আইসে, তাহারা উপদেশ

, they who come to me shall obtain instruction.

The correlative of ff is fofa, and the correlative of

is ; the former being honorific in rank, and the latter

inferior ; যে মিত্র সুখ দুঃখের ভাগী সে মিত্র দুর্লভ , it is difficult to

obtain a friend who will share your pains and pleasures .

From these examples it will be evident that the relative

pronoun in Bengálí is used in a manner totally foreign to the
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idiom of the English language. In English we say, This is

the man whom I saw, putting first the demonstrative or

correlative this, and appending the relative whom . But the

idiom of the Bengálí language requires the construction to

be inverted ; thus , আমি যাহাকে দেখিয়াছিলাম এ সেই ব্যক্তি,

literally, whom I saw, this is that man ; oraffect

ceffa , a , literally, which man I saw, this is he.

In these sentences and are the relatives, and

and the demonstratives. To place the relative after the

correlative (or antecedent, as it is called in English gram

mar), is contrary to the idiom of the Bengálí language, and

nothing short of necessity can excuse it. Under the in

fluence of the English language, however, such a necessity

is now supposed to occur pretty frequently, and consequently

the rule is gradually being relaxed . Thus ইনি সেই ব্যক্তি যাঁহার

কথা আমি বলিয়াছিলাম, this is the man I spoke of, would at

present be a more natural way of expressing the idea than

আমি যাঁহার কথা বলিয়াছিলাম, ইনি সেই ব্যক্তি, which would have

been considered the only admissible rendering thirty years

ago.

When the relative is in the first or second person, it must

be combined with the personal pronoun in the nominative

case ; as , পীড়িত যেআমি, আমার এমত শক্তি নাই, I who am ill,

have not such strength.

The relative is frequently used as a conjunction, for

that . Thus আমি তাঁহাকে কহিলাম যে গোপাল আসিয়াছিলেন,

I told him that Gopal had come. This also is an idiom

which some years ago would not have been sanctioned.

VII.-CONCORD AND POSITION OF VERBS.

A verb must agree in person with its nominative case,

expressed or understood ; as , আমি or আমরা কথা কহি, I or we
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speak;, tell me ; i. e., thouআমাকে বল, or you ; তিনি

আমাকে সমাচার দিলেন, he gave me the information ; তাহারা

f , they have gone.

The verb being the same in the singular and plural, there

is no need to say that it must agree with its nominative in

number. And the verbs having no gender, it is not neces

sary, as in Hindustání, to say they must agree with the

nominative in gender as well as number. Yet there is one

great peculiarity which is necessary to be remembered, viz . ,

that the verb must agree not only in person, but in the rank

of the person ; as, f , he said, i. e. , a common person ;

foff , he said, i . e . , a superior person.

In the regular construction of a simple sentence, the order

of the words is, to put the nominative case first, and the verb

last, whilst the objective or any other case governed by the

verb is put between ; as , রাজা তাহাকেকহিলেন, the king said to

him. This is owing to the general principle that the words

which qualify a noun or a verb, or which are governed by it,

are placed as nearly as possible before it , the most important

being usually put nearest ; thus allowing the verb, as the

most important part of a sentence, to occupy the last place .

The general principle of placing the governed or qualifying

word in front, is illustrated by the following examples .

With the nominative case ; thus, বৃহস্পতিতুল্য সকল নীতিশাস্ত্রের

যাথার্থ্যজ্ঞাত বিষ্ণুশর্ম্মা নামে এক পণ্ডিত, a pandit, Vishnusharma by

name, knowing the exact teaching of all the moral shástras

like Vrihaspati (the teacher of the gods) . With the objec

tive ; thus, সে রাজা অজ্ঞাতশাস্ত্র ও বিপথগামিআপন পুত্রগণকেকহিলেন,

that king spoke to his sons, who were ignorant of the shás

tras, and going astray in forbidden paths.

The adverbial parts of a sentence, indicating time, place

or other circumstances, must precede the phrase or clause to
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which they belong. They are very often placed before the

nominative.

In affirmative sentences the verb to be (in the present

tense) is usually omitted after a noun or adjective, but not

after an adverb ; as , সেই ব্যক্তি আমার শত্রু, that person is my

enemy. But আমি ভাল আছি, I am well . আমি ভাল, would

mean, I am good.

The verb to be, and verbs passive meaning to be called,

have two nominative cases ; as, তাহার পুত্র ধনবান, ধাৰ্ম্মিক ও

fe , his son (is) a rich and virtuous and learned man ; fof

ভূপতির প্রধান মন্ত্রী, he (is) the king's prime minister ; পূৰ্ব্বজন্ম ত

যে কর্ম্ম তাহার নাম দৈব কহা যায় , the deed that was done in a

former birth is called Daiba, (inevitable in its consequences) .

When both nominatives are in the plural, the first only is

inflected ; as, those are my sons.

VIII.- TRANSITIVE VERBS.

Transitive verbs, whether simple or compound, govern the

objective case ; as, স্বসমান লোকদের সহবাসেতে মতি সমতাকে পায়,

এবং উত্তম লোকদের সহবাসেতেমতি উত্তমতাকে পায়, by residing with

equals the mind attains equality, and by residing with

superiors the mind attains superiority ; সে রাজা আপন আদেশ

লঙ্ঘনকারী পুত্রদিগকেও ক্ষমা করিবেন না, the king will not pardon

even his own sons, if they transgress his commands.

IX.-VERBS WITH TWO OBJECTIVE CASES.

Transitive verbs, when formed into causals, and a few

others, govern two objective cases ; as, তিনি আমাকে শাস্ত্ৰ শিক্ষা

করাইলেন, he taught me the shástras ; আমি তাঁহাকে এই কথা

জিজ্ঞাসা করিলাম, I asked him this question ; তিনি আমাকে এই

কথা কহিলেন, he said this to me ; আমি তোমাকে তৃণ জ্ঞান করি, I

value you (as) straw.
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When two objective cases are used, the one which is re

garded as the principal is called mukhya, and the other

which is regarded as the inferior, gauna.

Verbs which in the active take two objective cases, in the

passive may take one ; as, এই প্রশ্ন কাহাকে জিজ্ঞাসিত হইল ? who

was asked this question ? এই ব্যঙ্গ কাহাকে উক্ত হইল ? to whom

was this joke told ? এই পত্র আমাকে লিখিত হইয়াছে, this letter

was written to me. Instead of the objective, the possessive

with the word প্রতি may be used ; as, কাহার প্রতি and আমার

elfo.

Intransitive verbs, when formed into causals, also take

the objective case ; as , এমত দ্রব্য কে জন্মাইতে পারে ? who can

produce such a thing as this ? মাতা বালককে শয়ন করাইলেন, the

mother put the child to rest ; তিনি এক স্তম্ভ বসাইলেন, he erect

ed a pillar.

X.-VERBS GOVERNING THE INSTRUMENTAL AND LOCATIVE

CASES.

The agent by whom, the instrument with which, or the

manner in which, any action is performed, is governed by

the verb in the instrumental or locative case ; as, সৈন্যদ্বারা

দেশ বিনষ্ট হইল, the land was ruined by the military ; তিনি মন্দ

লেখনীতে পত্র লিখিতেছেন , he is writing his letter with a bad

pen ; সে সৰ্ব্ব যত্নে শ্রম করিতেছে, he is labouring with all his might.

সেই পাত্র জলে পরিপূর্ণ হইল, the vessel was filled with water ;

তিনি ভোগে তৃপ্ত নহেন, he is not satisfied with enjoyment ; সে

তাঁহার ভয়ে দেশহইতে পলায়ন করিল, through fear of him he fled

from the country.

1
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XI.-VERBS GOVERNING THE DATIVE CASE.

Verbs of giving govern the dative case ; as, সেইধনবান দরিদ্র

দিগকে অনেক টাকা দিলেন, that rich man gave much money to

the poor ; তিনি আপন পুত্রকে বর দিলেন, he gave his son his

blessing.

The dative may be expressed by three forms ; as, fa

আমাকে or আমারে or আমায় ধন দিলেন, my father gave me the

wealth. The first of these, however, as the rule states, is

the one generally used in prose, the second in poetry, and

the third in conversation.

If by this rule two nouns ending with should come to

gether, the কে of the objective is omitted ; গুরুপিতাকে পুত্ৰ সমৰ্পণ

, the teacher delivered the son to the father. To

avoid this dilemma, however, a preposition is usually intro

duced ; as, গুরু পিতার নিকটে পুত্রকে সমর্পণ করিলেন, the teacher

delivered the son to the father.

Verbs of giving and communicating govern the dative in

the passive as well as in the active voice ; as , আমাকে অনেক

ধন দত্ত হইল, much wealth was given to me ; লোকদিগকে এই

বাক্য উক্ত হইল, this word was told to the people .

XII.-VERBS GOVERNING THE ABLATIVE CASE.

All verbs which in English have from after them, in

Bengálí take the ablative case ; as, লোভহইতে ক্রোধ হয়, লোভ

হইতে কাম জন্মে, এবং লোভহইতে মোহ ও নাশ ঘটে, from covetous

ness arises anger, from covetousness arises lust, and from

covetousness arises infatuation and ruin ; সে গ্রামহইতে গিয়াছে,

he is gone from the village ; হরিণ জালহইতে মুক্ত হইয়া বনে

, the deer escaping from the net fled to the wood.

Native Grammarians say that all persons and things from

whom or which there is a departure, fear, reproach, defeat,

receiving, origin, preservation, rest, disappearance, and preven
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tion, are put in the ablative case : but it will be found upon

examination that the rule not merely embraces these words,

but is of far more extensive application.

The ablative case is used also with the passive participles

of some verbs of the above description ; as, মিথ্যাবাদি লোক

হইতে আমি ভীত, I am afraid of a liar.

XIII. VERBS GOVERNING THE POSSESSIVE CASE.

Compound active or transitive verbs, when composed of a

noun and , often take the possessive case instead of the

objective ; as , অন্নের আস্বাদন করিয়া সজীব হইল, tasting the food

he revived ; পরে তাহারা তাহার তোষামোদ করিল, afterwards they

flattered him.

This is only justifiable when the noun is one that is in

current use as a noun, apart from the verb, and when at the

same time its original meaning is essentially active . Thus

বৃক্ষের ত্যাগ করিয়া গৃহে প্রবেশ করিল, leaving the tree he entered

into the house, is bad Bengálí, because t , leaving, apart

from a verb, is not in current use as a nour . In like manner

it would be wrong to say , তাহার দৃষ্টি করিলাম, because দৃষ্টি,

although in current use a noun, never means the act of see

ing, but either the power of seeing, or else an opportunity of

seeing.

The verb to be, when it means to have, whether expressed

or understood, governs the possessive case ; as, QİNİA 23F

আছে, I have a book or books ; তোমার অনেক ধন আছে, you

have much wealth ; 7 ( 5 ), they have end

less wealth.

XIV. INFINITIVE MOOD.

One verb governs another that precedes it and depends

upon it, in the infinitive mood ; as, সকলে তাহাকে তিরস্কার করিতে
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2
লাগিল, all began to reproach him ; সে উত্তর দিতে পারিল না, he

was not able to reply ; তাহাদিগকে আনয়ন করিতে লোক প্রেরণ কর,

send a person to bring them ; সকলে যদিআসিতে না পারে, তবে

QP GAP (9¶ f , if all cannot come, tell (them) to

send one person.

The nominative belonging the infinitive mood usually is

the same as that of the governing verb ; if not, it should, if

possible, be distinctly expressed in the objective case, de

pendent upon the governing verb. An example of the

latter kind is , আমি তাহাকে শীঘ্র যাইতে বলিলাম, I told him to go

quickly.

The infinitive is sometimes governed by an adjective ; as,

তুমি তাহা করিতে যোগ্য you are the fit person to do that ; তাহারা

এই কর্ম্ম করিতে অসমর্থ, they are unable to do this work ; তিনি

ইহা করিতে পারক, he is able to do this .

The verbal noun, when it admits of being construed as a

nominative, and occasionally as an objective , is often used

where in English the infinitive mood is used ; as,

ভাল, তবু এই স্থানে থাকা ভাল নয় , to dwell in a wood is better

than to remain in this place ; এমত কথা কহা তোমাদের উচিত নহে,

it is not proper for you to say such things ; ঈশ্বরকে প্রেম করা

আমাদের কর্ত্তব্য , it is our duty to love God ; আমি তোমার দেখা

, I gained a sight of you . In all such cases, where

the infinitive is a verbal noun, the Bengali infinitive in -

cannot be used.

XV.-GERUNDS .

Gerunds in 1 govern as verbs, but are governed as nouns,

and therefore in the possessive case ; as, তোমাকে দেখিবার জন্যে

তিনি এই স্থানে আইলেন, he came hither for the purpose of see

ing you ; এ কথা কহিবার সময়েই তাহারা তাহাকে বধ করিল, at the

time of his uttering these words they killed him ;
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রোপণ করিবার কারণ উদ্যানে গিয়াছেন, the master has gone into

the garden to plant a tree.

The gerund in বা, when followed by the word মাত্র, is

always used adverbially ; as, সে যাইবামাত্র তাহাদিগকে ধরিল, be

immediately upon his going out seized them; সেই সমাচার

পাইবামাত্র তাহাদের ক্লেশ বোধ হইল, on receiving the news they

were distressed.

The gerund in - is generally used in the sense of

because ; as, আমার ব্যবহার জ্ঞাত হওয়াতেতিনি বলিতে পারেন, he can

say by his knowing, or because he knows, my custom. It

always expresses a real fact.

Instead of the infinitive mood, governed by a noun or an

adjective, the gerund is sometimes used ; as , এখন যাইবার সময়

হইল, it is now time to go ; তোমার নদী পার হইবার আবশ্যক আছে,

it is necessary for you to cross the river ; যাহা হইবার উপযুক্ত নয়

তাহা হইতে পারে না, যাহা হইবার উপযুক্ত তাহার অন্যথা হইতে পারে না,

what is not fit (or appointed) to be , cannot be, and what is

to be, that cannot be otherwise.

The other forms of the gerund, though less frequently

used, have the same construction ; as, সেই কৰ্ম্ম করিবার জন্য , or

করণের জন্য, or করার জন্য তিনি আইলেন, he came for the pur

pose of doing that work.

XVI.-PARTICIPLES.

Passive participles have the same agreement as adjectives ,

and the same government as the verbs from which they are

formed ; as , পুরুষ মুক্ত হইয়া যুদ্ধ করিল, কিন্তু স্ত্রী মুক্তা হইয়া গৃহে গেল,

the man being released fought, but the woman being released

went home ; তাহার অনেক ধন থাকিতেও সে অন্য অন্য বান্ধবদিগকে

আরও ঐশ্বর্য্যবান দেখিয়া সন্তুষ্ট হইল না , although he had great wealth,

yet seeing his other friends richer, he was not satisfied .
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Whatever number of participles in may occur in a

sentence, they are never to be connected together, as in

English, by conjunctions ; as , এমন কথা শুনিয়া নিজ দেশহইতে

পলায়ন করিয়া অন্য দেশে গিয়া প্রবাসী হইয়া থাকিল, hearing this

account, fleeing from his country, going into another coun

try, being a sojourner, he remained ; i. e., when he heard

this account, he fled from his own country, went into a

foreign one, and there remained a stranger. But it is not

well to use so many participles in succession.

The participle in , preceded by a nominative case, must

be taken like the nominative absolute in English ; as , fofa

এই কথা কহিলে তাহারা মনোযোগ করে না, he saying this, they do

not attend, i. e. , when or while he says this, they do not

attend ; তাহারা চেষ্টা করিলে ধন প্রাপ্ত হয় , they seeking, (i . e.

when or if they seek,) obtain wealth.

Adjectival participles most commonly govern the posses

sive case ; as, সেই কর্ম্ম করা আমাদের কর্ত্তব্য, we ought to do that

work ; এই বন আমাদিগের ত্যাজ্য, this wood must be abandoned

by us ; সেবাধর্ম্ম অতি কঠিন, যোগিদের অসাধ্য, the duty of serving

is very hard, it is impracticable even for ascetics.

XVII. ADVERBIAL USE OF THE LOCATIVE CASE.

All nouns and pronouns indicating time or place, and all

those which being used adverbially are preceded in English

by the words at, in, into, to, unto, on, upon, by, near to, must

be in the locative case ; as , তিনি কি গৃহে আছেন? is he at

home ? গৃহে যাইয়া দেখ, go into the house and see ; ইহাতেকি

প্রকারে প্রীতি হইবে? in what manner can there be love in this P

উহা মেজে রাখ, put it upon the table ; সে গঙ্গাতীরে বাস করে,

he lives near the Ganges ; বালক পাঠশালায় গমন করে, the

child goes to school ; সৈন্যগণ অশ্বে আরোহণ করিল, the soldiers

mounted their horses ; শত্রুগণ পৰ্ব্বতে উঠিয়াছিল, the enemy
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ascended the mountain ; আমিকি প্রকারে তাহা করিতে পারি ? how

(literally, in what manner) can I do that ? INQOH"

, such gain is (comes) providentially ; (literally, in

process of one's appointed lot) .

The name of a person or place is generally accompanied

by the word নামে in the locative case ; as, যোহন নামে এক জন,

a man by name John ; পাটলিপুত্র নামে এক নগর, a city by name

Páṭaliputtra.

To express the idea about, concerning, relative to, or re

specting, the locative case is used, or the word f¶¶, matter,

subject, in the locative case ; as , তাঁহার বিষয়ে তুমি অনেক কথা

কহিতে পার, you can say many things concerning him ; মিত্র

বাক্যে অবজ্ঞার ফল এই, this is the fruit of contempt respecting

the advice of a friend.

XVIII. POSITION OF ADVERBS.

Adverbs are placed as near as convenient to the words

which they qualify ; common ones for the most part before,

but negatives after the verb, provided it be in the indicative

mood, or in the second person of the imperative ; as,

সৎকর্ম্ম অবশ্য করিবে, a good man will certainly do good deeds ;

কথা কহিও না, do not speak ; বিলক্ষণরূপে তাহা কহিয়াছ, you said

that very finely.

A verb not in the indicative mood requires the negative

to be placed before it. The same rule applies sometimes to

questions to which the hearer is not expected to reply. In

sentences commencing with if, whether, in order that, the

negative is also put before the verb. In sentences com

mencing with a relative pronoun, it is put after the verb

when the pronoun designates some special matter of fact,

person, or thing ; and before ,the verb whenthe pronoun

refers to any out of a whole class of persons or things .

wate

1
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Thus ; আমি 'যাহাকে জানি না, the individual whom I know

not, meaning some person specially referred to ; if

, a person whom I know not, meaning any one person,

although an example of the class may be named ;

সমাপ্ত না হইলে আমিযাইতে পারি না, his work not being finished ,

I cannot go ; প্রাণকে যে রক্ষা করে তৎকর্তৃক কি রক্ষিত না হয়? he

who saves life, by him what is not saved ? This question is

one to which no reply is expected . If information were

sought and an answer expected, it would be, af ?

Some adverbs have a symmetrical situation in the sentence,

the one being in the former part of the first clause, and the

other in the succeeding one ; as, যাবৎ তিনি না আইসেন তাবৎ

aff , I will wait till he comes ; lit. while he does not

come, I will stay ; যত ক্ষণ আমার দন্ত না ভাঙ্গে, তত ক্ষণ তোমার পাশ

ছেদন করি, I will gnaw your bonds till my teeth break ; তিনি

যখন যান তখন আমি যাই, when he goes, I go also.

XIX.-POSTPOSITIONS.

Postpositions govern the possessive case ; as, fo

সহিত মিত্রতা করিতে বাঞ্ছা করিয়া আসিয়াছি, I have come with a

desire to make friendship with you ; ইহা শুনিয়া সে গর্ভের মধ্যে

ff , hearing this he remaining in the hole said ;

আমার নিকটে আইস, come near to me ; তোমার দ্বারা আমার উপকার

, by you I may obtain assistance.

The words and are united with the nomina

tive case ; as, ঈশ্বর বিনা কে আমার উপকার করিতে পারে? who can

help me besides God ? ভৰ্ত্তা বিনা আমি দুঃখিনী, I am unhappy

without my husband or protector ; বিদ্বান ব্যতিরেকে সভাতে

কেহ সম্মান পায় না, in an assembly none are regarded but

the wise.

The word prefers the ablative case instead of the posদূরে

sessive ; as, সে আমাহইতে অনেক দূরে থাকে, he stays at a great

distance from me.
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The postposition is occasionally compounded with the

noun, in which case the possessive inflection is omitted ; as,

, go to your teacher.

XX. CONJUNCTIONS .

Conjunctions generally connect the same moods and tenses

of verbs and cases of nouns and pronouns ; as, সে বৃক্ষের কোটরে

কালসর্পকে দেখিল এবং তখনই মারিল, he saw a viper in the hollow

of the tree and at once killed it ; গো , মেষ, মহিষ ও ছাগল চরি

তেছে,, the cow, sheep, buffalo and goat are feeding ; af

ব্যক্তিকে ও তাহার ভ্রাতাকে দেখিলাম, I saw him and his brother ;

সে তোমাকে ও আমাকে দুঃখ দিল, he gave you and me trouble.

e

When the latter part of the sentence differs in its nature

and construction from the former, the rule does not apply.

This is particularly the case, when the former part of the

sentence contains an assertion or command, and the latter

a promise or inference from it ; as , এই কর্ম্ম কর, তাহাতে সুখী

হইবে, do this , and you will be happy ; যদি এই রূপ হয় , তবে গমন

, if things are so , then do you depart.

When the latter part of the sentence is a consequence or

result of the former, is used in preference to or

ও; as , আমি তোমার শত্রুকে দমন করিব, তাহাতে সে তোমার দ্রব্য আর

RK , I will subdue your enemy, and he shall

no more plunder you.

When is put after a noun or pronoun, it means also or

too or even ; when added to a participle, even or though or

although ; as, ga alfae f , I also was there, i . e. ,

besides others I too was there ; তিনি দেখিয়াও দেখেন না , though

seeing he sees not, i. e., although he sees , he does not per

ceive ; তাহা করিলেও কিছু ফল হইবে না, though one do it, it will

be of no use.
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The conjunction may be used to signify or or but ; as,

নৌকাতে বা অশ্বে যাইব, I shall go by boat or on horseback ; তাহা

করিব না; যদি বা করি, তাহাতে ক্ষতি কি? I will not do it ; but if I

should, what harm will there be?

বরং, rather, is used either by itself or followed by তথাপি;

as, চুরি করা অপেক্ষা বরং ভিক্ষা করা ভাল, it is better to beg than

to steal ; বরং পণ্ডিত শত্রু ভাল, তথাপি মূর্খ মিত্র ভাল নহে, a wise

enemy is better than a foolish friend.

may be used alone as a conjunction in making a

request ; or as a relative pronoun followed by its correlative ;

as, হে পরমেশ্বর, আমার মন যেন কুপথে না যায়, O God, let not my

mind go in wicked ways ; তোমার মঙ্গল যেন হয় , এই নিমিত্তে আমি

প্রার্থনা করি, I pray that you may prosper. যেন beingoriginally

the Sanscrit form of the relative , it should always

precede the sentence which contains its correlative.

Some conjunctions have their corresponding conjunctions :

the most frequent of these are যদি and তবে, যদ্যপি and তথাপি;

as, যদি তাহাকে দেখ, তবে তাহাকে এই কথা বল, if you see him,

tell him this; যদ্যপি এমন হয়, তথাপি তাহার সহিত আমার বড় প্রীতি,

although it is so, yet I have a great affection for him .

When the former part of such a sentence refers to a

matter of fact, যদি or যদ্যপি may be omitted, but তবে or তথাপি

must be retained ; as , আমি অভয় বাক্য দিয়া তাহাকে আনিয়াছি,

তবে কি প্রকারে আমাকে নষ্ট করিতেইচ্ছা করে? I brought him in

with an assurance of protection, how then can he wish to

destroy me?

XXI.-INTERJECTIONS .

Interjections require the vocative case ; as, হে প্রভো, আজ্ঞা

করুন, give your order, sir ; হে নারি, আমার কথা শুন, hear me, O

woman ; হেআমাদের স্বর্গস্থ পিতঃ, আমাদের নিবেদন শুন, our Father

who art in heaven, hear our prayer ; ওহে ভ্রাতঃ, এ স্থানে আইস,

O brother, come hither .

8
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The word f , fie upon or woe to, governs the objective

case ; as , যে জন কেবল খেলা ভাল বাসে তাহাকে ধিক ,্ fie upon him

who delights only in play ; মনুষ্যজন্ম পাইয়া ঈশ্বরের সেবা করিলাম

al , fa , fie upon me, or woe to me, that being born a

man I have not served God !

For the specific use of particular interjections in reference

to particular persons, &c. , see the chapter on interjections .
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CHAPTER X.

Of Prosody.

*

Prosody is the last and lowest part of the Bengálí lan

guage. There are three things which contribute to the

inferiority of Bengálí verse ( padya ). The first is disregard

of pronunciation in the words. A word is not pronounced

as in prose, but every consonant has a vowel after it, though

in prose it has none ; thus in prose we have dwápar, in verse

dwápara ; in prose man , in verse mana, &c . In most langu

ages it is the property of poetry to contract, but in Bengálí to

expand. The second thing is disregard of quantity. All that

is required is that the verse should have a certain number of

* The severe remarks in the text are allowed to stand as Dr. Yates wrote

them in 1844. But the time is rapidly approaching, when they will cease to

be universally applicable. In fact, it has come already.

As in most of the modern languages of Europe, so likewise in Bengálí,

quantity has , in a great measure, but by no means wholly, been superseded

by the accent . Accented syllables are apt to be treated as long, and those

not accented as short .

In Bengálí the accent usually falls either upon penultima or upon ante

penultima ; and which of the two is accented, is in most cases determined

by the circumstance whether the penultima forms a part of the root, or a

part of an inflexion . In the former case it is accented, in the latter it is not.

The language hardly admits of a measure which does not commence with an

accented (or long) syllable. It therefore affords great scope for employing

the trochee, spondee, and dactyle, but not the iambus.

Bengálí rhyme almost always embraces two vowels with a consonant between.

When this is not the case, it invariably includes one accented vowel, and the

consonant nearest to it . But as similarity of sound is all that is required, the

rhyming letters do not always look the same, when printed, in both members

of the rhyme.
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d

1

1

syllables, and that the final of one given number of syl

lables should jingle with the final of another given number.

Thus rhyme, which is contemned by Sanscrit and Greek, is

made the principal thing in Bengálí, and it matters not

whether the syllables be long or short, so that they rhyme at

the appointed place* The third thing is disregard of ancient

versification . In a language derived almost entirely from

the Sanscrit, we might have expected to find some of its

poetical metres, if not in a pure, at least in an imitative

form. But this is not the case : the ancient metres are

utterly neglected, and others entirely new substituted in

their place.

In Bengálí, as in Sanscrit, a couplet or stanza or verse is

called Sloka or Slok ; and, in that language, there are four

constituent parts in every such verse, which parts are called

pádas or charanas.

It is not necessary to say much here about quantity or

poetical feet, since the existence of long and short vowels,

and words constituting every kind of feet, is turned to

little account in poetry. The harmonic pause, however, is

not forgotten : this, which in Sanscrit is used only in verse

measured by time, is of very common use in Bengálí verse,

in which time is disregarded. This harmonic pause, jati,

is equivalent to a comma : it is usually made in the parts of

a line which rhyme, but has no mark to express it. The

following example will serve to explain its nature :

তিনি সর্বজ্ঞাতা , সকলের বিধাতা , সর্বোপরি বর্তমান ।

He is all-wise, the sustainer of all, present over all.

The metre (chhanda) most commonly used in Bengálí

* Of late blank verse has been introduced in Bengálí poetry , with marked

success .
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poetry is that called Payár, which consists of fourteen syl

lables to every páda. The fourteen syllables are usually

divided into two parts, the first containing eight, the second

six syllables. The pádas being commonly ranged in lines ,

four of them constitute a verse (slok ), and each pair of

pádas rhymes together.

The following two verses from the Mahabharat will be

sufficient to explain the nature of this metre.

দ্বাপর যুগেতে রাজা নামে পরিচর ।

সত্যশীল ধৰ্ম্মবন্ত তপেতে তৎপর।।

সকল তেজিয়া রাজা ধৰ্ম্মে দিল মন ।

কঠিন তপস্যা বনে করে অনুক্ষণ ।

শিরে জটা ধরে রাজা বল্ক পরিধান।

কভু ফল মূল খায় কভু অম্বুপান ।

কখন গলিত পত্র কভ বুাহার।

বৎসরেক নৃপতিকরিল অনাহার ।

The following two sentences convey the literal mean

ing :

In the Dwapar yug there was a king named Parichara ; he

was true, virtuous, and devoted to penance : leaving all, the

king gave his mind to virtue ; and in the wood performed

always the hardest austerities.

The king had on his head matted hair, and on his body

clothing made ofbark ; now and then he ate fruits or roots,

and now and then drank water ; and now and then he fed on

withered leaves, and now and then on air ; and once for a

whole year the king went without food.

Having thus explained what may be called the heroic

metre of the Bengálí, we shall now proceed to shew the

nature of some of their other principal measures.
A few
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of these, at least, in which quantity is generally disregarded,

and the accent only followed, are far superior in point of

elegance to the heroic metre ; and possess a regularity of

arrangement, harmony of sound, and softness of cadence,

which delight the ear. We shall arrange them according

to the number of syllables in the páda, beginning with the

fewest, and regularly advancing to those of the greatest

length.

1. The first, according to the number of syllables in the

páda, is the Ekábalí. It consists of eleven or twelve syllables

to the páda ; and the last syllable of each first páda rhymes

with the last syllable of the succeeding one. In this metre

the pause occurs after the sixth and ninth syllables .

শুন লো মালিনি কি তোর রীতি ।

কিঞ্চিতো হৃদয়ে না হয় ভীতি ॥

এত বেলা হৈল পূজা না করি ৷

ক্ষুধায় তৃষ্ণায় জ্বলিয়া মরি ॥

O fair florist ! hear ; what custom is this ofyours ? Is there

no fear in your heart ? It is now so late, and yet I have not per

formed pújá (worship) , and am dying in the flames of hunger

and thirst.*

2. The second, which is the one least used, is the Totaka,

consisting of twelve syllables to the páda, eight of which are

short and four (3rd, 6th, 9th and the 12th) are long .

নম নিত্য নিরাময় বিশ্বপতে ।

নম চিন্ময় পাপি নিদান গতে ।

হর নাথ নিদারুণ পাপ ভরে ।

ঝরিছে নয়নে জল শান্তিতরে ।

* Flowers are used in the daily worship ; and till these are obtained, the

worship cannot be performed or food taken. These flowers are brought by

female servants.

1
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Hail thou eternal and spotless Lord of the universe, hail,

thou wise one and the refuge of a sinner in his last moments,

Lord, take away thefearful burden ofsin. Tears are dropping

from the eyes for peace.

3. The third is the Mál-jhámp. It has fourteen syl

lables in each line or páda : the final syllable of the first

páda rhymes with the final of the second ; and the final

of the third with that of the fourth : besides which the

fourth, eighth, and twelfth of each páda rhyme : as,

যেন কাল, খাঁড়া ঢাল, ঝাঁকে ৷কোতোয়াল,

ধরি বাণ, খরশাণ, হান হান, ডাকে ৷

চোর ধরি, হরি হরি, শব্দ করি, কয় ৷

কে আমারে, আর পারে, আর কারে, ভয় ॥

The watchman, like Death, with sword and shield, rattles

along, and seizing his well-pointed arrow, cries out, Strike,

strike :: seizing the thief, vociferating Hari, Hari, he exclaims,

Who now can do aught against me, and whom have I to fear ?

4. The fourth is the Málaté, which is made by adding

one syllable to each line of payár ; the last syllable of the

first rhyming with the last of the second, &c. : as,

সর্ব্বত্র স্থাপিত সেই

সকলের চক্ষু নাহি

প্রভুকেও চাটুবাক্য

শত্রুকেও কটু কথা

প্রেমের আগার রে ।

হেরে তার দ্বার রে ।

কখন না কহিবে ৷

কখন না বলিবে ৷৷

That house oflove is situated everywhere, but every one's eyes

do not see the door of it.

Never speak a word offlattery even to your master and never

speak a harsh word even to your enemy.

5. The fifth is the Chamár, which has the same number

of syllables as the preceding, and the same rhyme in the
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pádas, but which differs from it in the regularity of its long

and short syllables. With some trifling exceptions it con

sists entirely of trochees, i. e. a long and short syllable

throughout : as,

ভূতমৈ তিয়ারি ভট্ট

ভূপকো সমাজ মাঝে

।
হাত জোড়ি পত্ৰ দিহ শির ভূমি নায় কে ৷

রাজপুত্র কী কথা বি-শেষ মৈ শুনায় কে *

কাঞ্চীপুর জায় কে ।

রাজপুত্র পায় কে

The bard Bhútamay Teņhári going to Kánchípur, and finding

the king's son in the assembly of the monarchs, joining his hands

and bowing down to the ground, presented the letter and related

particularly all about the king's son.

6. The sixth is the Lalita-jhámp, or Dirgha Maljhámp ·

This also has fifteen syllables to the páda, and the finals of

the pádas rhyming as before : but besides this it has the

rhyme extended to the fourth, eighth, and twelfth syllables

in each páda : as,

যারে ভায়া , কর দয়া, তার কায়া , সার রে ।

দীন বাছা , গলে কাচা , শেষে বাচা , ভার রে ।

You destroy his body on whom you have pity, poorfellow,

rag on his neck, at last it will be hard for him to live.

7. The seventh metre, according to the number of syl

lables in the páda, is the Laghu-bhanga-tripadi . It has

sixteen syllables in the first páda, and twenty in the second,

which rhyme at the end. Also in the first páda the eighth

and sixteenth syllables rhyme ; and in the second, the sixth

and twelfth syllables. The third and fourth are like the first

and second : as,

* Though this passage is taken from a Bengálí poem, the language of these

words is not Bengálí, but bad Hindi.
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মালিনী কীল খাইয়া , বলিছে দোহাই দিয়া ৷

আমারে যেমন,

নষ্টের এমন গুণ,

কি দোষ পাইয়া ,

মারিলি তেমন,

পীঠেতে মাখয়ে চূণ ।

ওরে কোটালিয়া , করিলি মারিয়া খুন ।

পাইবি তাহার ক্রিয়া ॥

6

The watchman beat the (wicked) florist, and she cried outfor

protection ; As you beat me, so you will obtain the reward of

your deed.' This is just the way of the depraved ; they apply a

plaster and say, O watchman, whatfault have you found in me,

that you are beating me to death ?

8. The eighth is the Laghu-tripadi, which has twenty

syllables in each páda . Besides the usual rhyme at the end

of each two pádas, it has also a rhyme between the sixth

and twelfth syllables in each páda : as,

থাক থাক থাক, কাটাইব নাক, আগেতে রাজারে কহি ।

মাতা মুড়াইব, শালে চড়াইব, ভারত কহিছে সহি ।

Stay, stay, stay, I will speak to the king and have your nose

cut off, I will have your head shaved, and will have you fastened

on a pole ; Bhárat says, Very good.

9. The ninth metre is the Dirgha-bhanga-tripadi, which

has twenty syllables in the first páda, and twenty-six in the

second. In this, beside the rhyme at the end of each two

pádas, there is also a rhyme between the tenth and twentieth

syllables of the first páda, and between the eighth and six

teenth of the second páda ; and so again in the third and

fourth pádas : as,

প্রভাত হইল বিভাবরী, বিদ্যারে কহিল সহচরী,

সুন্দর পড়েছে ধরা , শুনি বিদ্যা পড়ে ধরা , সখী তোলেধরাধরি করি ৷

কান্দে বিদ্যা পড়িয়া ভূতলে, ধারা বহে নয়নের জলে,

কপালে কঙ্কণ মারে, রুধির বহিছে ধারে, কিহৈল কি হৈল ঘন বলে
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When it was morning, the companion ofBidyá told her that

Sundar was seized. Hearing this she fell on the ground, and

they tried to raise and support her ; but falling to the earth

again she wept aloud, and poured from her eyes a flood of tears :

then striking her head with her bracelets till the blood flowed

down, she exclaimed repeatedly, What a catastrophe ! what a

catastrophe!

10. The tenth metre, which is allied to the preceding, is

called Dirgha-tripadí. It has twenty-six syllables to each

páda, with the rhyme between the eighth and sixteenth of

each páda, and the final of every two pádas ; as,

এ তোর মাসীরে বাপা , কোন কৰ্ম্ম নাহি ছাপা, আকাশ পাতাল ভূমণ্ডলে ;

আকাশে পাতিয়া ফাঁদ, ধরে দিতে পারি চাঁদ, কুলের কামিনী আনি ছলে ৷

রায় বলে তুমি মাসী, হীরা বলে আমি দাসী, মাসী বল আপনার গুণে,

হরি কাল হরিবারে, মা বলিল যশোদারে, পুরাণে পুরাণ লোকে শুনে ॥

O child, from this aunt ofyours there is nothing hid, either

in heaven, earth, or hades . I can spread a net in the heavens

and catch the moon, and I can by contrivance bring to you the

most respectable woman. The prince said, You are indeed my

aunt. Hirá said, I am your slave whom by courtesy you

your aunt, just as Hari, when he spent his time here, called

Jashodá his mother ; to the old writings old people listen.

11. The eleventh metre is called Laghu-chatushpadí. It

consists of twenty-three syllables to the páda, with the

rhyme between the sixth, twelfth, and eighteenth syllables

of each páda, and the final of every two pádas ; as,

কি মেরু শিখর, কিবা বিধবর,

শিখরী অচল, এ দেখি সচল,

বিবেচনা কর, কি তরুতলে ।

শশাঙ্ক সমল, সকলে বলে ।

Is this under the tree Mount Meru, or the moon, do you

think? The mountain does not move, this moves, the moon is

spotted, all people say.
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12. The twelfth metre, which is allied to the preceding

one, is called Dirgha-chatushpadi. It has thirty-one syllables

in each páda, with the rhyme at the eighth, sixteenth, and

twenty-fourth syllables of each páda, and the final of every

two pádas ; as will appear from the following half stanza :

স্বজন বান্ধবগণ, আর যত প্রিয়জন ,

কাঁদে সদা সৰ্ব্বক্ষণ ,

না পারি সহিতে আর,

দেখিয়া মম দুঃখ ৷

কাঁদিতেছি অনিবার,

হৃদয়ে দিবে সুখ ॥কে লইবে ঋণ ভার,

My kinsmen and friends and allothers that are dear to me,

are ever weeping, when they see my sorrow. I cannot bear it

any longer, I weep continually, who will bear the burden of my

debt and put happiness in my heart?

13. The thirteenth metre is the Laghu-lalita. It has

twenty-four syllables in each páda, with the rhyme at the

sixth, twelfth , and eighteenth syllables of each páda, besides

the finals of every two pádas ; as,

কটাক্ষ সন্ধানে, আপনার পানে, ওলো সুলোচনে, চেয় না চেয় না,

উহার বেদনা , তুমি তো জান না, অনর্থযাতনা , পেয় না পেয় না ।

ও যে খরতর, নয়নের শর, কে বা আত্ম পর, জানে না জানে না,

পড়িলে রূপসী, খরধার অসি, কামার বলিয়া, মানে না মানে না |

O thou bright-eyed one ! do not cast a piercing glance upon

thyself. Thou lenowest not the pain it will cause ; and why, 0

why shouldst thou suffer needless anguish ? The sharp arrow of

the eyes, O fair one, regards not who is its owner and who is

not, even as the sharp-edged sword, when it falls, regards not

the smith more than any other person.

14. The fourteenth metre is called Dirgha- lalita. It has

thirty-one syllables to the páda, with the rhyme at the eighth

and sixteenth syllables of each páda, and at the end of every

two pádas ; as,
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উদয় হইল বিধ,ু তাহে বায়ু বহে মৃছ,

মানে না গো মানে না ।

ঘটেছে নবীন জ্বালা,

জানে না গো জানে না ॥

কূহু কুহু ডাকে বাধা

সে ধনী নবীন বালা ,

বিরহ কেমন কভু

The moon is risen, the gentle zephyrs blow, and the cuckoo's

voice is repeatedly heard ; nothing can resist them. There is a

precious blooming maid, and a new kind offever has seized her ;

alas, she never knew what separation was before.

The list of metres which has been given here is by no

means complete, but in a compendious grammar, like the

present, more need not be enumerated.

In sacred odes and hymns some of the preceding metres

are used in their entire form, and others with some slight

variations. Usually a chorus is prefixed , of which either a

part or the whole is repeated at the end of each stanza.

Into Christian hymns the English metres, such as the long,

short, and common, &c. , have also been introduced. It is,

however, extremely doubtful whether any iambic metre can

ever be successfully introduced into a language which seems

to abhor an iambus. Hymns in trochaic metre are more

easily translated.

From the attention now paid to the cultivation of the

Bengálí language, which possesses very great capabilities, it

is evident that the time is fast approaching, when its com

positions both in prose and verse will equal, if not outvie,

those of any other vernacular language of northern India.
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APPENDIX.

(1.) SPECIMEN OF PARSING.

স্বর্ণের পরীক্ষা অগ্নি, এবং বন্ধুর পরীক্ষা বিপৎকাল । কোন সময়ে হুই

বন্ধু দেশভ্রমণে বাহির হইল । যাইতে যাইতে পথের মধ্যে অকস্মাৎ একটী

ভয়ঙ্কর ভালুকের সহিত সংঘটন হইল, তাহাতে পলাইবার কোন উপায়

চেষ্টা করিয়া না পাওয়াতে এক জন এক বৃক্ষে উঠিল, আর এক জন নিরুপায়

হইয়া মৃত্তিকার উপরে পড়িয়া মৃত্তিকায় মুখ দিয়া নিশ্বাস রুদ্ধ করিয়া

রহিল । ভালুক আসিয়া তাহার গাত্রে মুখ দিয়া দেখিতে লাগিল, এবং

তাহার নাসিকায় ও কাণে মুখ দিয়া বোধ করিল, এটী কেবল মৃত শরীর ;

পরে তাহাকে ছাড়িয়া গেল । ভালুক যাইবামাত্র অন্য ব্যক্তি বৃক্ষহইতে নামিয়া

বলিল , হে বন্ধো, ভালুক তোমার কাণে কাণে কি বলিল ? সে উত্তর দিল,

ভালুক এই কথা বলিল, যাহারা বিপৎকালে বন্ধুদিগকে ফেলিয়া পলায়ন

করে, সে প্রকার লোকদের সহিত কেমন করিয়া বাস কর ?।

The test ofgold is fire ; and the test ofa friend is the time of

adversity. Once two friends went out to travel (literally, for

the circuit ofthe country) . As they were going, suddenly in the

way there was an encounter with a terrible bear ; thereupon

seeking some means ofescaping, when they found not (any), one

man ascended a tree, the other man being helpless, falling (i. e.,

lying flat) on the ground, putting (his) face to the ground, stop

ping his breath, remained (thus). The bearcoming (up), putting

his face to his body, began to look (at him) , and putting his

face to his nose and ears thought, This is only a dead body ;

afterwards, leaving him , he went (off). Immediately upon the

bear's going off , the other man descending from the tree said, 0

friend, what did the bear (again and again) say into your ear ?
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He answered, the bear said this word, " Those who in a time

ofadversity, casting (off) (their) friends, flee, with such people

how (is it) you live ? "

, ofgold, a common noun, possessive case, governed by

the noun following .

, the test, a common noun, nominative case required by

the verb , understood. See Rule 7.

fi, fire, a common noun, nominative case to the verb

understood. It is placed last, to give it greater em

phasis.

47 , and, a copulative conjunction.

, of a friend, a common noun, masculine, possessive case,

governed by পরীক্ষা

1, the test, a noun, as described above.

Fast , time of calamity, a compound noun, nominative

case to the verb understood . The component

parts are বিপদ and কাল

, any, indefinite pronoun.

, common noun, locative case.

, two, a numerical adjective agreeing with the following

noun.

, friends, a common noun, nominative case to the verb

The plural termination is omitted, because it

is preceded by a word denoting plurality.

, for the circuit of the country, a compound noun,

locative case.

af , out, adverb.

, were, a regular verb, indicative mood, imperfect

tense, third person, agreeing with its nominative case

দুই বন্ধু

, continuing to go, a continuative participle from

the verb যান.
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, the way, common noun, possessive case, singular,

governed by মধ্যে

, in, a separable preposition governing the possessive

case.

, suddenly, an adverb of quality.

, a, an adjective pronoun of the indefinite kind, agree

ing with , with enclitic particle .

, terrific, an adjective of the positive state, agreeing

with the following word.

TA, bear, a common noun, masculine, possessive case,

singular, governed by the next word.

f , with, a separable preposition governing the possessive

case.

, an encounter, a common noun, nominative case

singular to the verb following.

, was, a verb, indicative mood, imperfect tense, third

person, agreeing with .

O , and, lit. thereupon, a copulative conjunction.

, ofescaping, a gerund from the verb as , to flee,

to escape, governed by the noun .

C , any, some, an adjective pronoun of the indefinite kind,

agreeing with the next word.

, method, means, a common noun, objective case,

singular, governed by the next participle.

6581 f1, seeking, a participle from the compound active

verb 581 , agreeing with , they, understood.

1, not, an adverb of negation before the participle.

e , finding, a gerund from , locative case . Trans

late, because they found not.

, one, an indefinite adjective, agreeing with .

, person, a common noun, masculine, singular, nominative

to the verb উঠিল.
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, a, adjective pronoun agreeing with .

, into (a) tree, a common noun, locative case, governed

by the verb উঠিল.

, ascended, a neuter verb, indicative mood, imperfect

tense, third person singular, agreeing with 4 GH.

, the other, a compound adjective pronoun of the

indefinite kind, agreeing with Ga.

, person, common noun, nominative case to af .

নিরুপায়, helpless, an adjective agreeing with জন

, being, a participle from 87, agreeing with .

fet , the ground, a common noun, possessive case, singu

lar, governed by the next word.

, upon, a separable preposition governing the possessive

case.

f , falling, a participle from the verb y , to fall, agree

ing with জন.

fet , on the ground, common noun, locative case, governed

by দিয়া .

д , (his) face, a common noun, objective case, governed by

fray.

f , giving, putting, a participle from 77, to give, agree

ing with জন.

fa , (his) breathing, a common noun, objective case, gover

ned by the next word.

, stopping, a participle from the verb , to

stop, agreeing with .

af , remained, a verb, indicative mood, imperfect tense,

third person, agreeing with 7.

ভালুক, the bear, common noun, masculine, nominative case

to the verb লাগিল.

If , coming, a participle from the verb , agreeing

with the preceding word ভালুক.
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ta, his, ofhim, a personal pronoun, possessive case, gover

ned by গাত্রে.

, on the body, a common noun, locative case.

Tπ, (his) mouth, a common noun, objective case, governed by

the participle fit.

fal, giving, putting, a participle from (7 , agreeing with

ভালুক.

c7fat , to see, a verb, infinitive mood, governed by af .

afs , began, a verb intransitive, indicative mood , imper

fect tense, third person, agreeing with the nominative

ভালুক.

4 , and, a copulative conjunction.

, his, of him, a personal pronoun, possessive case,

governed by নাসিকায়

affa , to (his) nose, a common noun, locative case.

e, and, a copulative conjunction .

FIT¶ , to (his) ears, a common noun , locative case, like atf¶æta.

f , putting his mouth, as described above.

6 , thought, a compound verb, intransitive, indicative

mood, imperfect tense, agreeing with .

at , this, an adjective pronoun of the demonstrative kind,

agreeing with understood, compounded ofa and .

C , only, an adverb.

, dead, a past participle, agreeing with .

* a, body, a common noun, nominative case to under

stood.

A, afterwards, conjunction.

GRTF, him, personal pronoun, objective case, governed by

the next word.

ছাড়িয়া , leaving , a participle from ছাড়ন, agreeing with ভালুক.

¶ , went, departed, a verb irregular, from , indicative

mood, imperfect tense, third person, agreeing with LF.

9
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ভালুক, the bear, common noun, as before.

যাইবামাত্র on going away, a gerund used with মাত্র

, the other, an indefinite adjective pronoun agreeing with

জন

f , person, a common noun, nominative case to afa .

, from the tree, common noun, ablative case.

alfa , descending, a participle from 77, agreeing with .

7f77, said, a verb regular, indicative mood, imperfect tense,

third person, agreeing with nominative .

, O, an interjection .

, friend, common noun, vocative case.

, the bear, a common noun, as before.

cotata, your, of you, a personal pronoun, possessive case,

governed by কাণে

Fr , in the ear, a common noun as before ; here re

peated idiomatically to express repetition .

f , what, an interrogative pronoun, objective case, governed

by the verb afaa.

fa , said, a verb, as described above.

, he, personal pronoun, nominative case to fEET.

Sefa, answered, a compound verb, indicative mood, im

perfect tense, third person, agreeing with the nomina

tive সে.

, the bear, a common noun, as before.

, this, a demonstrative adjective pronoun, agreeing with

কথা

, word, a common noun, objective case, governed by

বলিল,

afaa, said, a verb as before described.

., who, a relative pronoun, nominative case to

fata, in time of calamity, common noun, locative case,

composed of বিপৎ and কালে
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fs , (their) friends, a common noun, objective case

plural, governed by ফেলিয়া .

fa , casting off, a participle from , agreeing with

যাহারা.

, flee, a compound verb, indicative mood, present

tense, third person, agreeing with its nominative .

GA, such, a compound adjective, agreeing with

লোকদের

cat , people, a common noun, possessive case, plural,

governed by the preposition .

af , with, a separable preposition .

fal, how, or why, lit. , how doing, an adverb and a

participle, used idiomatically for an adverb.

, do you dwell, a compound verb, indicative mood ,

present tense, second person, agreeing with gf under

stood.

, the alphabet.

, a letter.

7 , a vowel.

(2.) GRAMMATICAL TERMS,

, GRAMMAR.

ORTHOGRAPHICAL TERMS.

, a short one.

, a long one.

, a similar one.

, a dissimilar one.

, the letter ( ) .

ff, the letter ( :) .

merated, each vowel is pro

nounced with 1 after it, as

অ-কার a-kár, আ-কার à-kar,

i-kár, &c.

, a consonant.

, a guttural.

, a palatal.

, a cerebral.

78 , a dental.

When the vowels are enu- e , a labial.
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আনুনাসিক, a nasal.

et , unaspirated conso

nant.

, aspirated.

, classified , including the , pronunciation.

first five rows of conso

nants.

ft , the mark ( ) for ex

cluding the vowel , as

, not classified , i. e . , অক ,্ ak .

miscellaneous, including , permutation of letters .

the remaining conso

nants.

-7 , the first class, viz., F,

খ, গ, ঘ, ঙ.

, the change called gun.

af , the change called briddhi.

* , a word.

fofo, an inflexion.

§, an affix.

5-7 , the second class , and

so on.

, a compound conso

nant.

ETYMOLOGICAL TERMS.

, a noun or name.

1 , the taking from, the

ablative.

, the connecting, the pos

sessive.

fa , gender.

fa , masculine gender.

fa , feminine gender.

fa , neuter gender.

, the calling to, the

vocative.

457, singular number.

, plural number.

16 , a qualifying word,

an adjective.

The cases, when considered , a pronoun, whether

in relation to the verb, personal, relative, inter

are called : rogative or adjective.

1, the agent or nominative. , a verbal root.

, the work, the objective. ful, a verb.

, the means, the instru- , a transitive verb.

f , an intransitiveঅকৰ্ম্মক ক্রিয়া,

verb.

[tive.

, the giving to, the da

mental.

f , the appointing, the

locative.
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ce , a causal verb.

15 , the active voice.

, the passive.

, time or tense.

, present tense.

নিত্য প্রবৃত্ত বর্তমান, the present

indefinite.

, present definite.

অতীত or ভূত, past time.

অদ্যতনভূত or ভূতসামীপ্য বৰ্ত্তমান,

the imperfect.

ভূত or নিশ্চিত ভূত, the imper

fect definite.

শুদ্ধ ভূত or অদ্যভূতানদ্যতন ভূত,

the perfect.

চিরভূত or অনদ্যতন ভূত, the plu

perfect.

নিত্য প্রবৃত্ত ভূত or অপরোক্ষ ভূত,

the aorist.

of , the future.

, patronymics.

, gentiles .

, collectives .

16 , abstracts .ভাববাচক,

, diminutives.

ক্রিয়াবাচক, verbals.

প্রাণিবাচক, names of animate

beings.

eft , names of inani

mate beings.

, passive nouns, as

, a work.

করণবাচক, instrumental

as , the mouth.

সম্প্রদানবাচক, recipient nouns,

as , a servant.

, members of the

body, as , the ear.

কর্তৃবাচক,1 , verbal adjectives

signifying the agent.

, a compound word.5 , the first person.

, the second person. , a compound noun .

, the third person. কর্ম্মধারয়, a compound noun of

the second genus., indeclinable word.

উপসর্গ, inseparable preposi- বহুব্রীহি, a compound adjective

of the first class.

nouns,

tion.

, words derived from , a compound adjective

verbal roots. of the second class .

of , words derived from fe, a compound adjective

formed by prefixing a

numeral.

other words.

AGF, a common noun.

, a proper noun. অব্যয়ীভাব,a compound adverb.
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TERMS IN SYNTAX.

f , the words or clauses , the particular case inবিশেষণ ,

that qualify others.

বিশেষ্য, the words or clauses

which a word is put by

the influence of another

word upon it.qualified by others.

TERMS IN PROSODY.

J, verse or poetry.

ছন্দঃ, metre.

C , a verse consisting of

four pádas, but often

arranged in two lines.

, the fourth part of a

verse.

, quantity.

af , the harmonic pause.

রবিবার, Sunday.

সোমবার, Monday.

, Tuesday.

বুধবার, Wednesday.

, the sentential pause ( 1) .

This is commonly used in

Bengálí at the end of

each páda.

, a long syllable.

7, a short syllable.

, the common heroic me

tre of the Bengálí.

(3.) DAYS OF THE WEEK.

বৃহস্পতিবার, Thursday.

শুক্রবার, Friday.

শনিবার, Saturday.

The day and night are divided severally into four parts,

each of which is called a 2. A lunar day is called foft.

(4.) MONTHS OF THE YEAR.

, April-May,beginning , October-November.

about the 12th of April. 4 , November-Decem

, May-June. ber.

, June-July.

, July-August.

, August-September.

ff , September-October.

C , December-January.

, January- February.

, February-March.

, March-April.
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The month is distinguished by the changes of the moon ;

the new moon is called ; the day of full moon

পূর্ণিমা ; the fortnight of the waxing moon is called শুক্লপক্ষ,

and that of the waning moon কৃষ্ণপক্ষ,

(5.) NOTES OF FRACTIONS.

The leading principle of Bengálí arithmetic, to divide by

four rather than any other number, pervades also the system

of fractions. A grammar is not the proper place for details

of this, but the following signs may prove useful.

10 means one quarter of the
-one sixteenth of the

unit.unit, rupee, or maund .

110 two quarters . -two sixteenths.

no -three quarters.
three sixteenths.

By combining these all the fractional parts of 16 may be

expressed ; thus, five- sixteenths, fifteen -sixteenths ,

&c.

(6.) ON BENGALI STYLE.

We may point out two kinds of style, which should be

most carefully avoided , viz. , the vulgar and the pedantic. The

vulgar style betrays itself by the use of the inferior verb and

pronoun in the first and second persons. The pedantic style

may be known by its being imperfectly understood by all

those who have not studied Sanscrit : its faults lie chiefly in

the introduction of compound words when they are not

needed, and in the choice of such compounds as consist of

words not in common use.

Another kind of style may be called impure, because it

borrows too largely from the Hindí and Hindustání, and

partly also from the English. This is used by almost all
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I

Muhammadans who speak Bengálí ; by most persons in the

employ of Europeans ; and especially by those who are en

gaged in commerce and in judicial matters. It would be

absurd to proscribe all foreign words from the Bengálí

language ; because in many cases they are the only terms

which exist or which are likely to be understood . But it is

highly desirable to avoid the use of those for which indige

nous terms, derived from the Sanscrit, are either already pro

vided by the daily language, or may be introduced into it ,

with every prospect of being as plain and intelligible as the

exotic terms now in common use .

The colloquial style is the true representative of the lan

guage, being used by natives in their daily private inter

course with each other. Most of its words are derived from

the Sanscrit, but modified , especially by absorbing the 7 and

other consonants in the preceding vowel ; as কাণ for কর্ণ, হাত

for হস্ত. The endless use of expletives, as গো , টা, টুকি, is its

chief difficulty . Although a very beautiful language, as far

as it goes, a long period will probably elapse before it is

rich enough to answer all the purposes of a language . It

abounds in terms relating to domestic and agricultural life ;

but is poor as soon as another province of thought requires

to be occupied .

The book style, which is also used by public speakers , seeks

to occupy the golden medium between the colloquial and the

pedantic ; by preferring to all other words those Sanscrit

elements which the colloquial language has retained, or

altered only slightly, and by avoiding all compound words,

the component parts of which are not readily intelligible.
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